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Introduction 

The attached report, Legal Aid Services in Canada, 1981-82 and 1982-83, 
provides for the interim release of qualitative and quantitative legal aid 
information. This developmental document reflects the ongoing efforts of the 
Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics to establish a consistent core of legal 
aid information and statistics. 

Release 

the working docunent, Legal Aid Services in Canada 1981-82 and 1982-83, will 
be released on a limited distribution basis while the information contained 
therein will be available upon request. Report distribution will be limited 
due to the developmental status of the project. 

Coverage 

- All legal aid plans in Canada assisted in the compilation and verification 
of information and are therefore represented in the working document. 

- Data was collected on a fiscal year basis, April to March. 

- The developmental nature of the information requires that caution be used 
in making any province-by-province comparisons. 

Data Source 

The 1981-82 and 1982-83 quantitative data were collected through a national 
survey of provincial and territorial legal aid plans. This survey was 
conducted in the Fall of 1983. 

The qualitative data were compiled From various publications and reports as 
well as from direct contact with legal aid plan representatives across Canada. 

Content 

Legal aid information is available at the national level as well as on a 
province-by-province basis. A11 jurisdictions are represented. 

- Qualitative information includes a review of the development of legal aid 
in Canada, the extent and type of service delivery, the statutory basis for 
legal aid in each jurisdiction, and funding strategy. 

- Quantitative information includes 1981-82 and 1982-83 data on revenue and 
expenditures, personnel resources, and caseload levels. 



Data Highliqhts - Canada Overview 

Revenues 

• constant dollar revenues increased in 1982-83 from $154.4 million to $159.4 
million - this represents a 3% increase over 1981-82 revenues; 

• contributions from government accounted for 88% of total revenues in 
1982-83; 

• among the provinces, the proportion of total 1982-83 revenues derived from 
government contributions ranged from a low of 77% in Ontario to a high of 
100% in Prince Edward Island; 

• lawyers trust account interest revenues, received in Ontario, Manitoba, and 
British Columbia, comprised close to 15% of total revenues for those 
provinces in 1982-83; 

• while Ontario experienced a 28% decrease in constant dollar revenues from 
lawyers trust account interest over the 1981-82 fiscal year, British 
Columbia experienced a corresponding increase of 39%; 

• client contributions and cost recoveries comprised 3% of total revenues in 
both fiscal years - the Ontario and Alberta Plans received the highest 
proportion of total revenues from clients (7% in 1982-83). 

Expenditures 

• legal aid expenditures totalled$162.3 million in 1982-83 - this represents 
a 4% increase over 1981-82. expenditures on an inflation adjusted (constant 
dollar) basis; 

• constant dollar expenditures decreased in three provinces over the two year 
period - Nova Scotia (-12 110), Prince Edward Island (-9%) and Ontario (-6%); 

• constant dollar expenditure increases ranged between a low of approximately 
5% (Quebec, Saskatchewan), to a high of approximately 20% (Manitoba, 
Alberta, British Columbia) - in New Brunswick, due to a significant 
expansion of services, expenditures increased by 90%; 

• in 1982-83, the national per capita legal aid expenditure was $6.57; the 
corresponding per capita expenditure was generally lowest in Atlantic 
Canada and Alberta ($1.00 - $4.00), higher in central Canada, the Prairie 
Region and British Columbia ($6.00 - $8.00), the highest in Northern Canada 
($25.00 and $28.00); 

• approximately 35% of direct legal service dollars were expended on the 
provision of services through staff professionals during both fiscal years 
- 65% of the corresponding amount was expended on private practice lawyers. 



Persormel Resources 

• The legal aid plan staff count totalled 1,970 persons on March 31st of 
1983; 

• over the two year period, staff reductions were experienced in Nova Scotia 
(75 to 57), Quebec (837 to 829), and Saskatchewan (141 to 139); 

• among applicable provinces, an estimated 13,317 legal aid panel members 
from the private bar were available to provide legal services on March 31st 
of 1983 - this represents 59% of total active bar members in applicable 
provinces. 

Caseload 

• approximately 469,500 full service legal aid applications were approved in 
1982-83 - 212,800 (45%) were for criminal matters. and 256,700 (55%) were 
for civil matters; 

• over the two year period, the change in total applications approved ranged 
from a 17% decrease in the Northwest Territories to a corresponding 
increase of 29% in Manitoba - New Brunswick experienced an 81% increase, 
largely due to the commencement of civil matter coverage; 

• between 1981-82 and 1982783, criminal applications approved decreased in 
three jurisdictions: the Northwest Territories (-19%), the Yukon (-17 1V), 

and Prince Edward Island (-16%) - in all other jurisdictions increases of 
between 4% (Quebec) and 28 0% (Manitoba) were evidenced; 

• the number of civil applications approved increased in most jurisdictions 
over the two year period, Nova Scotia and British Columbia excepted - 
percentage decreases for those provinces were 17% and 20% respectively. 

• civil cases generally comprised under 40 010' of total caseload in 1982-83 - 
the provinces of New Brunswick (67%), Quebec (65%) and Ontario (56%) were 
major exceptions to the rule. 
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Preface 

The Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics was given a mandate in January of 
1982 to provide a national legal aid information service. This report 
reflects the efforts of many who have worked toward the fulfillment of this 
mandate. 

The data in this report cover two fiscal years, 1981-82 and 1982-83 1  and 
represent services delivered by the agency responsible for legal aid in each 
Canadian jurisdiction. Data which describe resource expenditures and caseload 
levels comprise the statistical content of the report. In recognition of the 
diverse service strategies which exist in Canada, narrative descriptions are 
included to supplement statistical displays. 

The structure and content of this 
years, as statistical measures ai 
Developmental efforts of the Legal A: 
of federal, provincial, and legal a 
utilization of legal aid statistics 
The initiatives of this group will 
nature. 

report is expected to change in future 
e refined and as new ideas emerge. 
Ld Program are guided by a selected group 
id plan representatives involved in the 
within their respect i.ve jurisdictions. 

be  reflected in future reports of this 
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Background to Report 

Early Initiatives 

Early efforts directed toward the gathering of legal aid statistics for 

managerial and policy applications were provincial initiatives. In 1976, the 

National Task Force on the Administration of Justice provided considerable 

stimulus for a broad pursuit of legal aid statistics by compiling information 

into a composite national profile. 

The National Project on Resource Coordination (1979), a federal-provincial 

initiative, addressed itself to the information needs of justice managers, and 

investigated how to best match those needs to an organizational structure and 

developmental strategy. The structure proposed was eventually named the 

Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics (CCJS), and was designed to be 

responsive to the needs of justice decision-makers. The strategy proposed was 

to derive national statistics from operational information systems. 

The Implementation Work Group was established in 1980 to develop the detailed 

organizational structure and programs that would put into effect the 

conclusions, reached. Under the auspices of this group, the National Legal Aid 

Research Centre (NLARC) was contracted to develop a national information 

report on legal aid services. In April of 1981, Legal Aid Services in Canada 

1979-80 was published. This release was followed by Legal Aid, 1981, produced 

by the Health Division of Statistics Canada, the Federal Department of 

Justice, and the CCJS. 

CCJS Initiatives 

During its first year of operation (1981-82), the CCJS established a work plan 

based upon proposals put forward by the federal-provincial work groups. As 

recommended, the NLARC was contracted to conduct an extensive review of 

national information requirements. This work was directed and reviewed by the 

Legal Aid Program Development Committee (PDC). 

Following completion of the NLARC contracts in early 1983, a Legal Aid Program 

was formally established at the CCJS. The PDC, now referred to as the Legal 



Aid Program Advisory Committee (PAC), continues to provide direction for 

Program activities. 

Program Initiatives 

The NLARC reports cited many issues surrounding the collection of legal aid 

statistics, and presented a set of proposed national data element definitions 

and data tables which had culminated from a series of PDC discussions. 

Building upon preliminary efforts of the NLARC, the Program undertook a survey 

to obtain feedback on the proposal from the user community. Suggestions put 

forward and issues raised were presented to the PDC for discussion. 

In the Fall of 1983, the Legal Aid Program put forward a final recommendation 

for Program content to the Liaison Officers Committee. 	That proposal is 

reflected in the survey instrument which was used to compile the information 

contained in this report. 

In many ways, this study represents a fundamental departure from earlier 

efforts to compile legal aid statistics at a national level; most importantly: 

• legal aid plan representatives have had considerable impact on what 
information should be collected; 

• legal aid contacts have participated as both direct suppliers and 
verifiers of the information collected; and, 

• provincial counting units have been compared to a national definitional 
framework to support the understanding and interpretation of data. 

These accomplishments have taken the Program one step further toward the 

development of a national legal aid information service. 

4 



Purpoae of Report 

This report has a dual purpose - first, to inform the reader of the extent to 

which legal aid services are provided to the people of Canada, how, and at 

what cost; and, second, to solicit co(nment from the reader on the statistical 

content of the report. 

This report is intended to make available accurate national statistics on 

legal aid in Canada. The reader will note throughout the report that, for 

various reasons, certain inter-jurisdictional comparisons of the data are 

discouraged. This is a normal problem in the early stages of the development 

of a national justice statistics program, which involves the collection of 

data from the administrative records and information systems of many different 

jurisdictions. Nevertheless, the data presented in this report, used with 

appropriate caution, can meet certain of the policy, management, and public 

information needs that the nationalS legal aid statistics program has been 

mandated to serve. Some of the specific policy areas in which national 

statistics are anticipated to be useful include federal-provincial 

negotiations on the cost-sharing of legal aid, addressing concerns regarding 

disparity of services and minimum service standards, and measuring Ahe 

eventual impact of changes in legislation and policy on expenditure and 

caseload levels. It is also anticipated that administrators and managers of 

legal aid will find it beneficial to begin to compare their services to those 

provided in other jurisdictions. Finally, as an obligation to the tax-paying 

public who finance most of the legal aid services in Canada, the data begin to 

answer questions concerning how this money is being spent. 

A second purpose of this report relates not to the release of data but to the 

development of data. There is no under-estimation of the need to 

significantly improve and add to the data contained in this report in future 

years. One important stage in the development of statistics involves the need 

to experiment with the data which are available. It is anticipated that an 

important result of the limited circulation of this report will be the 

guidance gained from users regarding the direction future development should 

take. 



Organization of Report 

This report is divided into two parts - the Informétion Report and 
Supplementary Documentation. 

The Information Report is comprised of four other chapters. 	Chapter II 
provides an overview of the development of legal aid in Canada generally, as 
well as in each province and territory. Chapters III and IV contain the 

highlights of a national survey on legal aid resources, expenditures, and 

caseload levels, which was conducted in the Fall of 1983. Data contained in 

these chapters have been aggregated to a national level where appropriate. 

Remarks of a developmental nature are contained in the concluding chapter of 
the Information Report. 

The second part of this report contains supplementary documentation which 

provides further details relevant to the understanding of information 

presented in Part I. For example, the data element definitions utilized in 

the survey are presented, as are individual status reports which summarize 

among other things, both the present and future capacity of each Plan to feed 
the national statistical program. 
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Introduction 

Over the past decade, legal aid has been. institutionalized as an integral 

component of the justice system. The provision of 'legal assistance to the 

poor is no longer regarded as a form of charity or welfare. Today, legal 

representation is considered an individual's right which exists independent of 

the ability to pay for the services of a lawyer. Legal aid plans are the 

primary mechanisms through which this right to representation is ensured. 

The scope of legal aid includes both the provision of legal representation as 

well as advisory, referral and information services. The clientele are 

typically the economically disadvantaged who need representation or advice in 

two broad areas - criminal law and the realm of civil law which encompasses 

such matters as family law, landlord-tenant conflicts, and disputes involving 

consumer, labour, welfare, or compensation matters. 

Early Influences 

Canadian developments in the legal aid area reflect a diverse range of 

influences. The social reform movements in both the United States and Canada 

in the 1960's, sometimes broadly identified with phrases such as the "War on 

Poverty" or "The Just Society", raised concern for the needs of the poor and 

stimulated a judicare versus staff model debate over service delivery 

strategies in Canada. The judicare model, which involves the extension of 

legal services to the needy through the private bar, reflects the traditional 

reactive nature of the legal system. The staff model supported the community 

clinic concept, and was conceived as proactively enforcing the individual's 

rights and challenging the legal system in the interests of the poor. 

The American concept of the neighbourhood law firm influenced Canadian 

developments in the sixties. Law students and professors at various law 

faculties were encouraged to establish community law offices or clinics. 

Examples included programs administered in Halifax, Montreal, Toronto, 

Saskatoon and Vancouver. The first four experimental projects were partially 

financed by the National Department of Health and Welfare, and the final 

project was funded in part by the Federal Department of Justice. 



The existence of these experimental clinics is significant in a number of 

ways. Not only did they generate interest in different service delivery 

strategies; they sparked widespread interest and involvement from outside the 

Bar. The Canadian experience was characterized by the establishment of many 

provincial task forces, enthusiastic support from law faculties, a variety of 

experimental projects, and many conferences which focussed in on the legal aid 

controversy. By the early 1970s the foundation for a comprehensive legal aid 
system in Canada had been set. 

At the time of the federal-provincial agreements to share in the cost of 

criminal legal aid in the early 1970's, there was little uniformity in 

services provided both within and among provinces. Some jurisdictions had 

already developed a particular stance with regard to organized legal aid 

services, while others had yet to address the issue. 

While legal aid in Canada developed within each province more or less 

independently of other provinces, certain similarities existed. The law 

societies, bar associations and student law societies were generally involved 

in providing legal services to the poor. The majority of provinces opted for 

a judicare delivery method at least in part, and most experimented with 

community clinics which employed either lawyers, law students or paralegals. 

It is also noteworthy that the administration of legal aid plans has tended to 

be either heavily influenced by, or independent of provincial law societies, 

and that in most cases legal aid has been administered independent of 

government. 

The neighbourhood law firm (NLF) in the United States served as a powerful 

influence, demonstrating a viable alternative to the judicare system used in 

England 	The experimental projects further demonstrated the applicability and 

relevance of the NLF concept to Canadian provinces. 	Collectively, these 

influences had a significant tmpact on the establishment of a unique network 

of agencies which now provide legal services, albeit according to different 

philosophies, to those who are eligible across the country. 



Provincial Developments 

Newfoundland 

The development of a legal aid system in Newfound1and was initiated by a 

committee appointed by the Law Society in 1964. By 198, services were 

provided on a volunteer basis through the private bar, while administrative 

and operating expenses were covered by the provincial government. Gradually, 

the provincial government, increased its payments and in 1972, a full-time 

administrator was appointed. In 1973, the Legal Aid Committee of the Law 

Society of Newfoundland was designated the agency responsible for service 

delivery. 

In 1976 the Newfoundland Legal Aid Act was proclaimed, granting legislative 

mandate to the Legal Aid Commission. This agency was authorized to set up 

community clinics, resulting in the present combined judicare-staff delivery 

system. Coverage extends to both criminal and civil areas of law. 

Prince Edward Island 

Prior to October of 1973, an individual who was charged with a serious offence 

and who could not afford a lawyer was referred to the provincial Department of 

'Justice. Counsel was appointed from the private bar if representation was 

considered necessary, and legal fees were covered by the Department. 

In 1973, the government of Prince Edward Island introduced a Bill to the 

Legislative Assembly for the establishment of a judicare legal aid system. 

Although the Bill received royal assent, it has never been proclaimed. 

Instead, a public defender system was introduced in October of 1973, largely 

based on the findings of a study on the administration of justice within the 

province (Mackimmie Report, 1973). 

Until November of 1979 legal aid was provided in criminal matters only. 

Services for family matters are now an ongoing component of the public 

defender system. Legal aid operates as part of the provincial Department of 

Justice and services are for the most part, provided by salaried staff. 



Nova Scotia 

Prior to 1971, legal aid was provided on a voluntary basis through an 

established committee of the Barristers' Society. The Cox Committee was 

formed in 1970 by the Attorney-General and the Barristers' Society to 

recommend reforms to the existing system In 1971, the province of Nova 

Scotia and the Nova Scotia Barristers' Society agreed to implement a 

comprehensive trial legal aid plan. Legal aid services were provided by staff 

lawyers working out of regional offices, although choice of counsel was 

provided in certain serious criminal matters. In 1977, the Legal Aid Act was 

passed which removed Nova Scotia Legal Aid from the control of the Barristers' 

Society and placed it under the control of the present Legal Aid Commission. 

The Plan continues to extend coverage to both criminal and civil areas of law. 

New Brunswick 

The New Brunswick Legal Aid Act was passed in 1971, empowering the Barrislers' 

Society to establish and administer the legal aid plan. Previously, legal aid 

was available only on a voluntary basis. In 1972, Legal Aid New Brunswick 

began providing legal services through a judicare system. 

In October of 1981, legal service coverage was extended to civil matters. 

Prior to that date, only criminal matters were handled. 

Quebec implemented its first legal aid service in 1951 with the creation of a 

Legal Aid Bureau within the Bar of Montreal. An advocate was hired on a full-

time basis to process applications for legal aid. If accepted, the client was 

referred to a private lawyer who provided services free of charge. Court 

costs were covered by members of the Bar, through their contributions to the 

Legal Aid Bureau. 

In 1967, the government of Quebec began granting funds to the Bureau in an 

attempt to establish a broader service. Tariff schedules were agreed upon in 

1971, and legal aid clinics started to appear in economically disadvantaged 

areas. The Community Legal Services Inc. demonstration project in Pointe St. 



Charles, Montreal, had a profound impact. The first director of that project 

was appointed by the Quebec Ministry of Justice to draft the legislation for a 

new legal aid plan in 1971. 

Opposition to the drafted legislation arose from the Quebec Bar which resulted 

in two major compromises being reached - the provision of the choice of a 

private rather than staff lawyer by legal aid clients was included; and, local 

control provisions were deemphasized in favour of regional corporations 

overseeing the general administrative functions of local offices. 

The Legal Aid Act was passed in 1972 and the Legal Services Commission was 

appointed in 1973. Although the statutory orientation is not as locally-based 

as was originally envisaged, the Act does provide for a large network of 

decentralized offices conceptually similar to the American neighbourhood law 

firm. Coverage extends-to both criminal and civil areas of law. 

Ontario 

Ontario first implemented an organized legal aid plan in 1951, whereby lawyers 

provided legal assistance on a voluntary basis. Applications went to local 

Committees which assigned counsel if the client was considered eligible. 

In 1967, a tariff-based judicare plan was initiated. The Legal Aid Act of 

1966 empowered the Law Society of Upper Canada to establish and administer the 

Ontario Legal Aid Plan. Ontario's experience at the outset was much like 

England's. A strong judicare system was advocated over the service delivery 

model pioneered in the United States. 

The development of the Community Legal Services Program had a significant 

impact on the development of legal aid in. Ontario, as did similar programs in 

other provinces. Mounting judicare costs served to heighten the debate over 

delivery methods, which spurred the appointment of a task force (The Osler 

Committee) in 1973 by the provincial government. 



The Task Force recommended the establishment of an independent non-profit 

corporation which would assume the control of legal aid in Ontario from the 

Law Society. It was further recommended that the staff model be used to 

complement judicare delivery. While the first recommendation has not been 

acted upon, the Law Society is funding community clinics which supplement the 

civil legal aid services provided by the private Bar. As is now the case in 

England, a staff component to legal aid is now firmly rooted in Ontario. 

Manitoba 

Legal aid services have been available in Manitoba since the 1930's, at which 

time the Law Society of Manitoba administered a voluntary legal aid centre. 

In 1962, the provincial government approved a tariff of fees for criminal 

matters. 

A task force on legal aid was appointed in 1970 by the newly-elected 

government, and resulted one year later in the establishment of a mixed system 

controlled by an independent Board of Commissioners. The Legal Aid Services 

Society of Manitoba which came into effect in 1972, took on the responsibility 

of administering .a comprehensive legal aid service in the province. Staff 

lawyers working in the neighbourhood law offices created by the new Board 

supplement the judicare system. 

Saskatchewan 

Prior to 1967, legal aid services were furnished on a voluntary basis.. Between 

1967 and 1974, the Law Society of Saskatchewan and the Attorney-General 

established a legal aid plan for criminal offences. A nominal fee was payable 

to lawyers who handled cases, and only criminal matters were covered. 

The federally funded Saskatoon Legal Assistance Clinic had a strong impact on. 

legal aid developments in the province. The 1972 Attorney-General's Committee 

on Legal Aid (The Carter Committee) recommended the estabhshment of a staff 

system which emphasized. the community's involvement. The resulting Community 

Legal Services Act, which was passed in 1974, established the Saskatchewan 

Community Legal Services Commission. The Commission was comprised of three 

citizens, three lawyers, and three persons from the client community. 



In September of 1983, a new Legal Aid Act came into force. This legislation 

had the effect of streamlining the administration of services by replacing 

area boards which functioned under contractual agreement, with area offices 

operated and staffed by the Commission. Legal aid now operates under a new 

name - the Saskatchewan Legal Aid Commission. Coverage extends to both 

criminal and civil areas of law. 

Alberta 

Alberta had no formal legal aid plan prior to 1970; however, legal aid was 

available in the mid-1960's for a restricted number of criminal cases. A 

pilot project to provide criminal legal aid was in operation in Edmonton in 

1963, and in 1967 another project was initiated which extended legal aid 

services to include coverage in some civil matters. 

In 1970, the Law Society and the provincial government entered into an 

agreement whereby the Law Society was empowered to establish, maintain, and 

operate the legal aid plan. The Legal Aid Society of Alberta was incorporated 

in May of 1973 under the Societies Act of Alberta. Coverage was extended to 

both criminal and civil areas of law. 

While employing strictly a judicare method of delivery, it should be noted 

that a 1975 Joint Committee of the Legal Aid Society of Alberta had 

recommended an expansion of legal aid services through the use of clinics and 

local law offices. 

British Coluntia 

A province-wide arrangement was set up in British Columbia in 1952 which was 

jointly operated by the Law Society and local bar associations. Legal 

services were provided free of charge, and on a voluntary basis. In 1964 a 

new scheme was adopted which set a fee structure for criminal cases. The Law 

Society was responsible for the administration of this scheme. In 1970, the. 

Legal Aid Society of British Columbia was incorporated, and took on 

responsibility for administering legal aid throughout the province on a 

fee-for-service basis. 



In 1974, the Justice Development Commission initiated the Delivery of Legal 

Services Project. In the ensuing Leask Report, the limitations of the jüdicare 

system were noted, and it was recommended that use be made of 

pars-professionals in delivering quasi-legal services. Subsequent to this 

Report an independent Legal Services Commission, established in 1975, was 

given direct control over the Legal Aid Society. At that time, full 

responsibility for regional legal aid offices which had been funded by the 

Attorney-General since 1970, was transferred to the Commission. 

In 1979, the Legal Aid Society and the Legal Services Commission were 

amalgamated to form the Legal Services Society. The former agency provided 

legal services while the Commission funded the Society as well as community 

law offices, and served a public education function. 

The delivery model is now mixed, employing a network of community law offices 

which supplement services provided through the private bar. Coverage extends 

to both criminal and civil areas of law. 

Yukon Territory 

In the Yukon, legal aid became a territorial responsibility in 1971 when the 

administration of justice functions were transferred to the two territories 

from the federal government. The Legal Aid Ordinance of 1975 established the 

Legal Aid Committee and outlines a judicare model of service delivery. 

Coverage extends to both criminal and civil areas of law. 

Northwest Territories 

Similarly, the Northwest Territories became responsible for the provision of 

legal aid services in 1971. In 1979, the Legal Services Ordinance established 

the Legal Services Board which is now responsible for the administration of 

legal aid throughout the Northwest Territories. Criminal and civil legal aid 

services continue to be provided, largely through a judicare system. 



Legislative Overview 

The right of Canadians to secure legal counsel is entrenched in the new 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms of Canada's Const.itution (1982), and is binding 

on all levels of government. Part 10(b) of the Charter states..."Everyone has 

the right on arrest or detention.., to retain and instruct counsel without 

delay and to be informed of that right..," 

The relative autonomy of the provinces in the legal aid area is founded in the 

Canada Act (1982), formerly known as the British North America Act of 1867. 

It states that each province holds "exclusive legislative authority in the 

administration of justice and in matters of property and civil rights." A 

comparative overview of the legislative basis for legal aid across 

jurisdictions reveals both similar and contrasting founding principles. 

In assembling the following summary, the enacting legislation as well as 

subsequent amendments applicable to the year 1983 were considered. It is 

important to note that this overview does not necessarily reflect the 

application of legislative provisions in actual practice, nor does it 

necessarily reflect the application of regulations or practices not expressly 

mentioned in the legislation. For example, although a penalty for abuse of 

the Plan is provided for in the Ontario regulations, it is omitted from the 

enacting legislation. For this reason, the provision is not contained in 

Chart J - Legislative Overview. 

The provinces of Prince Edward Island and Alberta do not have a legislative 

basis for legal aid. In the former case, a public defender system operates as 

part of the provincial Department of Justice; in the later case, the Legal Aid 

Society was incorporated in 1973 under the Societies Act of Alberta. 
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S1*ilarities 

Common to the enacting legislation for most Plans are, provisions concerning 

limitation of Plan liability, eligibility, and coverage. The enacting 

legislation for most Plans states that the legal aid plan is not liable for 

any act or omission thereof by a legal aid lawyer, three provinces excepted. 

In Nova Scotia, Quebec and British Columbia, no provision is listed concerning, 
Plan liability. 

The Plans are directly responsible for establishing eligibility standards and 

for assessing client eligibility. Generally, those unable to afford the 

services of a lawyer without sacrificing some personal assets, or those who 

would not be able to provide the necessities to their families, are .deemed to 

be eligible. In appeals or civil cases very often the opinion of a lawyer is 

sought to determine if a reasonable man of modest means would engage a lawyer 

to proceed with the case, if faced with a similar situation. 

Civil matters are covered to some extent in all jurisdictions; however, there 

is great diversity in scope of, coverage across the country. Typical civil 

coverage exclusions include matters related to: breach ofpromise of marriage;, 

alienation of affection; defamation; loss of service of a female in 

consequence of rape or seduction; and, electoral matters. No civil coverage 

exclusions of this nature are stated in the legislation for Nova Scotia, New 

Brunswick, Quebec, and Saskatchewan. 

In most jurisdictions, legislation provides for the coverage of indictable 

of fences under the Criminal Code and matters arising under the Extradition Act 

and the Fugitive Offenders Act, as well as some summary conviction of fences. 

Legal aid directors exercise discretion as to which summary offences or 

charges dealing with youth are covered, but are generally instructed to 

authorize only those cases where; 1) there is a likelihood of imprisonment or 

loss of means of earning a livelihood upon conviction; or, 2) if because of 

extraordinary circumstances, it is in the interests of justice that the 

applicant be represented by counsel. 
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Di fTerences 

Highlighted below are notable differences in the enacting legislation. Chart 

I to follow, presents summary information for each jurisdiction. 

Objectives 

Of the five legal aid plans that have a statement of objectives included in 

the legislation, four specifically recognize the provision of information to 

clients as being part of the legal services offered - Quebec, Saskatchewan, 

British Columbia, and the Northwest Territories. In addition to a reactive 

role, this provision stresses a proactive or preventive role for legal aid. 

Administrative Body 

Provincial law societies across Canada were central to the development of 

organized legal aid at the outset, and their influence in administering legal 

aid is embodied in the enacting legislation. Gradually, the responsibility 

for legal aid has shifted to an independent body in most jurisdictions, and 

significantly, the adoption of a salaried staff component to service delivery 

strategies has generally accompanied this shift in responsibility. 

Those Plans administered by provincial law societies operate in New Brunswick, 

Alberta, and Ontario. In all but the latter case, services are provided 

strictly through a judicare system. 

Between 1972 and 1977, 	legislative changes eliminated controlling 

responsibility by law societies - first in Quebec and Manitoba (1972); then in 

Saskatchewan (1974), Newfoundland and British Columbia (1975), and Nova Scotia 

(1977). It is noteworthy that with this shift in responsibility, a staff 

component to service delivery was adopted if not already implemented. Plans 

operating in Nova Scotia and Saskatchewan provide services largely through 

salaried staff while the remaining provinces, including Ontario, provide legal 

assistance through a combined judicare-staff system. 



Involvement by provincial law societies continues, as is evidenced in the y  

legislated members of each Plan's administrative body. Generally, provision 

is made for the appointment of a specified number of members on the recommen-

dation of the law society, the Quebec Plan excluded. The legislation for 

Manitoba, Saskatchewan, British Columbia, and the Northwest Territories 

expressly states the inclusion of a specified number of non-solicitors or 

non-Law Society members. 

Partial Payment Scheme 

The enacting legislation for all legal aid plans provides for the partial 

payment of services based on the client's ability to pay. In addition, all 

Plans may require a contribution from those clients who recover costs as a 

result of a legal action. Legislation for five jurisdictions stipulates that 

monies recovered are to be assigned to the Plan - Newfoundland, Manitoba, 

Saskatchewan, British Columbia, and the Northwest Territories. 

Penalty for Abuse of Plan 

Generally, all Plans have a legislative provision outlining a penalty for the 

client's abuse of the system. If the client becomes ineligible or if for 

other reasons, legal aid is suspended, withdrawn, or cancelled, the client 

must reimburse the fund for services received. In the case of Newfoundland, 

Quebec, and British Columbia, a client or applicant may be fined or dealt with 

through summary proceedings. This provision also applies to solicitors in the 

former two provinces. 

Other Provisions 

The legislation provides, for a criminal and civil duty counsel service in 

Newfoundland, New Brunswick, and Ontario. A criminal duty counsel service is 

provided for in Manitoba. Although a duty counsel service does not exist as 

such in the Yukon and Northwest Territories, provision is made for criminal 

counsel to accompany court circuits if probable need exists. . 



The legislation for Saskatchewan, British Columbia, and the Northwest 

Territories allows for the use of paralegals in delivering services provided 

that they are supervised by a lawyer. 

In Quebec and Saskatchewan, all fee-generating cases are excluded from 

coverage. However, in the former province, retroactive coverage is granted if 

a case is lost or monies cannot be recovered. Additionally, under the Quebec 

Act legal aid is considered a right rather than a privilege; that is, persons 

lacking the financial means to assert a right are entitled to legal aid 

provided that coverage is not expressly excluded from the legislation. 
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or ozuwi Lewas.wave ummike Ptomassaimrsmave OMY 

fmd1id The Lsqsl Aid Act board of Cissisrs 
t.9s1 Aid C1e-i 30i*ay 6, 1976 - 5 .s.vs appointed by 

Li.ut.ntt-Gov.rnor 
Objectives  1976.2 -3tobesrseftAc 

0.12, 1979, c.32, 8.1 Low Society 
0.13, 1979, c.52, 8.2 - 2 es-offkio asers 
9.53, 1979, c.35, Sd.A. Dsçuty *IiMstir of 3ustice 

Provincial Dirsctor 

Plows Scotia Legal Aid Pi**nbsg Act Board of Ciaeion.rs 
L.gal Aid Cisaicn January 6, 1970 - 13 dirtor. plu. 2 pubLic 

..rvlce repre.unt.ttvsi 
abjectly., not stated The Leq.1 Aid Act (non-voting) 

Novsr 1, 1977 - 7 or the 13 directors appointed 
on rsc.s4at ton of the love 
Scotia 8arri.t.rs' Society 

- .urs my be p.sblic 
servasts or hold Pm.1tc 
office 

New Brunswick. 1.9.1 Aid Act Legal Aid Coitte. 
Legal Aid Plow Bzsssswick Jani.ry 1, 1972 - snot less th*s five 

wasibers of the 8rr1.tsr.' 
Objectives not stated 1971 C.11 Society, to advies the 

*.10, 12, 141 1973, C.54 Provincial Director' 
•9, 14* 1974, C.25 (Si.çp.) 
•.6, 12, 17* 1979, C.33  

Quebec Legal Aid Act Board of Cissione*. 
Legal Service. Ctssion S.pt..r 5, 1972 - 10 aeebáre 

- "chosen from Usoee co'*s of 
Objectives L.gs.1 aid I. defined 12, 13, 89as 1972, c.15 persons who becajse of their 
es every benefit grwstsd under 63, 80, 87.1t 1975, c.8 activities are likely to 
this Act to an .eonesicaiiy 45* 1979, e.56 contribute to the study and 
iidsrprivil.ged person to 03, 86, 07, 1979, c.32 eoiution of the legal'problems  
facilitate accea to the courts, of the ,ssderprivil.ged' 
profe.sion.l ewrvic,. of an 1982* c.17, 21, 36, 53 
advocate or a notary and 
necessary inforset ion concerning 
his rttIsts and obligations. 

CMt.rio The Law Society Amandisent Act Law Society 
Legs! Aid Plen April 5, 1931 Director of Legal Aid 

Area directors 
Objectives not stated 1.g.l Aid Act Area Coittaee 

March 29, 1967 

Legal Aid Act (Aesndeent 	) 

Ssptser 1, 1971 



pon receipt The client Sist retoburee the Legal Aid certificate eapir.. in 
an 	pplic.tion,vid idere the fisid if lsgsl aid Ma been 50 dss if no solicitor is retained. 

ent Is fotndiliqlbl., i *iapvided, witPidrawi, cancelled, 
nish legal aid sithapartiel or if files inforestion has been The Omission say appoint 

cPç. to any. peri I %M is prov iced by the client • coi,ael to attend cost on a 
le to pay a partlen thersof. Solicitor .nq file atat.nts deity or other basis for the 

in billing is guilty of $ summay purpose of vivlairç or re- 
*srs a client recovece coats in offence arid iile to a tins of presenting any person in a 
r.apsct of the procisding br $500 - $5,000. civil or crlalnsl satter. 
ithtch a certificate we issiard Security of a dt say be 
pigsant to a jSt or order Myona contravening any provi- required before aid granted. 
of court, the cast. VaIl be cLans of this Act is guilty of a Coats against a recipient 
paid to the Ciion. siary offence and lile to a may be paid by the Cassission 

$500 - $3000 fine on first on diecretion of the 
offance arid $800 fin, or 3 sonthe provincial director. 
l.prtaosarant on second offence. 

The Cossiuion say datarsins Legal aid say be refused, 
thet an applicant is finan- suspended or witPidraim, and 
cisily abli , to coritrtht*s ps).ent for legal services 
som@ part of the cost of rendered reiired by the client. 
the legal aid applied tar. 
When a recipient recovers 4ere false or mialssding 
sidsr esttl*ent, order or etatseents arre lcowingly mede 
other, a contribution may by a client, a contribution is 
be rsquirsd. to be cede. 
Wiers s court orders costa to be 
paid to a recipient or legsl aid, 
the recipient say be required to 
pay those coats to the Coi.sian. 

The area director say A cancelled certificate requires Legal Aid certificate sepires 
d.t.seira an applicant to be rslabureseant L  for costa incurred in 60 days if no solicitor is 

le to contribute some part to the point of cencellstion, retained. 
of the cost of legal aid uls 	this sore to be .njust. Applicant say be required to deposit 
applied I'br. security with the provincial 

director. 
I*are the held.r of a legal The area director may appoint duty 
aid c.rtificsts recovers, 	s cane.l to attend court within the 
contribution is to be eels to arse. 
the Barrister.' Society. Solicitors may apply to the area 

director to have their rsa pieced 
on one or sore ofi criminal duty 
cotrissi panel, crieinal legal aid 
penel, civiL duty cou,ssl panel, 
civil legal aid panel, legal elvice 
and services panel. 

A recipient who fijis in the (very person, client or solicitor, Legal Aid may be granted rs- 
ection is not eapt from contravening any 	of the provisions troectively, ilthoh extra- 
condeanation of costs In of this Fct or the regulations jid1eia1 fees are not 
favour of the elverae party, cits an offence and is tiVI., covered. 
or paysent of thee. on a mary proceeding. In elditian 

to payment of coats, to a fine of (very intsrested perty in a dispute 
Wien a recipient recovers not more than $1000 in the case of or ease may contest the right of a 

settleesnt, order or .nder an i.tidividmi or to a fine of not person to legal aid, by making an 
other, a contribution say be sore than $3000 in the case 	of a application for that purpose to the 
required. corporation, general ewaqsr • Such canteetation 

may relate only to the quality of 
Legal Aid may be re?uasd, suspended an econselcetly tridarprivileget 
or irittidraan as the ease may be, person sid stat not rsiate to the 
with regard to any person probVla ewistence of the right 
otherwise eligible, when such e*erciaeâ by the recipient. 
person neglects to craply and 
cooperate. 

Contrib**iona may be requirsd if Non. stated. (very appllcstan for legal 
the applicant is financially aid shall be referred by the 
Vis to pay some part of the arsadirector to an saaeent 

officer for a report as to cost. ethst the applicant can pay 
A Lien is put on property no part, ee part or the 
recovered • Stole of the cost of the 

legal aid applied for. 

Panels of duty counsel may be 
eetVlished by area directors in 
their areaa. 
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"KAt L.g.L Md Service. SOcisty or 5ostd of Directors 
Legal Aid Services Society ftnitaft Pct 11 ippolnted by the 

fdr.ry 1, 1971 Usi.tsnwt-Governor in 
1972 	c.63 CostcLl 
1974 	c.59 - 4 	1 brs on recen- 
1977 	c.61 datlàn of the liv Society 
1979 	c.76 - 4 embere to bi non- 
iseo 	c.78 solicitors 

Saskatchewan Act to Mend the Legal Cmeission 
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April 1, 1967 - 	3 appointed by the O.r*ai 
Objectivei The objects of the Act are of the kivisory 

to provid, legal service, to per- The Ommunity Legal Services Citteee 
acne and orgwiiaUons in respect (Saskatchewan) Act - 	 2 Law Society embers 
of civil and crlathul setters iiere August 20, 1974 ni*inated by the Society 
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financially sLu to secure such C-20 1979, c.9, 3, 4, 5 appointed by the 
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tea-generating services. 	The 25,27,28, (New 35). appointed by the  
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.d,cation aid other proqrs that Septsober 1, 1983 Oepsrtaent appointed by 
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British Coliis Court Rules of Practice Pct Board of Directors 
legal Services Society S.ction 7 - 14 sabers 

April 9, 1968 - 	 7 appointed by the 
Objectives The objects of the Society Lieutenant-Governor in 

are to ensure thats The Legal Services Ciesion Cotscil; 2 to be non- 
services ordinarily provided by Act solicitors 
a lswysr are afforded to August 1, 1975 - 	 7 appointed by the Law 
iridividiale who isuld not other- Society; 2 to be rs- 
wise receive that because of The Legal S.rvice. Society Act solicitore 
finascist or other reasons; October 1, 1979 
edurstion, advice and informs-. 
tion tout law are provided for 
the people of British Colt.bis. 

Yukon Territory Legal Aid Ordinance Legal Aid Ccseaittee 
Legal Aid Citte. Decssber 1975 - 3 mmb.re appointed by the 
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Obj.ctivei Legal Aid In both crImjnsl - I appointed On recounde- 

aid civil szatters shall be aide tion of the Yukon L.w 
awsilable to avery person in the Society 
Territory and to avery person 
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Cittee cannot afford to retain 
his owi lawyer without depriving 
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reasonable necessarie, or without 
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Northwest Territories Legal Service. Ordinance Bosrd of Directors 
Legal Services 	ard Novmber 1, 1979 - appointed by the executive 

- 1 lawyer recended by Law 
Objectives Society 

ensure the provision of legal - I person from P*T piblic 
servicee to all eligible service 
persona; - 1 person neither tewyar nor 
ensure that the legal services from poblic service 
provided and the various syetma - I PT resident to be r.c- 
for providing those services Cre mended by the Attorney- 
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permit; and - I person ncinsted by the 
develop and coordinate terrato- regional cmitteee 
rial or local progrs aiaed at - executive director (ox- 
reduring and preventing the officio) 
occurrence of leqel probime 
aorq the people and increasing 
their Irsowleoqe Lout the law, 
legsl processes and the adsinie- 
trstion of justice. 



Partial ,m,nt GCNM rensay rot mom or pian uur proviezono  

Ccs*rtbssticns 	sy be required *ssre an applicent beeos In- The Society soy appoint ma. 
1?. Wiconts we flti.icl.11y .ligthls, Ui cost of the Isg.1 sol, so pr.scrlbd by the 
al.. .14 furoiobsd is to be retabursad r.9slat ions, to attaid In any 

to the Society. N.qiotrat.s' court of the 
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party, by soy of sosta or other- for the purpose of advising any 
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Socisty. offence or ido is being 

dutainsd or is under arrest. 
Provision for the setabi teheent 
of nsighbourhood legal aid 
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the legislation. 

Contributions say be cs&ired R.iaburset of cast by client The Cisiion or Board soy 
if epplicanta are financially found to be ineligibl, for legal seploy any person ,do is not a 
able. aid provided, solicitor to provide services 

under this Act provided the 
Costs a,srdad in favour by an person is supervised by a 
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the Ciseion. surrogate court. 

Costs arsrded against a client 
may be paid In diola or in 
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behalf of the client. 

Where coats are siarded to a A person oft by false represents- The Society or a flsdsd agency 
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person shall be paid by that legal aid creel will be ra- 
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if the Cittes detersines the to do so, the Cittee shalt 
client to be financially able. arrange for crialnal Legal 

aid counsel to precede the 
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can have ties to prepare the 
cs dre legal aid to 
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All costs that are psysbie under 
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When a client I. found to be no 
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ala, to provide legal services 
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Grounds for Refusal 

Chart 2 to follow, depicts the legislative and regulatory grounds for possible 

refusal of criminal and civil legal aid to an applicant. 

Grounds for denial of legal aid vary among the provinces. For example, in 

Nova Scotia and the Northwest Territories, an applicant may be refused legal 

aid, based on his or her criminal history. In Newfoundland, New Brunswick, 

Ontario and the Northwest Territories, an applicant may be refused services 

for a matter which had been handled on his or her behalf by the Plan in the 

past. Note that grounds for refusal are often discretionary rather than 

absolute. 

Two Plans do not identify legislative or regulatory grounds for refusal - 

those of Saskatchewan and British Columbia. 
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!ia*on r*4rnt 

failur, to provide !nfbmadicn or 
fbcsanta required by the legal aid 
plan. e,A3(!a)(lb) e.I8(la)(lb) Not statad. •.70(a)(b) Not stated. Not .tst.d. Not stated. Not stated. 

fails, to cpurets with lagsl aid 
eolkcltor. a.t)(Id) ..le(ld) Not stated. s.70(d) Not et.ted. Not stated. Not utat.d. Not stated. 

Applicant his uJusttfity failed 
any obligation to the l.q.l aid 
p1W. 

..19(b) 
req 7s(vit) Not stated. req. e.38a(vi) Not stated. req. s.Ala(vt) rag. ..2O(1r) rag. ,.fl(c) req. 	is. 19(3.) 

Noting a fatse stats.vit or 
concealing infors.tion. 9.4)(1e) ,.180e) 9.11(4b) Not stated. Not stated. Not stated. req. 	4.(1) 0.21(e) 

failure of applicant to siercise 
laq.l rtits and imaud!,.. 9.530c) 3.1800 Not ststsd. 6.70(c) Not stated. Not stated. Not stated. Not stated. 

Ps.idanti.L r.iirent. 

The esuma of action may be 
prosecuted and da?wd.d only in 
another jurisdiction. raq. e.7b(iv) Not stated. reQ. 	9.3i(w) Not stated. req. 9.41b(v) Not etatud. req. 	a.22(f) Not stated. 

The relief sought is anforc.ls 
only in some other juriediction. req. u.lb(iv) Not stated, req. ,JBb(tv) Not steted. rag. s.Alb(tv) Not steted. req. ..22(e) rag. s.19(),) 

Applicant not a Canadian resident. Schedule VU! s.18(1h) Not stated. Not stated. Not stated. Not etatud. Not stated. req. e.190d) 

L.si matter. secludad 

Least aid applied for is frtvoloui, 
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req...la(lLi) Not stated. req. 9.38(u)(lii) Not stated. rag. 	2. 41 4(111) req. 0.20(I0 rag. •.fl(s) req. ,09(20 
procama. 

the steed at retlf is no more than 
that which uiuld be obtained by the 
egglicant as a 	bsr of the 
public. req. e.7a(iv) Not stated. req. 9.38(a)(10 Not stated. req. a.Sla(iv) req. s.(1d) Not stated. Not stated. 

The halp aought is evMlta 
without legal aid. req.s.7.( Lii) Not stated. rag. 	,.38a(uii) Not  stated. req. 9.416(wii) rag. s.2000) Not stated. u.21(3) 

req. ,.19(2?) 

Rail.? ao4st is not anforcsta 
in ii,. rag. 5.75(v) Not stated. req. e.)Oa(v) Not stated. req. e.410(v) Not stated. rag. a.fl(b) req. s.I9(2a 

Previous actions 

Applicant receiving or has received 
an unreasonable .o,.st of total 
sic. Not stated. 2.I809) Not àtated. Not stated. Not stated. Not stated. Not stated. req. e.$9c 

Applicant has elteedy  been charged 
for the same or s elailar offenca. Not stated. ..1800 Not stated. Not stated. Not stated. Not stated. Not stated. rag. e.190b 

Applicant is aaaNinq aid for 
the amaa action or setter for 
IthICPS a certificate see pieviously 
granted. reqa.7b(iLi) Not stated. req. 9.3(tii) Not stated. req. 9.41b(tii) Not stated. Not stated. req. e.19()b 

Pieties to action 

The applicant I. one of e rwber 
of pprse with the two truterast 
eq that anm or sore pprsosu could 
aue or doferd on beiulf of or for 
the ban.ftt of all. req. 9.7b(l) Not stated. req. a,)(i) Not stated. req. s.tlb(i) Not stated. req. 5.12(d) req. 9.1909 

The applicant  may be joined In 
action as a pisinU?? by ens 
or so,. persons 00 seek the as.s 
right to relief. req. ..Th(ii) Not stated. req. e.)1(ii) Not stated. req. e.Alb(ii) Not stated. Not stated. req. e.19(3f 

Help to requmsted For 	sthing 
eqpticant is cwv.r...4 with In a 
representative, fi&Lary or 
official c.proity, and it 
oce 	 :,aw req. s.law Not stated. rig. 6.380(1) Nat dated. req. ..ais(i) req. .20(10 Not stated. req. s.19(!.a 

3uatificatlon fotsid 

Applicant can probly get 
financial or other aId. req. e.la(ii) Not stated. req. e.38s(li) Not stat.d. req. e.AIs(it) req. 9.20(lb) req. e.22(q) M. a.19(Z 

Applicant doss not dow 
sufficient tS5fl for the 

.ttheSrtiCUl.r tie.. req. s.7b(vi) Not stated. rag. a.3fb(vi) Not stated. req. s.Alb(vi) rag. e.20(lg) rot stated. req. a.'9() 



Funding Structure 

Federal-Provincial Cost-sharing 

Civil Legal Aid 

Until recently, the cost of civil legal aid services was largely bthrne by 

provincial governments.. In July of 1980, the Canada Assistance Plan 

Regulations (1966) were amended enabling the federal government to share in 

the cost of, providing civil legal aid as an item of special need. The Act 

provides for the sharing of one-half of eligible welfare and social assistance 

costs with the provinces. 

Under the Act, civil legal aid is shareable when all conditions app:licable to 

items of assistance are met. Shareability of provincial civil legal aid cases 

with the National Department of Health and Welfare is based on the following 

conditions. 

• The authority to provide civil legal aid as an item of special need must be 
found in general or specific provisions of the provincial social assistance 
legislation and cannot be available to persons in need under any other 
federal or provincial legislation. 

• Eligibility must be determined on the basis of a needs test administered by 
a provincially approved agency as defined under the Canada Assistance Plan 
Act. The needs test must be the same or comparable to the one used by the 
province to determine eligibility for social assistance and/or other items 
of special need. 

• The costs being claimed must be the actual cost to the province for - 
providing civil legal aid to persons in need as an item of special need. 
The claim is submitted for sharing to the Canada Assistance Plan 
Directorate according to the procedures established under.Canada Assistance 
Plan regulations. 

By the end of 1982-83 provincial social assistance legislation had been 

amended to satisfy cost-sharing conditions in all but four jurisdictions * 

Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, Saskatchewan, and Alberta. 

Although all jurisdictions had not yet claimed civil legal aid costs, advance 

payments totalling approximately $16.7 million were made to three provinces 

during 1982-83 - Nova Scotia, Quebec and Ontario; the corresponding 1981-82 



payment totalled $17.5 million. Note that interim payments made thus far are 

subject to final audit, and for this reason, the federal contribution to civil 

legal aid cannot be confirmed at this time. 

All legal aid expenditures in the Yukon and Northwest Territories have been 
cost-shared under the criminal legal aid agreement since the time of signing; 

March of 1977 and August of 1971 respectively. 

Criminal Legal Aid 

As specified under the Canada Act (1982), the federal government has exclusive 

jurisdiction over legislation and procedural guidel.ines related to criminal 

matters. Financial support for criminal legal aid on the part of the federal 

government lends practical effect to the right to legal counsel as guaranteed 

under the new Charter, and supports minimum standards of service across the 

country with respect to criminal matters. 

Cost-sharing of legal aid with respect to the criminal law between the Federal 

Department of Justice and the Provinces started in 1972. Quebec and British 

Columbia signed by December of that year; the four Atlantic provinces, 

Ontario, Manitoba and Alberta signed in 1973; and Saskatchewan signed in 1974. 

An agreement comparable to those concluded with the provinces was first signed 

with the Northwest Territories in 1971. Agreements were most recently 

concluded in 1979, at which time the Legal Services Ordinance was passed. The 

initial agreement with the Yukon Territory was signed in March of 1977. 

Cost-sharing with the two territories extends to both criminal and civil 

matters. 

Cost-Sharing Formula 

Initially the federal share was the lesser of 50 cents per capita of provin-

cial population or 90% of provincial expenditures for criminal legal aid. It 

was increased to the lesser of 75 cents or 90% for 1976-77; to the lesser of 

82 cents or 90% for 1977-78; and to the lesser of 92 cents or 90% for 1978-79. 

nn 



The formula applied in the two Territorie8 calls for a 50% federal 
contribution with specified maximums. 

As set out in the 1978 Master Cost-Sharing Agreement between Canada and the 

Provinces, an escalation factor was to be built into the formula for the years 

1978-79 to 1980-81 This agreement was extended to March 31st of 1982. 

Payment by Canada to the Provinces during this period was the lesser of 90% of 

shareable expenditures or an amount based on a formula which incorporated 

three components - the federal contribution for the preceding year; an 

escalation factor; and, change in provincial population. 

The new adult criminal legal aid agreement, negotiated at the end of 1983-84, 

is effective as of the 1st day of April, 1983. It provides for a federal 

contribution during the expenditure year (unlike the previous agreement, under 

which the federal contribution was paid one year after the expenditure year). 

In light of the change from lag year to current year payments, the 1983-84 

federal payment is for expenditures made during that fiscal year. A 

Supplementary Agreement stipulates that a contribution will become payable by 

Canada for expenditure year 1982-83, should Canada terminate the agreement 

before April 1, 1994. 

Under the term8 of the new agreement, the federal government contribution is 

based on two components: (1) a base component which reflectsthe lesser of 50%' 

of national shareable expenditures, or 90% of. the per capita provincial 

shareable expenditure on legal aid in 1982-83 (the base year); and, (2) a 

growth component which reflects the. lesser of 50% of the increase in the per 

capita provincial shareable expenditure from the base year to the expendIture 

year; or, the base component multiplied by the percentage increase from the 

base year to the expenditure year, in the Gross National Product minus one 

percent. Financial provisions are to be reviewed during 1984-85, at which 

time they may be renegotiated with respect to subsequent years. 

Negotiations for the cost-sharing of legal aid for young offenders are now in 
progress. 



Coverage 

Section 3(1) of both the 1978 and 1983 agreements lists those matters which 

are cost-sharable with the federal Department of Justice. 

113.(1) The Provincial Agency shall authorize the provision of legal aid to 
eligible persons in relatiqn to: 

a) offences óontrary to an Act of Parliament punishable by way of 
indictment; 

b) proceedings under the Juvenile Delinquents Act and all summary 
conviction offences for a violation of 

an Act of Parliament, or 

a Regulation made pursuant to an Act of Parliament 

where, in the opinion of the Provincial Agency, there is a likelihood 
that upon conviction there will be a sentence of imprisonment or the 
loss of means of earning a livelihood, or where, in the opinion of 
the Provincial Agency, special circumstances exist that warrant the 
provision of legal aid; 

c) proceedings pursuant to the Extradition Act and the Fugitive 
Offenders Act; 

d) appeals by the Crown in any of the matters referred to in paragraphs 
(1)(a), (1)(b) and (1)(c) of this section; and 

e) appeals by an accused in any of the matters referred to in paragraphs 
(1)(a), (1)(b) and (1)(c) of this section where, in the opinion of 
the Provincial Agency, the appeal has merit or where the court 
appealed to request the appointment of counsel on behalf of the 
appellant." 

Note that eligibility criteria for cost-shared services are not standard 

across the country. Although attempts have been made to establish minimum 

standards, no uniform method for determining eligibility for legal aid 

services has been set. 

ill 
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Introduction 

This chapter examines legal aid revenues, expenditures, and personnel 

resources in Canada for the years 1981-82 and 1982-83. 

First, a selected set of national data tables are presented. The contents of 

these tables are interpreted for the reader and general observations are 

highlighted. Table footnotes are placed at the end of the chapter. Second, 

statistical summaries for each province are presented. Information in the 

summaries was extracted from either the national data tables or from the 

provincial data sets contained in Part II of this report. 

The reader is cautioned against making unqualified comparisons of data across 

provinces. Comparative observations are of agencies and provincial 

populations which are fundamentally different. As well, the reader must be 

cautious when comparing the two reporting periods for a given jurisdiction 

because of "expansion" or "cut-back" effects. 

Data variations are in large part a reflection of different service delivery 

strategies. In Newfoundland, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba and British Columbia, 

legal aid services are provided by private lawyers as well as by staff 

professionals through community clinic networks. In Prince Edward Island, 

Nova Scotia, and Saskatchewan, salaried professionals are normally employed to 

deliver legal services. Conversely, only private lawyers provide legal ser-

vices in New Brunswick, Alberta, and the two Territories. 

Variations in the range of services provided are also reflected in the 

statistical measures presented. Although both criminal and civil legal aid is 

now available in all jurisdictions, the extent of coverage varies as do the 

client eligibility guidelines. Research, public legal education, and special 

program activity are also funded to varying degrees by legal aid plans. 

Characteristics of provincial populations also affect the extent to which 

legal aid is provided across jurisdictions. Differences in income levels, 

unemployment rates, crime rates, and age distributions are some examples. 

Geographic characteristics of the area serviced also impact on the data. 
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La8tLy, different accounting procedures among the jurladictiona have a known, 
but as yet, not fully understood impact on statistical measurement. 

The data contained in this report represent the first attempt at collecting a 

definitionally consistent set of statistics at the national level. It is 

expected that the description of accounting practices will be improved upon in 

future reports. At that time, a better interpretation of data both within and 
across provinces will be possible. 	Definitions around which data were 

gathered are provided in Part II of this report. 	These definitions were 
developed and approved by the Advisory Committee of the Legal Aid Program. 



Revenuea — Canada Overview 

Statistical Hilighta 

• constant dollar revenues increased in 1982-83 from $154.4 million to $159.4 
million - this represents a 3% increase over 1981-82 revenues; 

• contributions from government accounted for 8811V of total revenues in 
1982-83; 

• among the provinces, the proportion of total 1982-83 revenues derived from 
government contributions ranged from a low of 77% in Ontario to a high of 
100% in Prince Edward Island; 

• lawyers trust account interest revenues, received in Ontario, Manitoba, and 
British Columbia, comprised close to 15% of total revenues for those 
provinces in 1982-83; 

• while Ontario experienced a. 28% decrease in constant dollar revenues from 
lawyers trust account interest over the 1981-82 fiscal year, British 
Columbia experienced a corresponding increase of 39%; 

• client contributions and cost recoveries comprised 3% of total revenues in 
both fiscal years - the Ontario and Alberta Plans received the highest 
proportion of total revenues from clients (7% in 1982-83). 

Figure 1 
Legal Aid Revenue by Source, Canada, 

1982-83 

Government Contribution. 

oeysre Trust Account Interest (i) 

Cll.nt ContrIbution. & Cost RecoverIes % 

Other IX 

Sourc. Tebte L 

Total Rev.nu. - $159,425.000 
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ThOU I 	TOTAL R!W*E BY S0URCE LEOM. AID, C*, 1901-62 MS 190213 (*000) 

CUBIT CTR0JJT1OIS LANVERS TRW 

PROVINCE YEAR TOTAL CONTU*ITI)S(I) MI CDII RECOVE*lEI *CCIJJIIY 161001 OThER 

I00z_ S I I S I 

NENFOU*DLMD *981-82 *013 916 96 20 2 6* NA Il 2 

1981-82* III? 1072 96 22 2 6* *6 19 2 

*982-03 1279 1247 97 Il I NA 1*6 II I 

PRINCE ED1*MD 1981-82 128 128 100 NA *6 *1* *6 *6 *6 
ISLAND 1981-82* 141 141 100 NA 6* NA NA NA NA 

1982-83 129 129 100 6* *6 6* 6* 6* NA 

NOVAScOTIA 1981-82 2860 2697 94 25 1 6* .1*6 *38, 5 

1981-82* 3141 2962 94 27 1 NA *6 152 5 

1982-83 2363 2427 93 41 2 NA NA 95 .4 

HEN RMMSWICK 1981-82 1200 1173 98 23 2 NA NA 4 

1981-821 13*8 *288 -98 25 2 NA NA 4 

*982-83 2745 2650 97 95 3 11* NA - - 

DUEBEC 1981-82 45736 45000 98 249 1 *4* NA 479 I 

1981-82* 5*227 49428 98 273 1 NA NA 526 1 

1982-83 51879 51092 98 304 I NA NA 483 

ONTARIO 1981-82 56224 40538 12 3385. 6 *1600 21 504 1 

• 1981-821 6*745 44519 12 3935 6 *2139 21 553 1 

1982-83 58231 44887 77 39*8 1 9148 là 280 - 

MANITOBAW 1981-82 5213 5054 97 *58 3 .. .. - 

1981-82* 5725 5550 97 174 3 .. .. -. 

1982-83 6973 58*2 83 *40 2 1017 IS 4 -- 

SASKATCHEWAN 1901-02 5169 3136 99 31 I *1* NA 2 - 

1981-82* 5677 5640 99 34 I *4* *6 2 

1982-83 5913 5078 99 26 - $6 NA 10 

ALBERTA 1981-92 6097 54*3 89 538 9 *6 *6 *46 2 

1901-82* 6696 5945 89 591 9 NA 6* *60 2 

*992-83 9148 8284 91 604 7 NA NA 260 3 

BRITISH COLUMOIA(S) 1981-82 15459 *3146 85 5* -- 1808 *2 453 3 

1981-82* 16977 14437 85. 56 - 1986 12 497 3 

*982-03 .10838 *5169 04 46 -- 2760 IS 263 I 

iUY*Ift41 1901-82 536 551 99 3 I *6 NA - - 

*981-82* 589 583 99 5 1 IA NA - - 

1982-83 590 581 98 9 2 NA 6* - - 

NORTHNEST 1981-82 1003 1003 100 .. .. II *4* - - 

TERRITORIES 1981-82* 1101 1101 10* .. .. *6 *6 - - 

1902-O3 1137 *137 100 .. .. *6 11* - 

CANADA 1991-82 *40638 120003 86 4683 3 13400 ID 1743 

1981-82* 154449 132666 86 $143 3 147 10 1914 

1902-83 159425 *39893 Be 3198 3 12925 - 8 1409 

SEE FOOTNOTES AT END OF CHAPTER. 
SThBOLS VININ TABLE:(- 	ZERO)!--- 100 SNAIL TO BE EZPRESSED)(.. NOT AVAILARLE)!KA 	NOT APPUCA.E1IE 	ESTINAIt) 

0 	EIPRESSED IN *992-83 DOU.ARS ANUSTED USD19 CONSUHER PRICE 1*0(1) 



£xpenditures - Canada Overview 

Statistical Hilights 

Total Expenditures 

• legal aid expenditures totalled $162.3 million in 1982-83 - this represents 
a 4% increase over 1981-82 expenditures on an inflation adjusted (constant 
dollar) basis; 

• constant dollar expenditures decreased in three provinces over the two year 
period - Nova Scotia (-12%), Prince Edward Island (-9%) and Ontario (-6%); 

• constant dollar expenditure increases generally ranged between a low of 
approximately 5% (Quebec, Saskatchewan), to a high of approximately 20% 
(Manitoba, Alberta, British Columbia) in New Brunswick, due to a 
significant expansion of services, expenditures increased by 90%; 

• in 1982-83, the national per capita legal aid expenditure was $6.57; the 
corresponding per capita expenditure was generally lowest in Atlantic 
Canada and Alberta ($1.00 - $4.00), higher in central Canada, the Prairie 
Region and British Columbia ($6.00 - $8.00), and highest in Northern Canada 
($25.00 and $28.00). 

Figure 2 
Percentage Change in Legal Aid Expenditure, 

In Current and Constant Dollars, 
Canada, 1981-82 to 1982-83 (1) 
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Figure 3 
iotal Per Capita Legat Aid Expenditure, 

Canada and the Provinces 1  
1981-82 & 1982-83 (1) 
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Direct Legal Service Expenditures 

The following highlights exclude data for six jurisdictions — Prince Edward 
Island, Nova Scotia, Quebec, Manitoba, British Columbia, and. the Northwest 
Territories. 

• criminal legal service expenditures increased by 23% in.Alberta, by 15% in 
Newfoundland and by 8% in New Brunswick on an inflation adjusted basis over 
the two year period — decreases were reported in the Yukon (-8%), Ontario 
(-71,0), and Saskatchewan (-5%); 

• civil legal service expendituresincreased substantially in New Brunswick, 
the Yukon (53%), Saskatchewan (27%), Newfoundland (25%), and Alberta; 
(16%); Ontario experienced a 9% decrease in civil case expenditure over the 
two year period on an inflatiod adjusted basis; 

• in 1982-83 civil case expenditures as a proportion of direct service 
expenditures ranged from 20% in Alberta to 58% in New Brunswick — 
conversely, the corresponding criminal proportion ranged from a low of 42% 
in New Brunswick to 80% in Alberta; 

• over the two year period, civil case expenditures showed the highest 
increase as a proportion of total direct service expenditures in New 
Brunswick (17% to 58%), the Yukon (15% to 23%), and Saskatchewan (43% to 
50%); 

• at the national level, approximately 35% of direct legal service dollars 
were expended on the provision of services through staff professionals 
during both fiscal years. 
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Expenditure Data 

Total per capita expenditure and expenditure 'by object data, are displayed 

nationally in Table 2. Criminal and civil legal service costs are displayed 

in Table 3 for selected provinces. A percentage change table follows. A 

correct reading of these tables requires some explanation. 

Expenditure by Object 

The expenditure by object distribution described in Table 2 is not comparable 

across jurisdictions. Most importantly, the definitional framework applied to 

direct legal service expenditures (i.e. legal case costs) and administrative 

expenditures must be reviewed in the context of each' individual jurisdiction. 

Direct legal service expenditures may be inflated for certain provinces while 

the administrative expenditure object may be deflated. For example, the Nova 

Scotia direct legal service expenditure is inflated due to the inclusion of 

the salary cost of support staff who directly support the work 'of legal aid 

lawyers. In all other provinces, these costs are classified under 

"administrative" expenditure. The classification of community clinic costs, 

and specifically the administrative cost component, also requires further 

clarification. 

Other significant caveats relate to the British Columbia and Northwest 

Territories data. In the former case, accounting procedures changed over the 

two year period, rendering the expenditure data less comparable. A 38% 

current dollar increase in tariff levels introduced toward the latter, part of 

1981-82, combined with an increased workload, resulted in some expenditure 

increase over the two year period. The actual extent of this increase is not 

known.. , In the Northwest Territories, direct legal services are provided from 

a community clinic as well as through the private bar, however, clinic 

expenditures are included in the "special program" category. For this reason, 

direct legal service expenditures reported are low. 
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101*. OIRWI SPECIAL PR06M AHINISTRATIVE PuAT3 
PER tWill LEIIO. SERVICE E1PEIIlt*1(I) UPVIfl(2) 
DEVIATION FR8 LIPENDITURE 

PER CWIIA NATIONAL AVERAGE 
s0000 	tool I $ ($000) 2 (9000? 1 ($000) 2 1000? 

NEW0L.N 191112 1024 1.80 -4.00 557 54 9 I 459 43 56811 
191142$ .1123 1.9 -4.40 oIl 54 to I $03 45 160,3 
1982-83 1267 2.22 -4.35 724 51 II I 331 *2 571.5 

PRINCE EDWARD 198112 120 1.04 -4.76 .. .. NA 'IA .. .. 122.7 
ISLAND 198112$ 141 1.15 -5.23 ,• .. ito ill ,. .. 1112.7 

1992-83 129 1.05 -3.52 .. ,. MR NA .. ,. 21. 

NOVA 5C01I014 1901-82 2891 3.40 -2.40 2336 at 186 6 369 13 
1911-9211 3173 3.74 -2.64 2365 91 204 6 404 13 0913 
1902-93 2786 3.26 -3.31 1355 85 59 2 372 13 355.2 

NEW $RUNSWICX 190142 1264 1.82 -3.99 933 74 1 --- 330 96.1 
1981-821 1380 1.99 -4,38 1023 74 I --- 362 696.3 
1902-83 2633 3.76 -2.81 	- 2161 82 1 --- 413 18 701.3 

DUEIEC 198112 - 43700 1.08 1.28 1,q976 87 366 1 5458 12 050.6 
199112* 50188 7,18 1.40 43792 81 402 1 5994 12 0450.0 
1982-83 52710 3.12 1.56 46390 39 318 I 6003 II 6494 

ONT*RI0*31 1901-82 56241 615'7 0.73 4341 32 620 I 9280 17 0647.6 
1981-821 a1164 1.14 0.11 10892 92 081 I 10191 Ii 8647.6 
1982-83 58200 4,*5 0.09 46865 81 837 I 10498 lB 8310,6 

RMUTOI* 1981-82 5201 5.06 -0.75 4407 71 là --- 1178 23 1027.8 
1981-92* 5712 5.56 -'3.82 4400 17 tO -- 1294 23 1027.8 
1902-83 681 ó,73 0.16 5426 79 18 -- 1337 22 037.3 

SASKATCHEWANO) 1981-82 5152 5.50 -0.51 2873 56 22 --- 2257 44 91.5 
1981-821 5658 5.82 -0.56 3155 36 24 --- 2479 44 972.5 
1982-83 5904 6.00 -0.56 3429 59 43 I 2432 41 993,5 

*LIERTA 1981-82 7100 3.19 -1.6) 1389 14 .. .. 1811 26 
1901-821 7973 3.31 -2.31 54 10 74 .. .. 2033 26 2172.5 
1902-83 9457 4105 -2.52 7189 16 .. .. 2269 14 2336 

BRITISH CO1.UNBIA(7) 1981-82 15446 5.39 -0.22 11899 ' 1102 II 1845 12 2764.4 
1981-820 10903 *.14 -0.24 13067 1969 II 2026 II 174.4 
1982-83 20333 1 .25 '3.69 17471 36 949 5 1912 

Uk0W(9) 1961-82 336 22.91 11.10 305 4 MA NA 31 6 23.4 
1981121 589 23.16 18.78 533 94 MA WA 14 6 23,4 
198213 0 25.00 10.43 56) 5 Ni 44 19 5 

NORT)EST 198142 1054 22.07 16.86 311 3* 487 40 190 II 46.5 
TERR1IORIES19) 1981-821 1159 24.89 18.32 414 36 535 46 209 18 46,5 

198213 1329 27.03 11.06 533 40 600 46 190 II *9.1 

CANADA 1901-82 141897 3.3) - •. .. .. .. .. .. 24441.9 
1991-821 155831 6.38  
1982-83 162321 6,57  

SEE FOOTICTES AT EU OF CIWTER. 
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Direct Legal Service Expenditure• 

Expenditures for criminal and civil cases are displayed in. Table 3 for 

selected provinces. Table 5 presents the proportion of direct legal service 

expenditures which were paid to private lawyers. Definitional problems noted 

in the preceding expenditure by object discussion apply to these tables as 

well. 

Among the provinces for which data are available, criminal and civil 

expenditure patterns show considerable variation. 	Most pronounced is the 

civil expenditure increase reported in New Brunswick. 	Civil legal aid 

coverage commenced in October of 1981, which explains in large part, the 

substantial increases, reported over the two year period. Proportionately, 

expenditures on private lawyers also vary considerably across provinces. This 

illustrates the different service strategies for delivering legal.aid across 

Canada - a judicare system operates in New Brunswick, Alberta, the Yukon 

Territory and the Northwest Territories; a staff system operates in Prince 

Edward Island, Nova Scotia and Saskatchewan; and a combined system operates in 

Newfoundland, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, and British Columbia. 



TABLE 3 - DIRECT LE6AL SERVICE EXPENDITURE BY TYPE OF flATTER, LE6. AID, SELECTED PROViNCES, 1981-82 AND 1982-83 

DIRECT 
PROVINCE YEAR LEGAL SERVICES CRININAL CIVIL 

LE6AL AID LEGAL AID 
i$000) 1 	IOOX ($000) ($000) 

NEWFOU$DLAND(I) 1981-92 557 384 69 173 31 
1981-82* 612 422 69 190 31 
1982-83 724 486 67 238 33 

NEW BRUNSWICK 1981-92 933 771 83 162 Il 
1981-821 1025 847 83 178 17 
1982-83 2161 916 42 1245 58 

ONTARIO(2) 1981-82 46341 24325 52 22016 48 
1981-82* 50892 26714 52 24178 48 
1982-83 46865 24893 53 21972 47 

SASKATCHEWAN 1981-82 2873 1646 57 1227 43 
1981-821 3155 1808 57 1347 43 
1982-83 3429 1724 50 1705 50 

ALBERTA 1981-82 5389 4271 79 1118 21 
1981-821 5918 4?0 79 1228 21 
1982-83 7189 5760 80 1429 20 

BRITISH COLUNBIA(3) 1981-82 11899 6950(E) 58 4949(E) 42 
1981-82* 13067 7632(E) 58 5435(E) 42 
1982-83 17472 10910(E) 62 6562(E) 38 

YUXON 1981-82 505 429 85 76 15 
1981-82* 555 471 85 83 15 
1982-83 561 434 77 [27 23 

NORTHWEST 1981-82 377 326 86 51 14 
TERRITORIES(4) 1981-82* 414 358 86 56 14 

1982-83 533 474 89 59 II 

SEE FOOTNOTES AT END OF CHAPTER. 
SYNBOLS WITHIN TABLE: (- 	 ZERQ)(--- TOO SNAIL TO BE EXPRESSED)(.. 	NOT AVAILABI.E)(NA 	NOT APPLICABLE)(E 	ESTI)iATE)($ 	EXPRESSED 

IN 1982-83 DOLLARS ADJUSTED USING CONSUNER PRICE INDEX) 



T*JE1 4- PERCENTAGE CHAIISE OVER PREVIOUS YEM, CURW(T.AND WISTIT EXPENDITURES, LEBAL AID, CMIADA, 1981-82 TO 1982-83 

-. PERtOITA& DIMI6E IN WR*EE DOLLARS PERWAGE CHANOE Is COTdfl DOLLMS 
PROVINCE 

TOiM 	DIRECT LEM. 	CRIMINAL CIVIL TOTAL DIRECT LEBAL 	CRIMINAl. 	CIVIL 
SERVICES SERVICES 

ItWJIDtMD(l) 24 	 30 	 27 38 13 18 	 IS 25 

PRiCE EDWARD ISLAND I 	 .. 	 .. .. -9 •. 	 - 

NOVA SCOIIA(2) -4 	 I 	 .. .. -12 -8 

$EV 8W1SEX 108 	132 	19 669 90 III 	 B 599 

QUESEC IS 	 Ia 	 .. .. 5 6 

ONTMIO(3) 3 	 1 	 7 •,. -6 -8 	 -7 -9 

MANITOBA 34 	 35 	 .. 
. 22 23 	 .. 

SASKATCHEWAN IS 	 19 	 5 39 4 9 	 -5 27 

ALBERTA 30 	 33 	 35 28 19 21 	 23 16 

BRITISH COLIJMBIR(4) 32 	 47 	 57(E) 33(E) 20 34 	 43(E) 21(E) 

lUNCH 10 	 II 	 I aT I 	 -$ 53 

KORTHNEST 26 	41 	 45 16 15 29 	 32 5 TERRITORIES(S) 

CANADA II .. 	 .. 
.. 4 .. 

SEE FOOTNOTES AT END OF CHAPTER. - 

SYMBOLS WIThIN TABLE: I- 	ZERO) 1---- 	TOO SMAI..L TO BE EIPRESSED) (.. NOT APPLICABLE) (E ESTIMATE) ($ EXPRESSED IN 198283 DOLLARS ADJUSTED 
USD15 COMS(1R PRICE INDEX) 



, 1911-12 MO 198243 1*000) 

DIRECT 
PRWINM YEM LL8L OVICES PRIVATE STWP 

LANYERS PROFESSIONALS 
$ 	1001 S 3 I •l 

NENFOIELMS *981-82 537 329 59 228 4* 
1981-82* 6*2 361 59 250 41 
1982-83 724 430 59 293 40 

PRINCE ED8ARD 1991-82 .. I? 
ISUND 1901-821 .. *9 

1982-83 .. 7 

NOVA SCOTIAU) 1981-82 1336 131 6 2205 94 
198112* 2565 144 6 2422 94 
1982-83 2355 63 3 229* 97 

MEN 8R*SNIC 1981-82 933 933 *00 NA NA 
1991-82* 1025 1025 100 NA 11* 
1992-83 2161 2161 100 NA 11* 

OUEO€C 1981-92 39818 15091 38 24784 62 
1981-82* 43792 16573 38 27218 62 
1902-83 46390 19208 41 11182 59 

ONT*R1O(2) 1981-82 4634* 40744 88 5597 12 
1931-82* $0892 44745 08 6147 Il 
1982-83 46863 39947 85 6918 IS 

MANITOBA 1981-82 4007 2648 71 *159 29 
1981-82* 4400 1128 7* *273 29 
1982-83 3426 4189 77 1237 23 

SASKATCHENAM 1981-02 2873 179 8 2694 94 
1981-82* 3*55 *97 6 2959 94 
*982-83 3429 399 *2 3030 88 

AlBERTA 1981-82 5389 5389 100 NA NA 
1981-82* $9*0 59*8 *00 NA MA 
1982-83 7189 7189 *00 NA NA 

BRITISH COLU$BIA(3) 1981-82 11899 6933 58 4966 42 
1981-82* *3067 7614 58 5454 42 
1982-83 17472 *173* 67 574* 33 

YUKON 1981-82 505 503 tOO NA PtA 
1981-82* 355 555 100 8* 8* 
*982-83 $6* 561 100 NA NA 

#ORTH*IST(4) 1901-02 377 371 100 8* 8* 
TERR1TIES 1981-82* 414 414 100 8* 8* 

*982-82 533 533 tOO PtA NA 

CAJMDA15) 	 1981-82 	*15093 73459 64 	4*633 36 
1981-82* 	126395 80673 64 	45721 36 
*982-83 	*33*05 86411 65 	46692 35 

SEE FOOTITES AT END OF CHAPTER. 
SYPIXO.S WIThiN T*LEi 	(- 	ZERO) (- 	TOO S$AU. TO BE EXPRESSED)i NOT AVAILASLE) (NA NOT 

APPUA3LE)(E 	ESTIM*TE)I* EXPRESSED IN 1982-83 DOU.ARS ADJUSTED USINO 
CO*S15ER PRICE INDEX) 



Personnel Resources - Canada Overview 

Statistical Highlights 

• the legal aid plan staff count totalled 1,970 persons on March 31st of 
1983; 

• over the two year period, staff reductions were experienced in Nova Scotia 
(75 to 57), Quebec (837 to 829), and Saskatchewan (141. to 139); 

• among applicable provinces, an estimated 13,317 legal aid panel members 
from the private bar were available to provide legal services on March 31st 
of 1983 - this represents 59% of total active bar members in applicable 
provinces 



TALE 6 - TOTM. LESM. AID PtRSWSL RESOIPCES AS OF IQ4 31ST, CMDA, 1981-82 MD 1982-83 

LEMA. MD STT 	LEGAL. AID PANEL NEMBERS 	 ACTIVE BAR 
PROVINCE 	 YEAR 	 TOTAL 	 MEMBERS 

2 OF ACTIVE 
NO. 	 NO. 	BAR MEMBERS 	 NO. 

JUDICAPE SYSTEM: 

KEN BRUNSWICK 	1981-82 	 24 	 379(E) 
1982-83 25 435(E) 12 603 

ALBERTA 1981-82 84 1500 42 3548 
1982-83 84 1500 40 3745 

(UXON 198 1-82 1 NA NA 29 
1982-83 1 NA NA 35 

NORTHWEST 1981-82 3 20 67 30(E) 
TERRITDRIES(l) 1982-83 3 20 67 30(E) 

STAFF SYSTEM: 

PRINCE EDWARD 1981-82 4 19 23 84 
ISLANDI2) 1982-83 4 1 7 94 

NOVA SCOTIA 1981-82 75 NA NA 922 
1982-83 57 NA NA 947 

SASKATCHEWAN 1981-82 141 .. .. 1039 
1982-83 139 289 26 1099 

COMBINED SYSTEM: 

NEWFOUNDLAND 1981-82 24 125(E) 
1982-83 24 135(E) 42 324 

DUEBECIT) 1981-82 837 3862 34 11219 
1982-83 829 3921 33 11825 

ON7A)U0(4) 1981-82 .. .. .. 10370 
1982-82 585 8738 79 11106 

MANITOBA 1981-82 75 670 48 1403 
1982-83 85 700 50 1392 

BRITISH COLUMBIA(S) 1981-82 .. 1500(E) 38 3940 
1982-83 134 (500(E) 36 4163 

CAIMDA(6) 1981-82 .. 
1982-83 1970 13317(E) 59 35363(E) 

SEE FOOTNOTES AT END OF CHAPTER. 
SYMBOLS WITHIN TABLE: I- 2ERO)(--- TOO SMALL TO BE EZPRESSED)(.. NOT AVAILABLE)(NA NOT APPLICAa.E)IE ESTI(TE) 
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Newfoaidland 

Note: Revenues and expenditures highlighted For 1981-82 have been adjusted by 
an inflation factor of 10%. Also note that the Newfoundland Plan 
classifies provincial statute offence cases as civil rather than 
criminal. This is reflected in the highlights to follow. 

Revenues 

• constant dollar revenues increased in 1981-82 from $1.1 million to $1.3 
million - this represents a 15% increase over 1981-82 revenues; 

• contributions from government accounted for approximately 97% of total 
revenues in both fiscal years - the corresponding increase in revenue 
dollars from this source over the two year period was 16% on an inflation 
adjusted basis. 

Expenditures 

legal aid expenditures totalled $1.3 million in 1982-83 - the cost of 
criminal cases was $486,000 and the cost of civil cases was $238,000; 

from 1981-82 to 1982-83, total expenditures increased by 13% on an 
inflation adjusted basis; 

• direct legal service constant dollar expenditures increased by 18% over the 
two year period - criminal case expenditures increased by 15% and civil 
case expenditures increased by 25%; 

• approximately 57% of total expenditures funded direct service costs in 
1982-83 - 67% of these expenditures financed criminal matters while the 
remaining 33% financed civil matters; 

• during both fiscal years, 59% of direct legal service expenditures financed 
matters handled by private lawyers - the remaining 41% financed matters 
handled by salaried professionals; 

the total per capita expenditure was $2.22 in 1982-83. 

Personne1 Resources 

• on March 31st of 1981 and 1982, the legal aid staff count totalled 24 
persons; 

• on March 31st of 1983, 42% of total active bar members were legal aid panel 
members. 

C_v 



Prince Edward Island 

Note: Highlights for 1981-82 have been adjusted by an inflation factor of 
10%. 

Revenues 

all legal aid expenditures are fully funded by government in Prince Edward 
Island - revenues are estimated to be equal to expenditures for each year 

Expenditures 

• legal aid expenditures were $129,000 in 1982-83; 

• from 1981-82 to 1982-83, total expenditures decreased by 9 1M on an inflation 
adjusted basis; 

• the total per capita expenditure was $1.05 in 1982-83. 

Personnel Resources 

• on March 31st of 1982 and 1983, the legal aid staff count totalled 4 
persons, 3 of whom provided professional legal service,s to clients; 

• 19 private lawyers billed the Plan during 1981-82 for services rendered, 
compared to 7 in 1982-83. 

r S. 



Nova Scotia 

Note: Revenues and expenditures highlighted for 1981-82 have been adjusted by 
an inflation factor of 10%. Expenditures reflect accrual-based 
accounting procedures. 

Revenues 

constant dollar revenues decreased in 1982-83 from $3.1 million to $2.6 
million - this represents an 18% decrease.over 1981-82 revenues; 

• contributions from government accounted for approximately 95% of total 
revenues in both fiscal years - the corresponding decrease in revenUe from 
this source over the two year period was 18% on an inflation adjusted 
basis. 

.xpenditure 

legal aid expenditures totalled $2.8 million in 1982-83 - from 1981-82 to 
1982-83, total expenditures decreased by 12% on an inflation adjusted 
basis; 

direct legal service constant dollar expenditures decreased by 8% over the 
two year period (note that these expenditures include the salary cost of 
staff who directly support the work of legal aid lawyers); 

• approximately 85% of total expenditures funded direct service costs in 
1982-83 (note that these expenditures include the salary cost of staff who 
directly support the work of legal aid lawyers); 

• in 1982-83, 3% of direct legal service expenditures financed matters 
handled by private lawyers, down from 6% in the previous year - the 
remaining expenditures financed matters handled by salaried professionals 
(note that these expenditures include the salary cost of staff who directly 
support the work of legal aid lawyers); 

the total per capita expenditure was $3.26 in 1982-83. 

Personnel Resources 

• the total legal aid staff count declined from 75 persons on March 31st of 
1982 to 57 on March 31st of 1983. 



New Brunswick 

Note: Revenues and expenditures highlighted for 1981-82 have been adjusted by 
an inflation factor of 10%. Also note that civil coverage was provided 
for only a six month period in 1981-82. This explains in large part, 
the substantial resource increases in 1982-83. 

Revenues 

• constant dollar, revenues more than doubled in 1982-83 from $1.3 million to 
$2.7 million in the previous year; 

• contributions from government accounted for approximately 97% of total 
revenues in both fiscal years - the increase in revenue from this source 
over the two year period was 106% on an inflation adjusted basis. 

Expenditures 

• legal aid expenditures totalled $2.6 million in 1982-83 - the cost of 
criminal cases was $916,000 and the cost of civil cases was $1,245,000; 

• from 1981-82 to 1982-83, total expenditures increased by 90% on an 
inflation adjusted 'basis; 

• direct legal service constant dollar expenditures- increased by 111% over 
the two year period - criminal case expenditure increased by 8% and civil 
case expenditure .increased by seven times its 1981-82 constant dollar 
value; -- 

• approximately 82100' of total expenditures funded direct service costs in 
1982-83, up from 74% in the previous year - 58% of these expenditures 
financed civil matters-in 1982-83, up from 17% in 1981-82; 

• total direct legal service expenditures finance matters handled by private 
lawyers - staff professionals do not provide direct legal services, to 
clients; 

the total per capita expenditure was $3.76 in 1982-83. 

Personnel Resources 

• on March 31st of 1983, the legal aid staff count totalled 25 persons; 

• on March 31st of 1983, 72% of total active bar members were legal aid panel 
members. 



Quebec 

Note: Revenues and expenditures highlighted for 1981-82 have been adjusted by 
an inflation factor of 10%. 

Revenues 

• constant dollar revenues increased in 1982-83 from $50.2 million to $51.9 
million - this represents a 3% increase over 1981-82 revenues; 

• contributions from government accounted for 98 0% of total revenues in both 
fiscal years - the increase in revenue dollars from this source over the 
two year period was 3% on an inflation adjusted basis. 

Expenditures 

• legal aid expenditures totalled $52.7 million in 1982-83; 

• from 1981-82 to 1982-83, total expenditures increased by 5% on an inflation 
adjusted basis; 

• direct legal service constant dollar expenditures increased by 6% over the 
two year period; 

• approximately 88% of total expenditures funded direct service costs in 
1982-83; 

• in 1982-83, 41% of direct legal service expenditures financed matters 
handled by private lawyers, up from 38% in the previous year - the 
remaining expenditures financed matters handled by salaried professionals; 

• the total per capita expenditure was $8.12 in 1982-83.. 

Personnel Resources 

• the total legal aid staff count declined from 837 on March 31st of 1982 to 
829 on March 31st of 1983. 



Ontario 

Note: Revenues and expenditures highlighted for 1981-82 have been adjusted by 
an inflation factor of 1040. Community clinic data are included in the 
statistical highlights to follow. 

Revenues 

• constant dollar revenues decreased in 1982-83 from $61.7 million to $58.2 
million - this represents a 6% decrease over 1981-82 revenues; 

• contributions from government accounted for 77% of total revenues in 
1982-83, up from 72 1M in the previous year - the, corresponding increase in 
revenue from this source over the two year period was 1% on an inflation 
adjusted basis; 

• lawyers trust account interest was the second largest revenue source in 
Ontario; in 1982-83, 16% of total revenues werereceived from this source, 
down from 21% in 1981-82 - the decrease in revenue dollars from this source 
was 28% on an inflation adjusted basis., 

Expenditures 

• legal aid expenditures totalled $58.2 million in 1982-83 - the cost of 
criminal cases was $24.9 million and the cost of civil cases was $22.0 
million (note that civil case expenditures include administrative costs 
incurred by the community clinics); 

• from 1981-82 to 1982-83, total expenditures decreased by 6% on an inflation 
adjusted basis; 

• direct legal service constant dollar expenditure (including administrative 
•costs incurred by community clinics) decreased by 8110 over the two year 
period - criminal case expenditures decreased by 7% and civil case 
expenditures decreased by 9%; 

• approximately 81 1M  of total expenditures funded direct service costs 
(including administrative costs incurred by community clinics) in 1982-83 - 
53% of these expenditures financed criminal matters while the remaining 47% 
financed civil matters; 

• in 1982-83, 85% of direct legal service expenditures financed matters 
handled by private lawyers., down from 88% in the previous year - the 
remaining expenditures financed matters handled by salaried professionals 
(note that these expenditures include administrative costs incurred by 
community clinics); 

the total per capita expenditure was approximately $6.65 in 1982-83. 



Personnel Resources 

on March 31st of 1983, the legal aid staff count totalled 585 persons; 

• on March 31st of 1983 an estimated 79% of total active bar members were 
legal aid panel members. 



Manitoba 

Note: Revenues and expenditures highlighted for 1981-82 have been adjusted by 
an inflation factor of' 10%. 

Revenues 

• constant dollar revenues increased in 1982-83 from $5.7 million to $7.0 
million - this represents a 22% increase over 1981-82 revenues; 

• contributions from government accounted for 83% of total revenues in 
1982-83 - lawyers trust account interest was the second largest revenue 
source, accounting for 15% of total revenue during the same year. 

Expenditures 

legal aid expenditures totalled $7.0 million in 1982-83; 

• from 1981-82 to 1982-83, total expenditures increased by 22% on an 
inflation adjusted basis; 

• direct legal service constant dollar expenditures indreased by 23% over the 
two year period; 

• approximately 78% of total expenditures funded direct legal service costs 
in 1982-83; 

• in 1982-83, 77 0% of direct legal service expenditures financed matters 
handled by private lawyers, down from 71% in the previous year - the 
remaining expenditures financed matters handled by salaried professionals; 

the total per capita expenditure was $6.73 in 1982-83. 

Personnel Resources 

the total legal aid staff count increased from 75 persons on March 31st of 
1982 to 85 persons on March 31st of 1983; 

• on March 31st of 1983, 50% of total active bar members were legal aid 'panel 
members. 



Saskatchewan 

Note: Revenues and expenditures highlighted for 1981-82 have been adjusted by 
an inflation factor of 10%. 

Revenues 

• constant dollar revenues increased in 1982-83 from $5.7 million to $5.9 
million - this represents a 4% increase over 1981-82 revenues; 

• contributions from government accounted for 99% of. total. revenues in both 
fiscal years - the corresponding increase in revenue dollars from this 
source over the two year period was 4% on an inflation adjusted basis. 

Expenditure 

• legal aid expenditures totalled $5.9 million in 1982-83 - criminal and 
civil case expenditures amounted to equivalent sums of $1.7 million; 

• from 1981-82 to 1982-83, total expenditures increased by 4% on an inflation 
adjusted basis; 

• direct legal service constant dollar expenditures increased by 9% over the 
two year period - criminal case expenditures decreased by 5% while civil 
case expenditures increased by 27%; 

approximately 58% of total expenditures funded direct service costs in 
1982-83 - 50% of these expenditures financedcivil matters in 1982-83, up 
from 43% in 1981-82; 

• in 1982-83, 12% of direct legal service expenditures financed matters 
handled by private lawyers, up from 6% in the previous year; 

the total per capita expenditure was $6.00 in 1982-83. 

Personnel Resources 

• on March 31st of 1983, the legal aid staff count totalled 139 persons, 53 
of whom were lawyers providing direct legal services to clients; 

• on March 31st of 1983, 26% of total active bar members were legal aid panel 
lawyers. 

'4 



Alberta 

Note: Revenues and expenditures highlighted for 1981-82 have been adjusted by 
an inflation factor of 10%. 

Revenues 

• constant dollar revenues increased in 1982-83 from $6.7 million to $9.1. 
million - this represents a 37% increase over 1981-82 revenues; 

• contributions from government accounted for 91% of total revenues in 
1982-83, up from 89% in the previous year; the increase in revenue dollars 
from this source was 39% on an inflation adjusted basis. 

Expenditures 

• legal aid expenditures totalled $9.5 million in 1982-83 - the cost of 
criminal cases was $5.8 million and the cost of civil cases was $1.4 
million; 

• from 1981-82 to 1982-83, total expenditures increased by 19% on an 
inflation adjusted basis; 

• direct legal service constant dollar expenditures increased by 21% over the 
two year period - criminal case expenditures increased by 23% and civil 
case expenditures increased by 16%; 

approximately 76% of total expenditures funded direct services in 1982-83 - 
80% of these expenditures financed criminal matters while the remaining 20% 
financed civil matters; 

• all direct legal service expenditures were directed to matters handled by 
private lawyers - staff professionals do not provide direct legal services 
to clients; 

the total per capita expenditure was $4.05 in 1982-83. 

Personnel Resources 

• on March 31st of 1982 and 1983, the legal aid staff count totalled 84 
persons;: 

• on. March 31st of 1983, 40% of total active bar members were legal aid panel 
members. 



British Columbia 

Note: Revenues and expenditures highlighted for 1981-82 have been adjusted by 
an inflation factor of 10%. 

Revenues 

• constant dollar revenues increased in 1982-83 from $17.0 million to $18.8 
million - the extent to which changes in accounting procedures over the two 
year period affect this increase is uncertain; 

• contributions from government accoUnted for approximately 84% of total 
revenues in both fiscal years; 

• lawyer8 trust account interest was the second largest source of revenue, 
accounting for 15% of total revenues in 1982-83; revenue dollars from this 
source increased by 39% over the two year period. 

Expenditures 

legal aid expenditures totalled $20.3 million in 1982-83; 

• from 1981-82 to 1982-83, total expenditures increased by 20% on an 
inflation adjusted basis - although accounting procedures were not 
consistent over the two year period, the combined effect of a 38% current 
dollar increase in the tariff in late 1981-82 and the impact of an 
increased workload, resulted in an increase in real expenditures over the 
two year period; 

the total per capita expenditure was $7.25 in 1982-83. 

Personnel Resources 

• on January 1st of 1983, the central and branch office staff count totalled 
134 persons (clinic staff are excluded); 

• on March 31st of 1983, 36% of total active bar members were legal aid panel 
members. 



Yukon Territory 

Note: Highlights for 1981-82 have been adjusted by an inflation factor of 
10%. 

Revenues 

• legal aid expenditures are fully funded by government - funds from sources 
other than government are payable through government. 

Expenditures 

• legal aid expenditures were $590,000 in 1982-83 - the cost of criminal 
cases was $434,000 and the cost of civil cases was $127,000; 

• total expenditures remained constant over the two year period on an 
inflation adjusted basis; 

• direct legal service constant dollar expenditures increased by 1% over the 
two year pexiod - criminal case expenditures decreased by 8% while civil 
case expenditures increased by 53%; 

• approximately 95% of total expenditures funded direct service costs in 
1982-83 - 23% of these expenditures financed civil matters in 1982-83, up 
from 15% in 1981-82; 

• total direct legal service expenditures financed matters handled by private 
lawyers - staff professionals do not generally provide full legal services 
to clients; 

the total per capita expenditure was $25.00 in 1982-83. 

Personnel Resources 

• on March 31st of 1981 and 1982, one staff person administered legal aid in 
the Yukon Territory. 



Northwest Territories 

Note: Re8ources and expenditures highlighted for 1981-82 have been adju8ted 
by an inflation factor of 10%. 

Revenues 

• constant dollar revenues increased in 1982-83 from $1,101,000 to $1,137,000 
— this represents a 3% increase over 1981-82 revenues. 

Expenditures 

• legal aid expenditures totalled $1.3 million in 1982-83; 

• from 1981-82 to 1982-83, total expendItures inàreased by 15% on an 
inflation adjusted basis; 

the total per capita expenditure was $27.63 in 1982-83. 

Personhel Resources 

• on March 31st of 1981 and 1982, three staff persons administered legal aid 
in the Northwest Territories, clinic staff excluded; 

• on March 31st of 1983, 67% of total active bar members were legal aid panel 
members. 

a' t 



Table Footnotes 

Columns may not add to indicated totals due to rounding. Calculations are 
also subject to rounding error. 

Symbols 

-:zero 
too small to be expressed 
not available 

NA : not applicable 
(E) 	estimate 

Table I - Total Revenue by Source, Legal Aid, Canada, 1981-82 and 1982-83 

Includes all monies granted by government. 
The 1981-82 data include lawyers trust account interest in the 
"government contribution" category. 
Revenues reported for 1982-83 include receivables. 
Client contribution and cost recovery revenue are reportd separately 
although it is received by the Plan as part of government revenue. 

Table 2 - Total Per Capita Expenditure and Expenditure by Object, Legal Aid, 
Canada, 1981-82 and 1982-83 

Includes monies expended on public legal education activity and the 
funding of projects undertaken by external agencies. 
Includes monies expended on legal research activity and administration. 
Population figures for 1981 as per Population, Cat No 91-001, Final 
Postcensal Estimate, Statistics Canada (1981). 1982 data are updated 
Postcensal Estimates. Both as at October 1. 
Salaries of administrative staff who directly support the work of legal 
aid lawyers are included in "direct legal service" expenditure rather 
than in "administrative" expenditure. Accrual-based expenditures are 
reported. 
Total monies granted to community clinics by the Plan are included under 
"direct legal service" expenditures. Administrative costs incurred by 
community clinics are therefore included in "direct legal service" 
expenditure rather than. in "administrative" expenditure. 
Equivalent value for free services is included in the "administrative" 
category. In 1981-82, the Department of Supply and Services provided a 
value equivalent to $147,000 of free office space. The corresponding 
amount in 1982-83 was $252,000. 
Accrual rather than cash-based expenditures are reported for the 1982-83 
reporting period. In 1982-83, the Native Courtworker and Counselling 
Association was directly funded by  the Ministry of the Attorney General, 
rather than by the Plan. 
Services, supplies, and accommodation provided by the territorial 
government are not included. 
Legal service expenditures incurred by the Malilganik Tukisiiniakvik 
Clinic are included under "special program" expenditures. 	Although 
considered an external agency, caseloads handled by this clinic are 
included in the territorial data. 	Office space and financial 
administration services provided by the territorial government are not 
included. 



T.ble 3 - Direct Legal Service Expenditure by Type of Matter, Legal Aid, 
Selected Provinces, 1981-82 and 1982-83 

Expenditures on provincial statute offence cases are included in the 
"civil" rather than the "criminal" category. 
All monies granted to community clinics by the Plan are included under 
."direct legal service" expenditures. Administrative costs incurred by 
community clinics which generally provide civil, services, are therefore 
included in the "civil" category. 
Accrual rather than cash-based expenditures are reported for the 1982-83 
reporting period. 
Excluded are costs incurred by Maliiganik Tukisiiniakvik Clinic'on legal 
services. 	This clinic is considered an external agency, however, its 
caseload activity is included in Plan caseload statistics. 

Table 4 - Percentaqe Change Over Previous Year, Current and Constant 
Expenditures, Legal Aid, Canada, 1981-82 to 1982-83 

Expenditures on provincial statute offence cases are included in the 
"civil" rather than the "criminal" category. 
Accrual-based expenditures are reported. 	"Direct legal service" 
expenditures include salaries of administrative staff who directly 
support the work of legal aid lawyers. 
All monies granted to community clinics by the Plan are included under 
"direct legal service" expenditures. idministrative costs incurred by 
community clinics which generally provide civil services, are therefore 
included in the "civil" category. 
Accrual rather than cash-based expenditures are reported for the 1982-83 
reporting period. 
Excluded are costs incurred by Malilganik Tukisiiniakvik. Clinic on legal 
services. 	This clinic is considered an external agency, however, its 
caseload activity is included in Plan caseload statistics. 

Table 5 - Direct Legal Service Expenditure on Private Lawyers and Staff 
Professionals, Legal Aid, Canada, 1981-82 and 1982-83 

Staff expenditures include salaries of administrative staff who directly 
support the work of legal aid lawyers. Accrual-based expenditures are 
reported. 
Total monies granted to community clinics by the Plan are included in the 
"staff expenditure" category. 	Staff expenditures therefore include 
administrative costs incurred by community clinics. 
Accrual rather than cash-based expenditures are reported for the 1982-83 
reporting year. 
Excluded are costs incurred by Maliiganik Tukisiiniakvik Clinic on legal 
services. 	This clinic is considered an external agency, however, its 
caseload activity is included in Plan caseload statistics. 
Canada totals exclude data for Prince Edward Island. 

Table 6 - Total Legal Aid Personnel Resources as of March 31st, Canada, 
1981-82 and 1982-83 

(1) Legal aid staff of the Maliigenik Tukisiiniakvik Clinic are excluded. 
This clinic is considered an external agency, however its caseload 
activity is reported in Plan caseload statistics. An estimated 125 
non-resident lawyers provide services on occasion. 



Number of legal aid panel members refers to the number of lawyers who : 
actually provided services. 
Number of legal aid panel members refers to the number of làwyeré and 
notaries who actually provided services. 
Lawyers who are on a panel list in more than one judicial district are 
counted more than once. 
A January 1st count is reported. Includes central and branch offices. 
Community law office staff are excluded. 
Legal aid panel member calculations exclude Prince Edward Island, Nova 
Scotia, Quebec and the Yukon. Legal aid panels are not applicable in 
these jurisdictions 
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Introduction 

This chapter examines legal aid caseload characteristics in Canada for 1981-02 

and 182-83. 

First, a national caseload table which contains approved application counts 

is presented. The contents of this table are interpreted for the reader and 

general observations are highlighted. Data tables for selected provinces 

follow, which contain completed case counts and offence distributions. Table 

footnotes are presented at the end of the chapter. Second, statistical 

summaries for each province are presented. In addition to the above-mentioned 

counts, summary service, duty counsel, and total application counts are 

highlighted where available. This information was extracted from either the 

national data tables, or from the provincial data sets contained in Part II of 

this report. 

The reader is again cautioned against making unqualified data comparisons. 

Legal aid plans and the provincial populations they serve vary substantially. 

Each plan is uniquely characterized by its service delivery strategies, the 

types and range of services offered, target clientele, and eligibility 

guidelines. Demographic and geographic characteristics of each jurisdiction 

also impact on service delivery. 

Counting units used to measure caseload levels are heavily dependent on 

service delivery strategy and administrative procedure. At this point in 

statistical development, a total count of legal aid applicants and clients 15 

not available for Canada. The total application count is an incomplete 

measure of requests for service because many applicants are screened prior to 

their filing of an application. 	Differences in screening practices are 

evident among of rices within provinces,, and among legal aid plans. 	In 

combination, summary service, duty counsel, and full service approved 

application counts would reflect total number of service units rendered; 

however, much of this information is either unavailable or captured according 

to inconsistent definitions. A further difficulty in interpreting these 

service units both within and among provinces is related to administrative 

procedure. That is, services may be quantified using the same counting unit, 



but the procedure followed to arrive at that counting unit may not be exactly 
the same. 

It is expected that the description of caseload counting units will be 

improved upon in future reports. The definitional framework, for the measures 

presented in this chapter were 'developed and approved by the Advisory. 

Committee of the Legal Aid Program and are cdntained in Part II of this 
report. 



Cseeloed - Canada Overview 

Stat let icel Hiiiiita 

• approximately 469,500 full service legal aid applications were approved in 
1982-83 - 212 9 800 (45%) were for criminal matters and 256,700 (55%) were 
for civil matters; 

• over the two year period, the change in total applications approved 
generally ranged from a 17% decrease in the Northwest Territories to a 
corresponding increase of 29% in Manitoba - New Brunswick experienced an 
81% increase, largely due to the commencement of civil matter coverage in 
1982-83; 

• between 1981-82 and 1982-83, criminal applications approved decreased in 
three jurisdictions: the Northwestlerritories (-19%), the Yukon (-17%), 
and Prince Edward Island (-16%) - in all other jurisdictions increases of 
between 4% (Quebec) and 28% (Manitoba) were evidenced; 

• the number of civil applications approved increased in most jurisdictions 
over the two year period, Nova Scotia and British Columbia excepted - 
percentage decreases for these provinces were -17% and -20% respectively; 

• civil matters generally comprised under 40% of total caseload in 1982-83 - 
the provinces of New Brunswick (67%), Quebec (65%), and Ontario (56%) were 
major exceptions to the rule. 
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Figure 7 
Percentage Change in Approved Applications, 

Canada and the Provinces, 
1981-82 to 1982-83 (1) 
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Figure 8 	- 
Percentage Change in Approved Applications, 
Criminal & Civil, Canada & the Provinces, 

1981-82 to 1982-83 (1) 
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Approved Applications 

Table 7 to follow contains approved application counts. At this stage in the 

development of national statistics, this count is the closest estimate of the 

full service legal aid caseload in Canada. 

The approved application count represents a service unit rather than a count 

of persons to whom legal aid services are provided. This requires further 

explanation. 

First, it should be recognized that this count is normally applied to full 

service matters only; that is, applications are not filed for summary service 

or duty counsel matters. The extent to which this is true varies somewhat 

across jurisdictions. For example, in Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick, 

summary services are included in the approved application count. Conversely, 

circuit court matters are often excluded from the count because applications 

are not always filed. 

Second, the service units which are reflected in the approved application 

count do not necessarily reflect equivalent work units among provinces. For 

example, when new matters arise which relate to an approved application, the 

extent to which these matters are dealt with by the filing a new application 

or by adding to an old application has not been assessed. The meaning of the 

count is also affected by the degree to which clients do not return for legal 

services following the approval of an application. 

The following table contains the compilation of available approved application 

counts, and is generally informative on a province-by-province basis. 

Comparisons of this counting unit among legal aid plans should be done for 

purposes of approximation only. 



TAkE 1 APPROVED LE6AL AID APPLICATIONS BY TYPE OF MITER, CANADA, 1981-82 MD 1982-83 

APPROVED APPL!CATIO4(S 
PROVINCE YEAR TOTAL CRINIKAL CIVIL 

NO. 	100! NO. I NO. 1 

NENFOUNDLAMD(1) 1981-82 3603 2205 61 1398 39 
1982-83 3935 2428 62 1507 38 

PRiNCE EDWARD 1981-82 758 608 80 150 20 
ISLAND 1982-83 751 510 68 241 32 

NOVA SCOTIA(2) 1981-81 15440(E) 9137(E) 59 6303(E) 41 
1982-83 14619(E) 9422(E) 64 5251(E) 36 

NEW 8RUNSWICK(3) 1981-82 3559 1795 50 1764 50 
1982-83 6446 2152 33 4294 67 

UE8EC(4) 1981-82 219875 77051 35 142824 65 
1982-83 228240 79988 35 148252 65 

ONTARIO(5) 1981-82 98568 44825 45 53743 55 
1982-83 112563 49896 44 62667 56 

ANIIOBA 1981-82 13530 7825 58 5705 42 
[982-83 17486 9985 57 1501 43 

SASKATCHEWAN 1981-82 26167 16212 62 9895 38 
1982-83 28610 18348 64 10262 36 

ALBERIA 1981-82 15508 11886 77 3622. 23 
1982-83 17267 13501 78 3766 22 

BRITISH COL[J$BIA(6) 1981-82 37627(E) 21963(E) 58 15664(E) 42 
1982-83 37076(E) 24472(E) 66 12604(E) 34 

YUKON 1981-92 548 453 83 95 17 
1982-83 513 375 73 138 27 

NORTHWEST 1981-82 2311 2087 90 224 10 
TERRITORIES 1982-83 1907 1688 89 219 It 

CANADA 1981-82 437494(E) 196107(E) 45 241387(E) 55 
1982-83 469473(E) 212765(E) 45 256708(E) 55 

SEE FOOTNOTES AT END OF CHAPTER. 
SYNBOLS WiTHIN TABLE: (- 	ZERO)(--- TOO SHALL TO BE EXPRESSED)(.. NOT AVAILABLE)(NA NOT 

APPLICABLE)(E ESTIHATE) 



TABLE 8 - PERCENTAGE CHANGE OVER PREVIOUS YEAR, APPROVED LEGAL AID 
APPLICATIONS BY TYPE OF MATTER, CANADA, 	1981-82 TO 1982-83 

PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN APPROVED APPLICATIONS 
PROVINCE 

TOTAL CRIMINAL CIVIL 

NEWFOUNDLAND(1) 9 to B 

PRINCE EDWARD -1 -16 61 
ISLAND 

NOVA SCOTIA(2) -5(E) 3(E) -17(E) 

NEW BRUNSWICK(3) 81 20 143 

OUEBEC(4) 4 4 4 

ONTARIO(S) 14 II 17 

MANiTOBA 29 28 31 

SASKATCHEWAN 9 13 4 

ALBERTA 11 14 4 

BRITISH COLUMBIA(6) -1(E) 11(E) -20(E) 

YUKON -8 -17 45 

NORTHWEST -17 -19 -2 
TERRITORIES 

CANADA 	7(E) 	8(E) 	6(E) 

SEE FOOTNOTES AT END OF CHAPTER. 
SYMBOLS WITHIN TABLE: (- ZERO)(--- TOO SHALL TO BE EXPRESSED) 

(.. NOT AVAILABLE )(NA NOT APPL1CABLE)(E ESTiMATE) 



Corpleted Case Statistics 

The tables presented in this section contain three different types of case 

counts - completed dossiers, completed charges, and open dossiers. Due to the 

varying counting units employed both within and among jurisdictions, a 

national table containing either a completed dossier or charge count cannot be 

presented at this time. 

As is the case with approved applications, the degree to which completed case 

counts represent equivalent work units has not yet been determined. In fact, 

it appears that differing administrative procedures result in even less 

comparability with respect to completed case counts. An example is the effect 

of interim-billing on the port of private lawyers, where billings may signify 

case completions or the partial completion of legal services rendered on an 

approved application. 

Provincial data sets have been combined in the following tables for ease of 

presentation only. These tables are organized by type of count. Although 

accurate on a province-by-province basis, statistics contained in these tables 

should be considered experimental for the purpose of comparing caseload levels 
among legal aid plans. 



TAB(.E 9 - COMPLETED LE6AL AID DOSSIERS, SELECTED PROVINCES, 1981-82 AND 1982-83 

COMPLETED DOSSIERS 
PROVINCE 	YEAR 

NO. 

NOVA SCOTIA 	1981-82 	15440 
1982-83 	L4679 

NEW BRUNSWICK(1) 	1981-82 	1756 
1982-83 	4586 

ALBERTA 	1981-82 	14965 
1982-83 	16513 

SEE FOOTNOTES Al END OF CHAPTER. 
SYMBOLS WITHIN TABLE: (- ZERO)(--- TOO SMALL TO BE EXPRESSED)(.. NOT AVAILABLE) 

(NA NOT APPLICABLE)(E EST1ATE) 

TABLE 10 - COMPLETED CASES, LE8AL AID, SELECTED PROVINCES, 1981-82 AND 1982-83 

COMPLETED CASES 
PROVINCE 	YEAR 

NO. 

NEWFOUNDLAND(1) 	1981-82 	2969 
1982-83 	3397 

YUKON 	1981-82 	717 
1982-83 

NORTHWEST 	1981-82 	2250 
TERRITORIES 	1982-83 

SEE FOOTNOTES AT END OF CHAPTER. 
SYMBOLS WITHIN TABLE: (- ZERO)(--- TOO SMALL TO BE EXPRESSED) 

(.. NOT AVAILABLE)(NA NOT APPLICABLE)(E ESTIMATE) 



TABlE 11 'CRINIIAL LESAL AiD DOSSIERS COLETED BY TYPE OF PROFESSIONAL, SELECTED PROYINCES, 
-198112 MID 1982-83 

PROVINCE YEM CRINTNAL DOSSIERS COIIPLETED 
TOTAL PRIVATE STAFF 

LMYERS PROFESSIONALS 
NO. 	1001 NO. 1 NO. 1 

NOVA SCOTIA 1981-82 9131 84 1 9053 99 
1982-83 9422 51 1 9365 99 

NEV BRWISWICKU 1981-82 1319 1319 100 NA NA 
1982-83 1733 1733 100 NA NA 

ONTARIO 1981-82 43443 43443 100 NA NA 
1982-83 40973 40973 100 WA NA 

NAIT0BA 1981-82 .. 5758 
1982-83 .. 7431 .. .. .. 

ALBERTA 	1981-82 	11632 	11632 	100 	NA 	MA 
198213 	12799 	12799 	100 	NA 	NA 

SEE FOOTNOTES AT END OF CHAPTER. 
SYNBOLS WIThIN TABLE: (- ZERO)(--- TOO SNALL TO BE EXPRESSED)(,. NOT AVAILABLE) 

(MA NOT APPLICABLE)(E ESTINATE) 

TABLE 12 - CONPLEIED CHARSES BY TYPE OF PROFESSIONAL, LE6AI. AID, SELECTED PROVINCES, 1981-82 AND 198213 

PROViNCE YEAR CHARSES CONPLETED 
TOTAL PRIVATE STAFF 

LAWYERS PROFESSIONALS 
NO. 	1001 NO. 1 NO.. 	1 

NEWFOUNOLAND(1) 1981-82 1951 874 45 1017 	53, 
1982-83 2100 932 44 116* 	56 

PRINCE EDWARD 1981-82 1075 25 2 1050 	98 
ISLAND 1982-83 971 9 1 962 	99 

VUNON 1901-82 630 630 100 NA 	NA 
1982-83 .. .. .. NA 	WA 

NORThWEST 	1981-82 	1929 	.. 	 .. 

IERRITOR1ES(2) 	1982-83 	1690  

SEE FOOTNOTES AT END OF CHAPTER. 
SYNBOLS WITHIN TABLE: (- lERO)(--- TOO SNALL TO BE EIPRESSED)(.. NOT AVAILABW(NA NOT APPLICABLE) 

(E ESTINATE) 



TARL.E 	13 - LE6AL AID DOSSIERS OPENED BY IVPE OF PROFESSIONAL, SELECTED PROVINCES, I6I-02 AND 1982-83 

PROVINCE YEAR TOTAL OPEN DOSSIERS CRIMINAL CIVIL 
TotAl 	 PRIVATE STAFF TOTAL PRIVATE STAFF TOTAL. PRIVATE STAFF 

LAWYERS PROFESSIONALS LAWYERS PROFESSIONALS LAWYERS PROFESSIONALS 

- NO. 	lOOT 	NO. 	1 HO. 	1 NO. 	1001 NO. 1 	NO. 	1 Na. tOOT 	PlO. 1 	ItO. 1 

PRINtE EDWARD 1981-82 •. •. 	
.. 150 9 6 	III 94 

ISLAND 1982-83 .. 	 .. 	.. .. 	.. .. .. .. 	.. 	
.. 241 7 3 	234 97 

NCC(l) 198112 219815 	 75154 	34 144719 	66 77051 27297 35 	49754 	65 142824 41859 34 	94965 66 

1982-93 228210 	 80937 	35 147303 	65 79988 29894 31 	50094 	63 148252 51043 34 	97209 66 

$ANITO8A 	 1981-82 	13530 	 10661 	79 	2869 	21 	7827 	6643 	OS 1184 	15 	5103 	4018 	70 1685 	30 

	

1902-83 	17486 	 14335 	82 	3151 	18 	9985 	8647 	01 	1338 	13 	7501 	5688 	76 	1813 	24 

E fOOTNOTES At END OF CHAPTER. 	 - 	 - %  
SYJIBEIS WITHIN TABLE: (- ZERO)t --- IOU SMALL TO BE EIPRESSED)(.. NOT AYAILABLE)PNA NOT APPIICABIEPIE ESTINATE) 



TABlE 14 - CIVIL LESt AID DOSSIERS CORPI.ETED BY TYPE OF PROFESSIONAL, SELECTED PROVINCES, 
198112 ANI 1982-8 

CIVIL DOSSIERS CWLETED 
PRIVATE STAFF 

PROVINCE YEAR TOTAL LAWYERS PROFESSIONALS 
140. 	1001 	NO. I NO. 1 

NEWFOUNDLAND(I) 1981-82 1018 156 15 862 85 
1982-83 1297 187 14 1110 86 

NOVA SCOTIA 1981-82 6303 280 4 6023 96 
1982-83 5257 90 2 517 98 

NEW BRUNSWICKI2) 1981-82 437 437 100 NA NA 
1982-83 2853 2853 100 144 NA 

ONTARIO 1981-82 .. 33589 
1982-83 .. 28421 

ANITOBA 1981-82 •1 3865 
1982-83 ... 4775 .. 

SASKATCHEWAII 1981-82 10152 47 --- 10105 100 
1982-83 9512 78 1 9434 99 

ALBERTA 1981-82 3333 3333 100 NA NA 
1982-83 3714 3714 100 NA NA 

YUKON 1981-82 87 87 100 NA NA 
1982-83 •1 .. .. NA NA 

NORTHWEST 1981-82 321 .. 
TERRITORIES3) 1982-82 .. .. 

SEE FOOTNOTES AT END OF CHAPTER. 
SYPIBOLS WITHIN TABLE: 	(-. 	ZERO)(--- TOO SP1ALL TO BE EXPRESSED)(.. NOT AVAILABLE) 

(NA 	NOT APPLICABLE)(E ESI1NATE) 

I. 



TABLE 15 - APPEM. DOSSIERS COIPLETED BY TYPE CF NATTER, LE6AL AID, SELECTED PROVINCES, 
1981-82 MD 1982-83 

APPEAL DOSSIERS CONPLETED 
PROVINCE YEAR TOTAl. CRIMINAL CIVIL 

NO. 	1001 NO. X NO. 2 

NEWFOUNDLRND(L) 1901-82 102 102 100 - - 

1982-83 81 01 100 - - 

NOVA SCOTIA 1981-82 153 126 82 27 18 
1902-83 147 112 16 35 24 

NEW BRUNSWICK 1901-82 24 24 100 - - 

198213 22 22 100 - - 

ONTARIO(2) 1981-82 1821 1411 77 410 23 
1902-83 1703 1372 81 331 19 

MANITOBA(3) 1981-82 293 171 58 122 42 
1982-83 324 181 56 143 44 

ALBERTA 1981-82 453 426 94 27 6 
1982-83 509 494 97 15 3 

NORTHWEST 	1981-82 	28 	28 	100 	- 	- 
TERRITORIES 	1982-83 	39 	39 	100 	- 	- 

SEE FOOTNOTES AT END OF CHAPTER. 
SYMBOLS WITHIN TABLE: (- ZERO)(--- TOO SMALL TO BE EXPRESSED)(.. NOT AVAILABLE) 

(NA NOT APPLICABLE)(E ESTIMATE) 
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Newfoundland 	 91 

Prince Edward Island 	93 

Nova Scotia 	- 	94 

New Brunswick 	 95 

Quebec 97 

Ontario 98 

Manitoba 100 

Saskatchewan 	 101 

Alberta 	 102 

British Columbia 	 104 

Yukon Territory 	 105 

Northwest Territories 	106 



Newfoundland 

Note: The highlights to follow do not reflect total caseload because counts 
were not available for services of a summary nature. Circuit court 
cases are included in duty counsel statistics rather than in the 
application and completed case counts. In January of 1983, all duty 
counsel services were cancelled. Also note that the Newfoundland Plan 
classifies provincial statute offence matters as civil rather than 
criminal matters. 

Duty Counsel Counts 

• the duty counsel count totalled 1,324 in 1982-83; criminal duty counsel was 
provided on 1,280 occasions and civil duty counsel was provided on 44 
occasions; 

• the total duty counsel count decreased by 8% between 1981-82 and 1982-83 - 
while the criminal duty counsel count declined by 10%, the civil duty 
counsel count increased slightly. 

Application Counts 

• in 1982-83, 7,238 written applications for service were made - 3,497 (48%) 
were made for criminal matters and 3,741 (52%) were made for civil matters; 

the application count increased by '23% over the two year ,  period - the 
criminal application count increased by 20% and the civil application count 
increased by 25%; 

• the approved application count totalled 3,935 in 1982-83 - 2,428 (62%) were 
for criminal matters and 1,507 (38%) were for civil matters; 

• the approved application count increased by 9% over the two year period - 
criminal applications approved increased by 10% and civil applications 
approved increased by 8%; 

• while the total application count increased by 23 10 over the two year 
period, the approved application count increased by 9%; 

• 401V of total civil applications were approved in 1982-83, down from 47% in 
the previous year - this compares to 69% of total criminal applications 
approved, up from 76% in 1981-82. 



Completed Case Counts 

Note: Criminal case counts are based on charges completed rather than 
dossiers completed. 

• the total completed case count in 1982-83 was 3,397 - criminal charges 
completed totalled 2,100 (62%) and civil dossiers completed total1ed 1,297 
(38%); 

• the total completed case count increased by 14% over the two year period - 
criminal charges completed increased by 8% and civil dossiers completed 
increased by 27%; 

• in 1981-82 and 1982-83, approximately 44% of total criminal charges were 
completed by private lawyers compared to 14% of total civil dossiers 
completed - the remaining cases were handled by staff professionals; 

• approximately 2% of total completed cases were appeal cases in 1982-83, 
down from 3% in 1981-82. 

Federal Caseload Characteristics 

• in 1981-82, 1,849 federal charges were completed compared to 2,019 in 
1982-83 - this represents a 9% increase over the two year period; 

• over the two year period, property crime increased from 46% of total 
federal criminal charges completed to 52% in 1982-83 - violent crimes 
comprised close to 12% of the total during both fiscal years. 



Prince Edward Island 

Note: All cases involving an approved application are counted, regardless of 
type of service provided. That is, summary, duty counsel, and full 
service matters are included if an application was filed and approved. 
Note that applications are not necessarily filed for all services 
rendered. For this reason, the highlights to follow do not necessarily 
reflect total caseload. 

Application Counts 

• in 1982-83, 751 written applications were approved - 510 (68%) were for 
criminal matters and 241 (32%) were for civil matters; 

• the approved application count remained relatively stable over the two year 
period, however, criminal applications approved declined by 16% while civil 
appl.ications approved increased by 61%; 

Coipleted Case Counts 

Note: The completed dossier count is not used in Prince Edward Island. 
Criminal cases completed refer to charges completed, while civil 
dossiers completed refer to dossiers opened. 

• in 1982-83 criminal charges completed totalled 971 and civil dossiers 
opened totalled 241; 

. over the two year period criminal charges oompleted declined by 10% while 
civil dossiers opened increased by 61%; 

• in 1982-83, 1% of total criminal charges were completed by private lawyers 
compared to 7% of total civil dossiers opened - the remaining cases were 
handled by staff professionals. 

Federal Caseload Characteristics 

• in 1981-82, federal charges completed totalled 1,075 compared to 971 in 
1982-83 - this represents a 10% decrease over the two year period; 

• during both fiscal years, property crimes cbmprised close to 55% of total 
federal criminal charges completed - violent crimes comprised close to 7% 
of the corresponding total; 

• in 1982-83, 22 Juvenile Delinquent Act cases were completed - this 
represented 2% of total federal criminal charges completed during that 
year. 



Nova Scotia 

Note: The highlights to follow do not reflect total caseload because counts 
are not available for summary and duty counsel services. 

Completed Case Counts 

• the total completed dossier count in 1982-83 was 14,679 - criminal charges 
completed totalled 9,422 (64%) and civil dossiers completed totalled 5,257 

• the total completed dossier count declined by 5% over the two year period. - 
criminal dossiers completed increased by 3% and civil dossiers càmpleted 
decreased by 17%; 

• in 1981-82 and 1982-83, 2% of total criminal dossiers were completed by 
private lawyers - civil dossiers completed by private lawyers decreased 
from 4% to 2% of the total over the two year period; 

• approximately 1% of total completed dossiers were appeal cases during both 
fiscal years. 

Federal Caseload Characteristics 

• in 1981-82, federal criminal dossiers completed totalled 8,614 compared to 
8,956 in 1982-83 - this represents an increase of 4% over the two year 
period; 

• during both fiscal years property, crime comprised close to 47% of total 
federal criminal dossiers completed - violent crimes comprised close to 9% 
of the corresponding total; 

• in 1982-83, 262 Juvenile Delinquent Act dossiers were completed, compared 
to 181 in the previous year - this represents 3% and 2 1M of total federal 
dossiers completed respectively. 



N.. Brunawick 

Note: Application and dossier counts include summary services. Civ.il legal 
aid coverage commenced in October, 1981. 

Duty Counsel Counts 

• the duty counsel service count totalled 19,703 in 1982-83 - criminal duty 
counsel was provided on 14,724 occasions and civil duty counsel was 
provided on 4,979 occasions; 

• the duty counsel count increased by 19% between 1981-82 and 1982-83 - while 
the criminal duty counsel count increased slightly, the civil duty counsel 
count more than doubled. 

Application Counts 

• in 1982-83, 7,469 written applications for service were made - 2,408 (32%) 
were for criminal matters and 5,061 (68%) were for civil matters; 

• the total application count increased by 84% over the two year period - the 
criminal application count increased by 16% and the civil application count 
more than doubled; 

• the approved application count totalled 6,446 in 1982-83 - 2,152 (33%) were 
for criminal matters and 4,294 (67%) were for civil matters; 

• the approved application count increased by 81% over the two year period - 
criminal applications approved increased by 20% and civil applications 
approved more than doubled; 

• the application count increased by 84010' over the two year period - the 
approved application count increased by 81%; 

• 85% of total civil applications were approved in 1982-83, down from 89% in 
the previous year; 89% of criminal applications were approved in 1982-83, 
up from 86% in 1981-82. 

Completed Case Counts 

Note: Completed case counts include some double-counting because the dossier 
count is based on number of payments made. It is possible that more 
than one payment could be made on a certificate due to interim - 
billing practices. 

the total completed case count in 1982-83 was 4,586 - criminal dossiers 
completed totalled 1,733 (38%) and civil dossiers completed totalled 2,853 
(62%); 



• the completed case count more than doubled over the two year period .  - 
criminal dossiers completed increased by 31% and civil cases completed 
increased by 6.5 times the 1981-82 count; 

• all dossiers are completed by private lawyers in New Brunswick - salaried 
staff do not provide professional legal services to clients; 

• approximately 1% of total completed cases were appeal cases during both 
fi8cal years. 

redere]. Caseload Characteristics 

Note: These data are based on charges completed rather than dossiers 
completed. 

• in 1981-82, 1,446 federal criminal charges were completed compared to 1,731 
in 1982-83 - this represents a 20% increase over the two year period; 

• during both fiscal years, property crime comprised close to 42% of total 
federal charges completed and violent crImes comprised close to 17% of the 
corresponding total. 



Note: The highlights to follow do not reflect total caseload because counts 
are not available for summary and duty counsel services. Note that 
caseload counts are based on open rather than completed dossiers. 
Municipal of fences are included in the civil caseload figures; however, 
their numbers are estimated to be few. 

Application Counts 

• the total number of written applications filed in 1982-83 increased by 4% 
over the previous year - the corresponding increases for criminal and civil 
applications were 4% and 3% respectively; 

• in 1982-83, 228,240 applications were approved - 79,988 (35%) were for 
criminal matters and 148,252 (65%) were for civil matters. 

• the approved criminal and civil application counts increased by an 
equivalent amount over the two year period (4%); 

• during the 1982-83 fiscal year 72% of refused applications were not 
accepted for financial reasons - 83% of total criminal applications 
refused and 70% of total civil applications refused. 

Open Dossier Counts 

• in 1982-83, 37% of total criminal dossiers opened were assigned to private 
lawyers compared to 34% of civil dossiers opened - the remaining cases were 
assigned to staff professionals. 

Criminal Caseload Characteristics 

• in 1981-82, total criminal dossiers opened totalled 77,051, compared to 
79,988 in 1982-83 - this represents a 4% increase over the two year period; 

• during both fiscal years property crimes comprised close to 33% of total 
criminal dossiers opened - violent crimes comprised close to 8% of the 
corresponding total; 

• in 1982-83, 9,127 Juvenile Delinquent Act cases were opened, down from 
9,262 in the previous year - this represented 11% and 12% of total criminal 
dossiers opened in each respective year. 



Ontario 

Note: Calendar year community law clinic activity is included in the 
following highlights. 

Suunery Service Counts 

• the summary service count totalled 114,886 in 1981-82 and 130,409 in 
1982-83 - this represents an increase of 14% over the two year period. 

Duty Counsel Counts 

the duty counsel count totalled 244,626 in 1982-83 - criminal duty counsel 
was provided on 196,134 occasions (80%) and civil duty counsel was provided 
on 48,493 occasions (201M); 

• the total duty counsel count increased by 8% between 1981-82 and 1982-83 - 
the criminal duty counsel count increased by 9%, and the civil duty counsel 
count increased by 6%. 

Application Counts 

.. the approved application count totalled 112,563 in 1982-83 - 49,896 (.44%) 
were for criminal matters and 62,667 (56%) were for civil matters; 

• the approved application count increased by 14 0% over the two year period - 
criminal applicatiçns approved increased by 11% and, civil applications 
approved increased by 17%. 

Completed Case Counts 

Note: Private bar caseload only is reported. 

• in 1982-83, 40,973 criminal dossiers were completed - this represents a 6% 
decrease over the two year period; 

• approximately 2% of total completed dossiers were appeals in 1981-82 and 
1982-83. 



Federal Caseload Characteristics 

• in 1981-82, 43,316 federal criminal dossiers were completed compared to 
40,778 in 1982-83 - this represents a 6% decrease over the two year period; 

• during both fiscal years, property crime comprised close to 49% of 
completed federal criminal dossiers - violent crimes comprised close to 17% 
of the corresponding total; 

• in 1982-83, 1,823 Juvenile Delinquent Act cases were completed, down from 
2,060 in the previous year - this represents 4% and 5% of total federal 
criminal dossiers completed in each respective year. 



t4itoba 

Note: Summary services include services provided over the phone. Caseload 
counts are based on open, rather than completed dossiers1 

Summary Service Counts 

• the summary service count totalled 43,606 in 1981-82 and 55,938 in 1982-83 
- this represents an increase of 28% over the reporting period. 

Duty Counsel Counts 

• in 1982-83, duty counsel was provided on 19,226 occasions - this represents 
a 19% increase over the two year period. 

Application Counts 

• the total number of written applications filed in 1982-83 increased by 28 0% 
over the previous year - the corresponding increases for criminal and civil 
applications were 23% and 33% respectively; 

• the approved application count totalled 17,486 in 1982-83 - 9 1985 (57%) 
were for criminal matters and 7,501 (43%) were for civil matters; 

• the approved application count increased by 29% over the two year period - 
criminal applications approved increased by 28% and civil applications 
approved increased by 31%. 

Open Dossier Counts 

• in 1981-82, approximately 85% of criminal open dossiers were assigned to 
private lawyers, compared to 70% of civil dossiers opened - the proportions 
assigned to private lawyers increased the following year to 87% and 76% 
respectively. 

Criminal Caseload Characteristics 

• in 1981-82, total criminal dossiers opened totalled 7,656 compared to 9,804 
in 1982-83 - this represents a 28% increase over the two year period; 

* during both fiscal years, property crime comprised close to 48% of total 
criminal dossiers opened - violent crimes comprised close to 18% of the 
corresponding total; 

• in 1982-83, 255 Juvenile Delinquent Act cases were opened, up from 225 in 
the previous year - this represents 3% of total criminal dossiers opened in 
each year. 



Steketchewen 

Note: The highlights to follow do not reflect total caseload because counts 
are not available for summary and duty counsel services. Also, a 
completed criminal dossier count is not available. 

Application Counts 

• the approved application count totalled 28,610 in 1982-83 - 18,348 (600) 
were for criminal matters and 10,262 (36%) were for civil matters; 

• the approved application count increased by 9% over the two year period - 
criminal applications approved increased by 13% and civil applications 
apprOved increased by 4%. 

Civil Dossiers Completed 

• in 1981-82, civil dossiers completed totalled 10,152 compared to 9,512 in 
1982-83 - this represents a 6% decrease over the two year period; 

• during both fiscal years, approximately 99% of total civil dossiers were 
completed by staff professionals. 



Alberta 

Note: The highlights to follow do not reflect total: caseload because counts 
are not available for summary services provided. Also note that the 
family court duty counsel program was discontinued during 1981-82. 
This in large part explains the decrease in civil duty counsel counts 
over the two year period. 

Duty Counsel Counts 

the duty counsel service count totalled 14,485 in 1982-83 - the criminal 
duty counsel count was 15,481 and the civil duty counsel count was 4; 

• the total duty counsel count decreased by 3% over the 1981-82 fiscal years 
- while the criminal duty counsel count declined by 2%, the civil duty 
counsel count decreased substantially. 

Application Counts 

• the total number of written applications filed in 1982-83 increased by 22% 
over the previous year - the corresponding increases for criminal and civil 
applications were 20% and 28% respectively; 

• the approved application count totalled 17,267 in 1982-83 - 13,501 (78%) 
were for criminal matters and 3,766 were for civil matters; 

the approved application count .increased by 11% over the two year period - 
criminal applications approved increased by 14% and civil applications 
approved increased by 4%; 

in 1982-83, 13% of refused applications were not accepted for financial 
reasons - 14% of total criminal appltcations refused and 12% of total civil 
applications refused 

Completed Case Counts 

• the total completed dossier count in 1982-83 was 16,513 - criminaldossiers 
completed totalled 12,799 (78%) and civil dossiers completed totalled 3,714 

• the total completed dossier count increased by 10% over the two year period 
- criminal dossiers completed increased by 10% and civil dossiers completed 
increased by 11%; 

* all dossiers are completed by private lawyers in Alberta - salaried staff 
do not generally provide professional legal services to clients; 



• approximately 3% of total completed dossiers were appeal dossiers in both 
years. 

Federal Caseload Characteristics 

• federal criminal dossiers completed totalled 12,149 in 1982-83 - this 
represents an 8% increase over the two year period; 

• during both fiscal years, property crime compised 51% of total federal 
criminal dossiers completed and violent crime comprised close to 17% of the 
corresponding total; 

• in 1982-83, 418 Juvenile Delinquent Act dossiers were completed, down from 
553 in the previous year - this represents 3% and 5% of total federal 
dossiers completed in each respective year. 
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British Columbia 

Note: The highlights to follow do not reflect total caseload because counts 
are not available for summary services, duty counsel services, and 
completed full service dossiers. 

Application Counts 

• in 1982-83, an estimated 69,719 applications for service were made - 32,732 
(47%) were made for criminal matters and 36,987 (53%) were made for civil 
matters; 

• the total number of written applications filed in 1982-83 increased by 8% 
over the previous year - the corresponding increases for criminal and civil 
applications were 14% and 3% respectively; 

• the approved application count is estimated at 37,076 for 1982-83 - an 
estimated 24,472 (66%) were for criminal matters and an estimated 12,604 
(34%) were for civil matters; 

• the approved application count decreased slightly over the. two year period 
- criminal applications approved increased by 11010 while civil applications 
approved decreased by 20%; 

• 34% of total civil applications were approved in 1982-83, down from 44% in 
the previous year - this compares to 75% of total criminal applications 
approved, down from 77% in 1981-82. 



Yukon Territory 

Note: The highlights to follow do not reflect total caseload because counts 
of a summary nature are not available. Duty counsel aervices provided 
on court circuits are included in the duty counsel count. A refused 
application count is not applicable to circuit court data. 

Duty Counsel Counts 

• in 1982-83, criminal duty counsel was provided on 150 occasions in 
Whitehorse. 

Application Counts 

• the total number of written applications filed in 1982-83 decreased by 3% 
over the previous year - the corresponding percentage changes for criminal 
and civil applications were -12% and +34 respectively; 

• the approved application count totalled 513 in 1982-83 - 375 (73%) were for 
criminal matters and 138 (27%) were for civil matters; 

• the approved application count decreased by 6% over the two year period - 
criminal applications approved declined by 17% and civil applications 
approved increased by 45%. 

Conleted Case Counts 

Note: Criminal case counts are based on charges rather than dossiers 
completed. 

• in 1981-82, the total completed case count was 717 - criminal charges 
completed totalled 630 (88%) and civil dossiers completed totalled 87 
(12%); 

• all dossiers are completed by private lawyers in the Yukon - salaried staff 
do not provide full legal services to clients; 

in 1981-82, approximately 2% of cases completed were appeal cases, circuit 
court caseload excluded. 

Federal Caseload Characteristics 

• 581 federal charges were completed in 1981-82; 

• in 1981-82, property crimes comprised approximately 52% of total federal 
charges completed - violent crimes comprised 12% of the corresponding 
total. 
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Northwest Territories 

Note: The highlights to follow do not reflect total caseload because counts 
were not available for services of a summary nature. Note that duty 
counsel service counts are contained in the application and caseload 
data. 

Application Counts 

• the approved application count totalled 1,907 in 1982-83 - 1,688 (89%) were 
for criminal matters and 219 (11%) were for civil matters; 

• the approved application count decreased by 17% over the two year period - 
criminal applications approved declined by 19% and civil applications 
approved declined by 2%. 

Completed Case Counts 

Note: Criminal case •counts are based on charges completed rather than 
dossiers completed. 

• in 1981-82, the total completed case count was 2,250 - criminal chèrges 
completed totalled 1,929 (86%) and civil dossiers completed totalled 321 
(14%); 

in 1981-82, approximately 1% of total completed cases were appeal cases. 

Criminal Caseload Characteristics 

• in 1982-83, 1,651 charges were completed compared to 1,669 in 1981-82 - 
this represents little change over the two year period; 

• over the reporting period, property crime decreased from 36% of totèi 
charges completed to 33% - violent crime decreased -from 16 1M to 12% of the 
corresponding total; 

• during both fiscal years, Juvenile Delinquents Act matters approximated 20 
- this represents 1% of total charges completed during both years. 



Table Footnotes 

Column8 may not add to indicated totals due to rounding. 

Symbols 

- : zero 
: too small to be expressed 
: not available 

NA : not applicable 
(E) : estimate 

Table 7 - Approved Legal Aid Applications by Type of Matter, Canada, 1981-82 
and 1982-83 

Provincial statute offence cases are included in the civil application 
count. Also note that circuit court cases are excluded. 
Estimates refer to a completed dossier count. 
Summary services are included. 
Municipal statute offence cases are included in the civil application 
count. 
Calendar year community clinic data are included. 	The 1981 and 1982 
application counts are combined with 1981-82 and 1982-83 fiscal year data 
respectively. 
Data for the Victoria community law office are partially excluded. 

Table 8 - 	Over Previous Year 
	Aid 

oe of Matter. Cana 
	to 

Provincial statute offence cases are included in the civil application 
count. Also note that circuit court cases are excluded. 
E8timates refer to a completed dossier count. 
Summary services are included. 
Municipal statute offence cases are included in the civil application 
count. 
Calendar year community clinic data are included. 	The 1981 and 1982 
application counts are combined with 1981-82 and 1982-83 fiscal year data 
respectively. 
Data for the Victoria community law office are partially excluded. 

Table 9 - Coleted Legal Aid Dossiers, Selected Provinces, 1981-82 and 
4fn• fll 

(1) These figures include some double-counting because the dossier count is 
based on number of payments made. It is possible that more than one 
payment could be made on a certificate due to interim billing practices. 
Also note that dossiers are opened for all matters requiring application, 
summary service cases included. 



Table 10 - Coleted Charges, Legal Aid, Selected Provinces, 1981-82 and 
1982-83 

(1) Circuit court cases are excluded. 

able 11 - CriMinal Legal Aid 
	 of Professional n___.____ 

(1) These figures include some double-counting because the dossier count is 
based on number of payments made. It is possible that more than one 
payment could be made on a certificate due to interim billing practices. 
Also note that dossiers are opened for all matters requiring application, 
summary service cases included. 

Table 12 - Charoes coleted by Type of Professional, Leqal Aid, Selected 
Provinces, 1981-82 and 1982-83 

Circuit court cases are excluded. 	Also note that provincial statute 
offences are included in the civil rather than the criminal case count. 
Although a judicare method of service delivery applies in the Northwest 
Territories, one community clinic is funded by the Plan to provide legal 
aid services. Caseload activity for this clinic are included in the data. 

Table 13 - Legal Aid Dossiers Opened by Type of Professional, Selected 
Provinces, 1981-82 and 1982-83 

(1) Municipal statute offence cases are included in the civil rather than the 
criminal open dossier count. 

Table 14 - Civil Legal Aid Dossiers Coleted by Type of Professional, 
Selected Provinces, 1981-82 and 1982-83 

Circuit court cases are excluded. 	Also note that provincial statute 
offences are included in the civil case count. 
These figures include some double-counting because counts are based on 
number of payments made. It is possible that more than one payment could 
be made on a certificate due to interim billing practices. Also note 
that dossiers are opened for all matters requiring application, summary 
service cases included. 
Although a judicare method of service delivery applies in the Northwest 
Territory, one community clinic is funded by the Plan to provide legal 
aid services. Caseload activity for the clinic are included in the data. 

Table 15 - Appeal Dossiers Coleted by Type of Hatter, Leqal Aid, Selected 
Provinces, 1981-82 and 1982-83 

Circuit count cases are excluded. 
The civil dossier count excludes community clinic data. 
Refers to open rather than closed appeal dossiers. 



16 - rederal. Criminal Legal Aid Dossiers Opened by Major Offence 
Category, Selected Provinces, 1981-82 and 1982-83 

Appeals are included in the offence distribution. Other ,  motor vehicle 
of fences are included in the "drunk/impaired driving" category. 
Provincial statute offence cases are included in the "other" category. 
Provincial/municipal statute offence cases are included in the "other" 
category. 

Table 17 - Federal Criminal Leqal Aid Dossiers Coivleted by $aior Offence 
and 1982-83 

(1) Appeals are included in the offence distribution. 

Table 18 - Federal Charges Conleted by Offence Cateqory. Lenal Aid, Se 

Circuit court cases are excluded. 	Other motor vehicle offences are 
included in the "drunk/impaired driving" category. Othet federal statute 
offence oases are included in the "other" criminal code category. 
Matters, dealt with under the Welfare of Children Act are Included in the 
offence distribution. 
Appeals are included in the offence distribution. ASexual assaults, 
sexual off'ences, and other assaults totalled 57 in 1981-82 and 61 in 
1982-83. 
Appeals and Juvenile Delinquents Act matters are included in the of fence 
distribution, Other motor vehicle of fences are included in the "drunk/ 
impaired driving" category. 
Juvenile Delinquents Act cases are included in the offence distribution. 
Note that circuit court cases are excluded. 
In 1982-83 circuit court matters are included in the "other" Criminal 
Code category. This category also includes some territorial ordinance 
offence cases and other federal statute offence cases for both reporting 
periods. 
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Data Limitations 

The statistics contained in this report are intended to describe aggregate 

expenditure patterns and service volumes of Canadian legal aid plans for a two 

year period. They are not intended to provide a precise and comprehensive 

account of the legal aid sector which has been formally in place for over a 

decade. Just as cyclical activity levels are experienced by the Plans over 

the course of a year, one year cannot be assumed to be representative of 

another. A wide range of pressures can impact on services provided by each 

Plan at different times and in different ways - changes in government 

priority, legislation, internal policy and procedure, and level of funding 

support are exemplary. 

The reader should also be aware of the inability, at this stage in statistical 
development, to empirically assess data quality. Statistics contained in this 

report were obtained in aggregate form from administrative records; that is, 

the statistical function of I hese data is secondary to a primary 

administrative function. Detailed documentation of the procedures followed by 

each Plan to derive administrative data have yet to be obtained, examined, and 

validated by the Program. 

A final note of caution relates to the need to further refine data element 

definitions and their subsequent categorizations. Additional insight into the 

extent to which concepts as originally stated have been measured by the data, 

is expected to emerge through the statistical experimentation which this 

report promotes. 

Future Directions 

The completion of this report leads to many avenues for future study. It is 

clear that to portray a true picture of legal aid - one that enables informed 

comparative analyses - a number of questions must be addressed. Our situation 

parallels that of a photographer - each time a photograph is studied, details 

emerge that call for an enlargement. Indeed, the developmental emphasis of 

this report is intended to lead to the questioning of statistical measures 
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applied to the legal aid sector. 	In turn, relevant factors affecting 
interpretations suggested by the statistics will be examined. 

Since the initial review of this document a number of valuable ideas have 

surfaced, many of which point to the need to expand on the legal aid 

statistics currently collected. Proposed enhancements also, relate to the 

shortcomings associated with relying heavily on statistics to accurately 

describe the delivery of services throughout the country. Factors which 

affect statistical interpretation include the services, policies, and 

procedures of the Plans, as well as certain demographic, social and economic 

characteristics of provincial populations. Potential developmental projects 

related to internal Plan activity include comprehensive descriptions of 

services provided, ' coverage standards, and client eligibility guidelines. 

Exemplary measures of provincial population, characteristics relevant to the 

legal aid sector include the size of low income or target populations, the 

incidence of crime, the incidence of family and other civil matters, and 

incarceration rates by specific offence types. Apart from injecting more 

meaning into national legal aid statistics, the aforementioned information 

could also be of use to those administering legal aid plans across Canada. 

Further insight into the nuances of statistical interpretation is expected to 

result from the limited distribution of this report. It is through the 

ongoing process of experimentation and feedback that the value of national 

statistical measurement in the legal aid sector will be enhanced. 
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Mandate of the Centre 

In June of 1981, the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics was created to 
consolidate, reorganize, and 8upport the collection of national justice 
statistics in Canada. 

The Centre manifests a federal-provincial partnership through which needs are 
articulated, priorities established, and programs developed. Advice and 
direction are provided to each of the Centre's programs by individuals from 
all Canadian jurisdictions. Ultimate control of projects undertaken by the 
Centre rests with the Deputy Ministers responsible for justice in Canada and 
the Chief Statistician of Canada who together form the Justice Information 
Council. A chart illustrating the structure of the Centre follows. 

The Centre's mandate is to produce and to support the production of relevant 
information on crime and the administration of justice in Canada. Products 
and services are developed to assist justice managers, policy-makers, and the 
general public. The intent in developing a national information service is to 
assist Centre clients in: 

• reducing the disparity of justice services delivered; 
• developing a means to evaluate the impact of changes in legi8lation On 
justice services; 

• establishing a rational basis for sharing costs of justice services; 
• reducing the duplication of services provided; and, 
• improving the quality of services delivered throughout the Canadian justice 

system. 

Product Objective 

The Centre's product objectives are based on the premise that national statis-
tics should eventually enable managers and policy-makers to make inter-juris-
dictional comparisons of: 

• the present or future utilization of services; 
• caseload and caseload composition; 
• resource and expenditure levels; and, 
• organizational structure, operational policies, legislation, and any other 
contextual information considered relevant. 

Service Objective 

Services delivered by the Centre can be classified into three categories: 

• obtaining information on high priority justice related issues that are not 
necessarily of an enduring nature or of national scope; 

• introducing or modernizing information systems, to support both the produc-
tion of national statistics as well as jurisdictional operations; and, 

• assisting in the effective use of information. 

The Centre assists in the above-mentioned areas through the provision of 
financial resources as well as subject matter, methodological, and systems 
expertise. 
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Survey Respondents 

Newfoundland 

Mr. Newman Petten 
Ms. Lynne Muironey 

(709) 753-7860 

Prince Edward Island 

Newfoundland Legal Aid Commission 
Centre Building 
21 Church Street 
St. Johns, Newfoundland 
A1C 3Z8 

Mr. Kent Brown 	Office of the Public Defender, 
Department of Justice 

(902) 892-9131 	Law Courts Building 
92 Water Street 
P.O. Box 2290 
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island 
CiA BL1 

Nova Scotia 

Mr. Albert Bremner 

(902) 543-4658 

New Brunswick 

Ms. Marilyn Bubar 

(506) 455-9976 

Quebec 

Nova Scotia Legal Aid Commission 
P.O. Box 6 
14 Dufferin Street 
Bridgewater, Nova Scotia 
B4V 2W6 

Legal Aid New Brunswick 
P.O. Box 666 
Fredericton, New Brunswick 
E3B 5C2 

M. René Morin 	Commission des services juridiques 
2, Complexe Desjardins 

(514) 873-3562 	Tour de l'Est, 14e étage 
Montréal (Québec) 
1-158 1B3 

Ontario 

Mr. Dermot McCourt 
Ms. Nancy Spooner 

(416) 979-1746 

Ontario Legal Aid Plan 
Suite 200 
481 University Avenue 
Toronto, Ontario 
M56 2G1 



Manitoba 

Ms. Nadia Burke 	The Legal Aid Services Society of Manitoba 
Room 402, 294 Portage Avenue 

(204) 947-6501 	Winnipeg, Manitoba 
R3C 089 

Saskatchewan 

Mr. Ian Wilson 	Saskatchewan Legal Aid Commission 
Ms. Laura Lacoursière 	Suite 820, 410-22nd Street, East 

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 
(306) 664-5303 	S7K OC1 

Alberta 

Mr. DavidMcGuire 	The Legal Aid Society of Alberta 
1600 Sun Life Building 

(403) 427-7575 	10123 99th Street 
Edmonton, Alberta 
T53 2W4 

British Columbia 

Mr. Dan Maas 	Legal Services Society of British Columbia 
1140 West Pender Street 

(604) 689-0741 	Vancouver, British Columbia 
V6B 4N6 

Northwest Territories 

Mr. Doug Miller 	- Legal Services Board 
P.O. Box 1320 

(403) 873-7450 	Court House 
Yellowknife, Northwest Territories 
X1A 2L9 

Yukon 

Ms. Gina Turner 	Legal Aid Committee 
P.O. Box 2703 

(403) 667-5210 	Whitehorse, Yukon 
Y1A 2C6 
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qa1 Aid PrograM Advisory Cosnittee 

Mr. Albert Bremner (Chairman) 
Nova Scotia Legal Aid Commission 
(902) 543-4658 

Mr. Finton Aylward 
Newfoundland Legal Aid Commission 
(709) 753-0646 

M. René Morin 
Commission des services juridiques 
(514) 873-3562 

Mr. Dermot McCourt 
Ontario Legal Aid Plan 
(416) 979-1446 

Mr. Ian Wilson 
Saskatchewan Legal Aid Commission 
(306) 664-5303 

Mr. Den Maas 
Legal Aid Services of British Columbia 

689-0741 

Mr. Eric Davies 
Ministry of Attorney General, British Columbia 

384-4434 

Ms. Patricia Bgin 
Federal Department of Justice 
(613) 992-8837 

Mr. Hideo Mimoto 
Statistics Canada 
(613) 995-9544 

Mr. Robert O'Reilly 
University of Ottawa 
(13) 231-4221 

Ms. Lee Wolff 
Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics 
(613) 993-6521 
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Suary of Supplemental Services 

In 1978 0  there were approximately 800 agencies other than legal aid plans 
assisting the public on a variety of legal matters. These organizations serve 
to complement and extend the services offered by legal aid plans, and as such, 
they are an integral part of the legal service network in Canada. 

Supplemental legal assistance can include the provision of advocacy, advisory 
or educational services. All agencies serve either an educational or advisory 
function. Approximately one third of all agencies provide legal 
representation services. Methods of service delivery and scope of assistance 
available vary from province to province. 

The number of organizations providing supplementary legal assistance is 
displayed in Chart I. This information was extracted from the 1978 
directories of Canadian Public Legal Information produced by the Canadian Law 
Information Council. Information for the Northwest Territories and the Yukon 
was not available from these source documents. 

Agencies which were not described as delivering services to a specific target 
group were classified as serving the general public. In some cases, an agency 
will provide services to both the general public and a specific target 
clientele. Such agencies were only scored once under the appropriate target 
category. Although this occurs infrequently, it results in some .u,der-
counting of agencies serving the public. A number of small target groups have 
been combined in the classification of "other" (e.g. unemployed, 
environmentalists, religious, veterans,, homosexuals and immigrants). 

Agencies are categorized as being in the public or private sector. An agency 
was classified as public if it operated under government directives. Private 
agencies include those which are self-governed, regardless of their source of 
funding. 

Chart I also displays a count of agencies providing legal representation 
services before a decision-making body (e.g. courts, administrative 
tribunals). This category was also used to count any agency which provided 
any type of direct mediation of a legal problem. 
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O'iart I - SLwl*a1 Leqal Servia, 1978 

Jurisdiction 	Sector PthlIc Youth Seniors Wn Nativea Property Disthied 	Other Total 
wrotrdlend 

Ptbllc 6(3) 1(1)  1(1) 
-  

1(1) -C-) 	-(-) -9(6) 
Private 5(2) -(-) iC-) 2(-) 1(1) -C-) -C-) 	1(1) 10(4) 
Total 11(5) 1(1) I(-) 2(-) 2(2) 1(1) -C-) 	1(1) 19(10) 

Nova Scotia 
Ptblic 6(1) -(-) -(-) i(-) -(-) 2(-) -C-) 	-(.-) 9(1) 
Private 10(1) 2(-) 1(1) 2(-) -C-) -C-) IC-) 	2(2) 18(4) 
Total 	16(2) 	2(-) 	1(1) 	3(-) 	-(-) 	 2(-) 	1(-) 	2(2) 	27(5) 

Prince (ard Islad 
PthlIc 	4(-) 	1(1) 	-C-) 	1(-) 	-C-) 	1(1) 	-C-) 	-C-) 	7(2) 
Private 	SC-) 	i() 	() 	-(-). 	1(1) 	-(-) 	 -C-) 	-C-) 	7(1) 
Total 	9(-.) 	2(1) 	-C-) 	I(-) 	1(1) 	1(1) 	-(-) 	 -(-) 	14(3) 

New Br.nsw1ck 
P.blIc 	5(1) 	I(-) 	-C-) 	1(-) 	i(-) 	1(-) 	-(-)- 	 -(-) 	 9(1) 
Private 	9(-) 	1(1) 	-C-) 	3(1) 	1(1) 	I(-) 	3(-) 	i(-) 	19(3) 
Total 	14(1) 	2(1) 	() 	4(1) 	2(1) 	2() 	3() 	IC...) 	28(4) 

Quebec 
Pt11ic 	64(40) 	2(-) 	-(-) 	 1(-) 	-C-) 	27(26) 	11(-) 	-C-) 	105(66) 
Private 	124(13) 	7(7) 	7(1) 	22(5) 	4(3) 	16(-) 	SC-) 	39(3) 	224(34) 
Total 	188(53) 	9(7) 	7(1) 	23(5) 	4(3) 	43(28) 	16(-) 	39(3) 	329(100) 

Ontario 
Pthlic 	56(43) 	)(-) 	 2(-) 	1(-) 	19(19) 	4(-) 	3(1) 	1(1) 	89(64) 
PrIvate 	86(24) 	5(-) 	3(1) 	bC-) 	1(-) 	10(2) 	2(-) 	i(-) 	116(27) 
Total 	142(67) 	B(-) 	5(1) 	11(-) 	20(19) 	14(2) 	5(1) 	2(1) 	207(91) 

Hwittha 
Pthlic 	8(3) 	2(-) 	1(-) 	IC-) 	-C-) 	1(-) 	-C-) 	-C-) 	13(3) 
Private 	5(-) 	IC-) 	1(1) 	2(-) 	3(1) 	1(1) 	-C-) 	1(-) 	14(3) 
Total 	13(3) 	3(-) 	2(1) 	3C-) 	3(1) 	2(1) 	-C-) 	i(-) 	27(6) 

Saskatchewen 
Pthlic 	22(14) 	1(-) 	-C.-) 	-C-) 	-C-) 	2(-) 	1(-) 	1(1) 	27(15) 
Private 	9(-) 	1(-) 	3(-) 	4(-) 	2(2) 	-C-) 	-C-) 	-(-) 	19(2) 
Total 	31(14) 	2(.) 	3(-) 	4(-) 	2(2) 	2(-) 	1(-) 	1(1) 	46(17) 

Alberta 
Pt.Llic 	11(3) 	2(-) 	1(-) 	1(-) 	-(-) 	 i(-) 	2(1) 	-C-) 	18(4) 
Private 	20(5) 	4(-) 	1(-) 	6(1) 	2(2) 	1(1) 	'(-) 	2(.-) 	31(9) 
Total 	31(8) 	6(-) 	2(-) 	7(1) 	2(2) 	2(1) 	3(1) 	2(-) 	55(13) 

British ColuTtia 
Pt.blic 	9(-) 	1(1) 	-C-) 	-C-) 	-C-) 	2(-) 	-(-) 	 -C-) 	12(1) 
Private 	30(15) 	2(1) 	2(1) 	7(1) 	5(3) 	2(-) 	3(-) 	4(-) 	55(21) 
Total 	39(15) 	3(1) 	2(1) 	7(1) 	5(3) 	4(-) 	3C-) 	4(-) 	67(22) 

Cixada Totals 
Ptlic 	191(108) 14(3) 	4(-) 	7(-) 	21(20) 	42(28) 	17(2) 	2(2) 	298(163) 
Private 	303(60) 	24(9) 	19(5) 	58(8) 	20(12) 	31(6) 	15(-) 	51(6) 	521(108) 
Total 	494(168) 38(12) 	23(5) 	65(8) 	41(32) 	73(34) 	32(2) 	53(8) 	819(271) 

Note: 	Bracketed figures refer to the nuiber of agencies bkid provided legal representeticxi services 
before a declsion-aiking bedy. 	These figures are included in the precedir) figure. 
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Program Scope 

Information collected by the national legal aid statistics program is limited 
to descriptions of legal aid services delivered by legal aid offices which are 
funded in whole or in part by the legal aid plan of the province. 

Data reported refer to all relevant activity during the fiscal year reporting 
period, beginning April 1 and ending March 31, unless otherwise noted. 

Legal Aid Services 

Three types of services are counted. 

Summary Service 

Includes advice which is given on matters of law (including eligibility for 
legal aid) to a person during a formal interview. This can include simple 
tasks. such as making a telephone call or drafting a letter on behalf of a 
client. It does not include enquiries at the "front desk't of the legal aid 
office, nor telephone enquiries. Further, it does not include advice given 
following the approval of an application for assistance. 

Duty Counsel Service 

Refers to legal services provided, usually by a lawyer attending a court, 
place of detention, or other location for the purpose of appearing on behalf 
of or giving legal advice to a person at that location without prior 
arrangement. 

Legal Assistance Service 

Refers to substantial legal work performed on behalf of a client who formally 
applies and as a result of the application receives legal assistance. Legal 
assistance goes beyond help provided through either the duty counsel or legal 
advice service. 

The data characterize services provided by type of matter or problem 
involved. This refers to the legal consequence specifically categorized, of a 
client's problem. 

The classification of legal matters is as follows: 

Criminal - Federal Statute Offences 
- Provincial/Municipal Statute Offences 

Civil 	- Family Matters 
- Other Matters 

Offence classifications used will be compatible with those applied to other 
national data bases. The national classification scheme is now under 
development. 



Family law matters will include the following: 

- marriage, nullity, divorce, judicial separation 
- corollary relief, support!maintenance, matrimonial property 
- custody/access, legitimacy, adoption, guardianship, child welfare 

Intra-family criminal code of fences will be classified based on the court in 
which the case is heard. This rule applies to charges under the Juvenile 
Delinquents Act or equivalent provincial acts. 

All general law matters will be grouped together. That is, civil litigation 
(e.g. contract law, tort law, bankruptcy, etc.) and administrative law matters 
are included under "other" civil matters. 

Legal Aid Office 

For national reporting purposes, a legal aid office refers to any 
establishment providing direct legal service which is funded in whole or in 
part by the legal aid plan. All offices report to and/or are administered 
centrally by the Plan (i.e community clinics are included). It is recognized 
that external agencies other than community clinics may receive grants from 
the Plan to provide services which could be termed legal aid. Services 
provided through these agencies are generally excluded from the scope of the 
program for data collection purposes, except insofar as funding. of extérnat 
agencies is reported as an expenditure of the Plan. Although caseloads 
handled through external agencies other than community clinics will not be 
counted, services provided will be described. 

Legal Aid Plan 

A legal aid plan is a commission, agency or organization established in a 
province or territory either by law, regulation or agreement for the purpose 
of providing legal counsel to indigent persons for criminal, civil, family and 
administrative tribunal matters, and/or special services such as duty counsel, 
legal advice and assistance, mental health patient programs, public legal 
education, preventive law programs, referral, gener.al information services and 
advice which is ancillary to a request for legal assistance. 
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Data Element Definitions 

Syols: 	- : zero 
: too small 'to count 
: not available 

NA : not applicable 
(E) : estimate 

Note: Data element definitions are 
the body of the report. Certain 
the individual plan data set8 only. 

listed below in order of presentation in 
of the categorized data elements appear in 

Expenditures and Resources 

(1) Revenue by Source 

Revenue refers to all monies received directly by the legal aid plan in a 
given year (i.e. accounts receivable are excluded). 

Definition of Categories 

Government contributions refer to both federal and provincial monies allocated 
to the Plan through the provincial government. Federal contributions under 
the federal/provincial cost-sharing agreements for criminal legal aid, and 
those under the Canada Assistance Plan, are not recorded separately since 
monies are generally directed to the Consolidated Revenue Fund of the 
Province, and not to the Plans directly. 

Lawyer's trust account interest includes all monies received from the law 
profession. 

Client contribUtions refer to all monies received from the aided person for 
legal assistance; flat user fees are included. 

Cost recoveries refer to the party cost ordered or agreed to be recovered in 
the case. Includes all monies recovered from a judgement, award, or 
settlement. 

() Expenditure by Object 

Expenditures refer to the actual gross dollars expended by the Plan in a given 
fiscal year (i.e. accounts payableare excluded). Expenditures made on behalf 
of the Plan by other agencies are not included but are noted on relevant 
tables. 



Definition of categories 

• Legal service expenditures include salary costs of staff lawyers and other 
professionals (i.e. private or staff) providing direct legal services to legal 
aid clients. Specific costs incurred on individual cases are also included 
(e.g. travel expenses). 

Public education includes preventive law programs, educational proqrems, and 
publicity. 

Funding of external agencies and other projects refers to monies expended by 
the legal aid plan on projects undertaken external to the Plan. 

Research refers to legal research activity. 

Administration includes rent; administrative staff salaries; office supplies; 
equipment and maintenance; conference, meeting, and membership expenses, etc. 
Administrative expenses of community law clinics are included. 

Legal Service Expenditure - Private and Salaried Professionals 

Legal service expenditures (as discussed above) include salary costs of staff 
lawyers and other professionals providing direct legal services to legal aid 
clients. Specific costs incurred on individual cases are also included. 

Definition of categories 

Private practice lawyers refer to lawyers and notaries who operate their 
practice from within a private firm, and bill the legal aid plan for services 
rendered. 

Salaried professionals refer to legal aid staff who are employed by the legal 
aid plan to provide direct services to clients from the legal aid office. 
Support staff are excluded. 

Personnel Resources as of March 31st 

Personnel resources refer to the actual nunber of staff employed by the Plan 
on March 31st. 	That 	is, 	a head count rather than a staff complement or a 
person 	year 	expended 	count 	is reported. Both 	full-time 	and 	part-time 
employees on staff at the time of the count are included. 

Definition of categories 

Legal 	aid staff 	includes 	staff of legal 	aid offices 	funded 	by 	the 	Plan. 
Note that notaries are classified as lawyers where applicable. 

Other professional staff include research staff, paralegals, accountants, 
translators, librarians, etc. 

Support staff include law students, clerical staff, etc. 



Lawyers in private practice include those indicating a willingness to provide 
legal aid services through inclusion on a resource list maintained by the Plan 
(i.e. legal aid panel list). An unduplicated count of lawyers is reported. 

Active Bar members include the total number of lawyers certified and insured 
to practice in the jurisdictions. Government employed lawyers are excluded. 

II Leqal. Aid Caseload 

Su.ary Service Count 

Summary services refer to the provision of advice, information, or any other 
type of minimal service to an individual during a formal interview. It can 
include simple legal tasks such as making a telephone call or drafting a 
letter on behalf of a client. It does not include inquiries at the "front 
desk" of the legal aid office, or telephone inquiries. 

The provision of summary services does not require that the applicant complete 
a formal application for assistance, however, summary assistance may be 
provided following rejection of a formal written request. Only summary 
services provided to the client in person are included. 

The count refersto the number of times clients were assisted through summary 
services provided by the Plan. 

Duty Counsel Count 

Duty counsel services refer to legal services provided to an individual by a 
lawyer at a location other than a legal aid office, where the person assisted 
had not previously applied in writing for services rendered. 

The count refers to the number of times clients were assisted through duty 
counsel services provided by the Plan. 

Definition of categories 

Criminal duty counsel refers to services in criminal matters that are 
generally provided at a court or place of detention. 

Civil duty counsel refers to services in civil matters that may additionally 
be provided at locations other than a court or place of detention (e.g. 
psychiatric hospital, senior citizens' home). 

Total and Approved Applications 

Application refers to a formal request evidenced in writing whereby a person 
applies to a legal aid office for assistance. When aggregated, the total 
number of applications will reflect the number of individual requests for 
assistance, rather than the total number of persons seeking assistance. 
Requests for assistance must be recorded on the intake document used by the 
legal aid office. Related legal mattersenumerated at the time of contact with 
the office are included on one application, regardless of the requirement for 
a court appearance. If a matter related to that on the original application 

r 



arises at a later date (other than appeal), a new application is not filed. 
Separate application forms are filed for 9riminal and civil matters. 

Total number of applications reported for the year will include all 
applications filed during that time, regardless of when the application was 
approved or rejected. 

Definition of categories 

Approval of a legal aid application is signified through the issuance of a 
certificate, referral, or any other authorization which denotes that legal 
services will be granted to the applicant. This count and the counts of 
summary service and duty counsel service are mutually exclusive. 

Caution must be taken when comparing total and approved application counts 
across provinces due to a lack of consistent application procedures. That is, 
the extent to which potential clients are screened prior to filing an 
application varies from province to province. 

Refused Applications by Grounds for Refusal 

Refused application refers to an application that has been denied. 	An 
application can be refused, appealed and again refused. 	For statistical 
purposes, the initial refusal only is counted. 

Refusal counts are generally not comparable across jurisdictions due to 
inconsistent application procedures. 

Financial ineligibility refers to a refusal for legal aid •based on some 
financial information disclosed by the applicant pertaining to his/her assets 
and liabilities. If one application is refused on grounds of financial 
ineligibility as well as one or more other reasons, financial eligibility ,  is 
counted as the major reason. 

Completed Dossiers by Private Practice and Salaried Professionals 

Dossier refers to an application which has been approved and for which a file 
has been opened. The dossier consists of one or several related legal matters 
which a potential client enumerates at the time of contact with the legal aid 
office. That is, multiple charges can be included in one dossier. Dossiers 
are opened for all approved applications regardless of the necessity for court 
representation. In the event that a client requests assistance on both a 
civil and criminal matter, two dossiers are opened. If a new legal, problem 
arises at a later date for which a client is eligible, a new dossier is not 
opened if the matter is related to the problem(s) contained in the active 
dossier. Only legal matters related to those enumerated at the time of the 
original application are included in the first dossier, appeals excepted. 

Total number of dossiers completed will include all files closed during the 
reporting period, regardless of the date of opening. When the case has been 
dealt with through the provision of legal services, or at which time final 
billings associated with the case have been received, the dossier is 



considered closed. At that point, the case is considered complete in terms of 
human and financial resources required on the part of the legal aid plan. This 
count and counts of summary and duty counsel services are mutually exclusive. 

(10) Completed Federal Criminal Dossiers by Major Offence Category 

Definition of cateaories 

At a later date the appropriate sections of the Criminal Code to be included 
in each category will be specified. In the interim, standards normally 
applied by the Plan are used. 

Note that only one offence is reported per dossier; that is, the offence 
deemed. to be most serious in nature. Appeal cases are not included in 
distributions which, display offence data. 

Cases reported under the Juvenile Delinquents Act are counted separately from 
the offence categories. 

(ii) Completed Appeal. Dossiers 

Appeal refers to an appeal of a lower court decision; not an appeal of a 
refused application. Appeal dossiers include only one matter. 
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Newfoundland E - 1 
Prince Edward Island E - 4 
Nova Scotia E - 7 
New Brunswick E - 10 
Quebec E - 13 
Ontario E - 16 
Manitoba E - 19 
Saskatchewan E - 23 
Alberta E - 26 
British Coluritia E - 29 
Yukon Territory E - 32 
Northwest Territories E - 36 



Newfoundland 

Contact(s): Newman Petten 
Lynne Mulroney 

Source(s) for Approved Data 

All data pertinent to the exercise were supplied by the Plan (i.e. it was not 
necessary to consult alternate data sources). 	- 

Expenditure data source - claim form, internal records 
Caseload data source - internal records 

Claim form expenditure data were adjusted to comply with category definitions 
Total dollar figures presented in the claim form are accurate for statistical 
purposes. Caseload information contained in the claim form is consistent with 
internal records. Annual reports are not available. 

jor Definitional Inconsistencies 

Provincial statute offences are included in civil expenditure and caseload 
data. 

Criminal caseload statistics reflect a charge rather than a dossier count 
because the former counting procedure is more consistent with the collection 
of other justice sector data in the province. Also, matters dealt with on 
court circuit are counted in duty counsel caseload statistics only. 

Missing data 

Family and other civil expenditures are not distinguishable. 
Summary service counts are not maintained. 
Grounds for refusal information is not aggregated. 
Welfare of Children Act cases are not aggregated. 
Age and sex data are not aggregated. 

Future Availability of Data 

The Commission considers the above-mentioned data to be of some value, but due 
to resource constraints, it is not collected at the provincial level. 

The Commission intends to count cases involving juveniles in the future. The 
Commission has also expressed a willingness to move toward the national case 
count, however the implications of doing so require further consideration. 



A - S3S 	PROVTNCEt NtWFOtLA() 

TAL I - PEYEIJC BY SOURCE 	$000'. 

YEAR TOTAL 
GOV't 
COMM 

LAWYERS TRUST 
ACCT, INTEREST 

Ct.IENT 
CO7TR. 

I 	COSTS 
RECOVERED 

SPECIFIC 
PURPOSE GRANTS(i) OTHER 

1981-82 1,01 .3 967 NA 20 9 Ii 

1982-83 1,279 1,236 NA 17 12 16 

(1) R.t.r, to sonie, qr.nted by the Federal qo'ernhsent to Fund a StuOent eeploymetfl program. 

im.c 2 - UPEOITuRE BY OBJECT 	$000'a 

YEAR 101*1. 

I.ECAI. SERVICE RP(NDI!URE 

101*1 	1(I) 	PROV' 	TOTAL 
TOTAL 	CRIM 	CR134 	,.uyUi) 	CIVIL 	F1j411Y 	OTHER 

SPECIAL PFIOCRYJI EXPCUUR( OTHEjI 

TOTAL 
PUBLIC 
(DUE. 

EXT. 
PROJ 101AU REv,E?.RCt4 ADMIN 

1981-62 1,026 $57 .. $84 .. 175 .. .. 9 9 SLA 58 

1982-83 1,267 726 .. 406 .. 258 .. .. 12 12 531 \A SIt 

(1) bjnLcip.1 oFfences are not handled by legal aid. Epandtturea related to provincial statute offence,, Are included in totOl Civil aenGiture*. 

TASLE 3 - LEGAL SERVICE (XPEIOITURE - PRIVA1E A. SALARIED PROFESSIONALS 	000's 	 -, 

YEAR TOTAL PRIVATE SALARIED 

1981-82 557 329 22$* 

1982-8) 1 124 430 29$ 

1A&t 6 - PERSOyINEL RESOURCES AS OF MARCH 31ST 

 LEGAl. AID STAFF NO. • OF 
PRIVATE PRACTICE ACTIVE BAR 

LAWYERS LAWYERS OTHER PANEL )(t'€,ZRS MEMBERS 

ADHIN. DIRECT PROF'NL SUPPORT 
YEAR 	TOTAL 	SERVICE SERVICE STAFF STATT(1) 

1981-82 	26 	 - 10 2 12  

192-83 	26 	 - to 2 12 135(e) 324' 

(1) Sua,or students are ecIuded, 

0 - CA1OAD EMARACTERIST ItS 

TAftE S - SLalAR'Y SERVICE COUNt (1) 

YEAR 	SAJI44ARY SERVICE COUNT 

1981-82 

1982-83 

(1) ReJected apticanta orten receio services 
however counts are not token. 

T*&E 6 - DuTY COUNSEL COUN1(1) 

YEAR TOTAL 
cRIMINAL CIVIL 

1981-82 1,466 1,426 1 20 

1982-83 1,324 1,280 '44 

(I) Court circuit cases are included in the count. 
In January, 1983, all duty counsel cervices 
apart From tTxse provided on court circutt mere 
cancelled. Note that provincial statute oFFence 
cases are included In the civil count. 



V.( 7 - TOTAl. AND APVROV(D APPLICATIO$S(1) 

YEAR 
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 
TOTAL 	CRIM 	CIVIL 

APPROVED APPLICATIONS 
TOTAl. 	CRIM 	CIVIL 

1981-82 5,908 2.911j_2.997 3,603 2,205 1,398 

1982-83 7,238 3, 97 3,141 3,935 2,628 1,507 J 
(1) Note that all pereta soaking sosietance are required to coaplote an application, circuit court cases excepted. 

Provincial statute offence cases are included In the civU case count. 

TAaX 8 - REFUSED APPLICATIONS BY CROUM)S FOR REFUSAL( I) 

YCAR 
TOTAL REFUSED 
TOTAL 	RII4 CIVIL 

I FINANCIAL 
TOTAL CRIM 

INCLISIBILITY 
CIVIL 

OTHER 
TOTAL 

REASONS 
CRIM CIVIL 

1981-82 2,305 106 1 1 599 .. .. •. 

1982-83 3,303 1,069 2,234 .. .. .. 

(1) PovincI.t Statute offence cases are included in the civil case Count. Circuit 
court cases are eniudod. 

TA.( 9 - CONPLETED DOSSIER BY PRIVATE PRACTICE AIC SALARIED PROFESSIONALS(1) 

YEAR 
TOTAL COQLE1ED DOSSIERS 
TOTAL 	PRIVATE 	SALARIED 

CRIMINAL 
TOTAL PRIVATE 	SALARIED 

CIVIL 
TOTAL 

I 
PRIVATE 	SALARIED 

1981-82 2,969 1,030 1,93 1,951 874 1,017 1,018 156 862 

1982-83 3,397 1,119 2,218 2,100 932 1,161 1,297 187 1,110 

(1) Crislnel case counts are based ix, charges dealt with rather than cbssiers coapleted. Circuit court cases are excluded. 
Mote that provincial statute offence cases are included In the civil case Count. 

TA&E 10 - COMPLETED FEDERAL CRIMINAL DOSSIERS BY MA.IOR OFFENCE CAT(CORY(1) 

CRIMINAL CODE IXFENCES NARCOTICS JUVENILE OTHER 
'ONTROL DZLIMUENT FEDERAL 

IHUI FRAW DRUNX, ACT & FDA ACT(4) STATUTES 
YEAR TOTAl. SEXUAL SEXUAL OTHER 86C, FALSE IMPAIRED 

TOTAL HON. OFFENCES ASSAULTS ASSALLIS ROBBERY POSS. PRETENSE ORIVINC(2) TUUCR(3) 

1981-02 1,869 1,692 5 25 31 115 30 722 124 142 498 151 

1982-83 2,019 1,900 16 32 29 155 22 85) 179 127 491 119 

Counts are based on charges dealt with. Circuit court cases are e,cluded. 
Includes other setor vehicle offences. 

()) Includes other federal Statute offanceo. 
(8) Nisber of charges dealt with under the Welfare of Children Act cannot be extracted from the offence thstftbution. 

TAX 11 - CLETED APPEAL OOSSIERS(1) 

CRIMINAL APPEALS CIVIL APPEALS 
CROWN CLIENT OTHER PARTY CLIENT 

YEAR TOTAL TOTAL INITIATED INITIATED TOTAl. INITIATED INITIATED 

1981-82 102 102  

1982-8) 81 81  

(1) CircuIt court cases are excluded. 



Prince Edward Island 

Contact(s): Kent Brown 

Source(s) for Approved Data 

Available data pertinent to the exercise were collected by Centre staff, as 
directed by the contact. 

Expenditure data source - annual report, claim form 
Caseload data source - annual report, claim form 

Inconsistent expenditure data are reported in the annual report and claim 
form. The latter source is considered most accurate for statistical purposes 
Caseload statistics presented in the claim form and annual report do not 
differ. 

Major Definitional Inconsistencies 

Case counting procedures applied to criminal and civil matters differ. 
Criminal caseloads are reported on a charge basis while civil caseloads are 
reported on an open dossier basis. 

Missing Data 

Criminal, civil, and administrative legal aid expenditures are not 
distinguishable. 
The cost of cases handled by salaried staff cannot be separated from 
administrative expenses. 
Summary service and duty counsel counts are not recorded separately. All 
cases involving an approved application are counted regardless of type of 
service. 
Total application counts do not apply. Only approved applications are 
completed and counted. Similarly, information on the refused applicant 
population is not available. 
Appeal data are not aggregated. 
Age data for civil caseload are not aggregated. 
Age data characteristic of criminal legal aid clients are available, 
however, categorizations used are very brOad. 
Sex data for criminal caseload are not aggregated. 

ture Availability of Data 

iere are no plans to change reporting practices at this time. 



YEAR TOTAL ERIMINAL CIVIL 

1981-82 

1982-83 -1 

A -E" 	PROVIT(, 1001 	ISLM 

TmL I -  R(YE** By Satillm 	s 

fEVT 	LAWY ERS TRUST 
YEAR TOTAL CT)ITR AECT. INTEREST 

O.TCTIT 
ClTR. 

COSIS 
RECOVERM 

SPECIFIC 
FljI05C GRANtS OTHER 

199142 128 126 MA MA HA MA MA 

YEAR TOTAL 

LEGAL SERV ICE CXPVOI TU 

TOTAL 	FEDPROV/ 	TOTAL 	FAMILY 	OTHER 
TOTAL 	CaIN 	CRIN 	1411 	CIVIL 	 CiVIL 

SpECIAl. Pcitm (xPOei TURE OTR HE 

TOTAL 
puaic 
EJC. 

(AT. 
PRUJ TOTAl. RESEARCH j 	ADMIN 

NA NA TAR NA .. NA 
- 129 . 

a xurssy aliPleysa ax this tie.. Nate that the provtnciei Dapsitsent of Justice provides cerisin sdethutrstivs 
.
s.Fvicau to Lel aid aliith Ire n .ceount.a for In the data. 

TTZ 3 - LEGAl. SERViCE EXPE7eITt% - PRIVATE & SALARIED PXESSIGIALS 	$000. 

YEAR tOTAl. PRIVATE SALARIED 

1981-82 .. 17  1  
1982-33 .. 7 

~H 

T.E A - PERSGNI. RESAJACES AS OF MARCH 31ST 

1982-83 	129 	129 	 MA 
 

(1) ExpendIture. .rc fully funded by the provincial Dspsrte.t of Justice 

2 - £XPETøIftE8YQ8.zcr(1) woo. 

LEGAL. AID STAFF 
I.AWYEAS LAWYERS OTTU 
MVTIN. DIRECT PtM. SUPPORT 

YEAR TOTAl. SERVICE SERVICE STAFF STAFF 

1981-82 4 - 3 - 

1982-83 * - S - 1 

M3.OF 
PRIVATE PRACTICE PRIVATE OAR 
PATLI.. lCIRS( 1) IC)RS 

19 84 

7 94 

(1) Private counsel are retained only if $ $Ch8kJitn9 probise Of other conflict prevent* i eta? t liwyir from acting. Figures 
refer to the rair at ie.y.rs — actually provided service.. 

8 - CASKLM DIERISTIES 

TAØX 5 - SLNTARY SERVICE CJlT(1) 	 rAaE &- OUTY cotelsa C00NT(l) 	 4 
YEAR 	SIIATARY SET%YZ(X 02111 

1 98l42 

1982-8) 

(1) Sorvices of a *Amnry nsture are often 	 (1) Services of a duty coun.àl niture are provided 
provided to rejected applicant., however, 	 intarsiuly. Tev.r, data are not captured For 
theei e.rvic.e are not counted, 	 this e.rvlee. 



I..( 7 - TOTAL MO APPROVED APPLICATIONS 

YEAR 
TOTAl. APPUCATIONS(1) 
TOTAl. 	CI1IN 	CLVII. 

APPROVED APPLICMIONS 
TOTAL. 	CR111 	CIVIL 

*981-82 .. .. .. 738 608 iSO 

1982-83 .. .. .. 751 510 241 

(1) All potential applicants are screened for eligibility prior to filing in application. 
As a result, viftually all ippiic.tto* are accepted. 

VA8IX I REFUSED APPLICATIONS BY CROUCS FOR REIUSAI(l) 

YEAR 
TOTAL REFUSED 
TOTAL CR114 CIVIL 

FINANCIAL 
TOTAL I CAIN 

INELIGIBILITY I 	CiVIL 
OTHER REASONS 
TOTAL I CR111 	CIVIL 

-82

-83 i 
A teruiso appJdCsttOn Count *5 not ma&ntsined. See explenatory rote, Trle 7. 

TA8LL 9 - C()LETCD DOSSIERS BY PRIVATE PRACTICE MO SALARIED PROF tSSIONALS 

YEAR 
101*1.. COltETE0 
TOTAL PRIVATE SALARIED 

CRII4INM.(I) 
TOTAL PRIVATE 	SALARIED 

CIvIL(2) 
TOTAl. 	PRIVATE 	SALARIED 

1981-82 .. .. .. 1,073 23 1.050 ISO 9 141 

*982-83 .. .. .. 91* 9 962 241 7 234 

(I) Refers to nueter or charges dealt with rather than nuirter of eeier. coapleted. 
Rofere to n,er of dossiers open*d. 

TA&( 10 - CONPL(TEO FEDERAL CRIMINAL DOSSIERS BY KAIOR OFFENCE CATEGORY (1) 

CRIMINAL CODEOFFENCES NARCOTICS IUVENILC OTHER 
CONTROL 0CLDUEN1 FEDERAL 

SEXUAL SEXUAL OTHER 
THEFT 
RAE, 

FAME 
FALSE 

DRUNK, 
IMPAIRED YEAR TOTAL 

ACT & FDA ACT STATUTES 

TOTAL *04. OFTENCES ASSAULTS ASSAULTS ROBBERY P055. PRETENSE DRIVING DINER 

1981-82 1,073 1,011 1 4 55 16 416 175 99 241 58 6 - 
1982-83 1 	971 927 2 2 1 	6 439 82 *02 2)5 22 22 - 

*1., *.n.rges riuor than cospteteo aossiere are counted. Appeals are Included in the offence distrLbut ion. 

TABLZ II - Cc4PLE*ED APPEAl. DOSSL(RS(1) 

CRIMINAL. APPEALS CIVIL APPEALS 
CRONW CLIENT OTHER PARTY 	CLIENT 

YEAR TOTAL TOTAL. INITIATED INITIATED TOTAL 	INITIATED 	INITIATED 

1981-82 

1982- 8) 

(I) This lnfor.stion is not aqgreq.ted. 



Nova Scotia 

Contact(s): Albert Bremner 

Source(s) for Approved Data 

Available data pertinent to the exercise were collected by Centre staff, as 
directed by the contact. 

Expenditure data source - annual report 
Caseload data source - annual report 

Claim form data are not considered accurate for statistical purposes. Total 
dollar figures presented in the claim form coincide with those appearing in 
the annual report, however, categorized data differ. Caseload data are 
consistent between sources. 

Major Definitional Inconsistencies 

Direct legal service expenditures include both salary costs for staff 
professionals and administrative staff. These expenditures cannot be 
separated. 

Missing Data 

Criminal and civil legal service expenditures are not distinguisheble. 
Summary service counts are not consistently collected throughout the 
province. 
Services of a duty counsel nature are not counted. 
Application counts are not aggregated at the provincial level. 
Grounds for refusal information is not aggregated. 
Age and sex data are not aggregated. 

Future Availability of Data 

The Technical Assistance Directorate of the Centre has been working with Nova 
Scotia Legal Aid, toward the improvement of the legal aid caseload information 
system. The new system commenced operations April 1, 1984. Given that  no 
problems are encountered, all caseload data to be captured for national 
statistical purposes will be available for the 1984-85 reporting period. 



A - 	PWVMt NOVA SCOTIA 

Ti I RW3LE BY S1JREZ 	WUI's 

YEAR TOTAL 
OOV'T 
CONTA 

LAWYERS 118151 
A(ZT. INTEREST 

CLIENT 
Ca4TR. 

I 	COSTS 
RECOVERED 

SPECIFIC 
PURPOSE FAHTS(1) Ofl(R 

1901..82 2,860 2,577 NA 25 120 138 

19e2-63 2,563 2,427 144 41 - 95 

Rsf.rm to monies granted by the f.d.r.l ,vsrnuent to fund an evaluatIon rósaarch project. 

TAX 2 - EXPVe)IYURE BY 083ECT 	$000 1 0 

YEAR TOTAl. 

LEGAl. SERVICE (XPDØITURE 

TOTAL 1 	FED 	PROV/ 	TOTAL 
TOTAL(1) 	CRIN 	CRIM 	HUN 	CIVIL 	FAsILY 	OIlER 

SPECIAL. PROGRM EXPE9CITURE I 	OUR, 

TOTAL 
PUBLIC 
EOUC.(2) 

CXI. 
P18)3 TOTAl. RESEARDI ADI4IN 

1981-82 2,891 2,336  

1942-83 2,786 2,355  

(I) ?,ccrua.1 rather than c.I-bsesd expenditures are reported. Also included Is tfle coat of all adeinietretive at.ff ,o directly •eport the .otk of 
legal aid lewyrU. 
P,.lLc Legsi t:duc.tion operatsu independently of the Plan and receives no runding from the Plan. 

1A.E Y - LEGAL SERVICE EXPDOITURE - PRIVATE A SALARIED PROFESSIONALS 	$000'e 

YEAR 	TOTAl. 	PRIVATE 	SALARIED(1)I 

1981-82 	2,336 	131 	2,205 

1982-8) 	2.355 	63(2) 	2,291 

SaLaries or staff who directly ejpport the work of legal aid lawyers are Included, 
This decrease is the result of fewer certificates being issued to the private bar as a coat-cuttIng seasuro. 

TAZ 4 - PERS0AEL RESWRCES AS OF MARCH 31ST 

LEGAL AID STAFF 	 NO. OF 	 NO. OF 
PRIVATE PRACTICE 	ACTIVE BAR 

	

LAWYERS 	LAWYERS 	OIlER 	 PANEl. Pe€ERS(2) 	lEJEERS 

	

A8$IN. 	DIRECT 	PROF't& 	SUPPORT 
YEAR 	TOTAL 	SERVICE 	SERVICE 	STAFF(1) 	STAFF 

1981-82 	75 	 42 	 33 	 NA 	 922 

1982-93(3) 	57 	 32 	 25 	 NA 	 947 

Articled clerk. .re not Includad In the count. The Articled Clerk Progras was cancelled In 1982-83 due to budget cutbackS. 
Panel lists are not ar.eintained. All *eøbera of the Bar able to prov&de legsl aid earvicos conatitute the total nuaber of potential privet, practice 
liwysre that any daitvor legal aid services. 
The reduction in the staff resource count to a result of budget restraint and consequent stiff iayoffe. 

8 - CASELOAD DMa*CTtRISUcS 

T.E S - 5J44fiY SERVICE CIXJIT( 1) 	 TA9LE 6 - DUTY CCXINSEL CDUNT (I) 

YEAR TOTAL CRIMINAL CIVIL 

1981-02 

1982-8) 

(1) Altho,4 york of this future is carried out on 
an inforeal bule, • ci*preheneive count Is not 
asintained. 

YEAR 	SI)I4*RY SERVICE CTThT 

1981-82 

198t-8) 

(1) C*apiete data are not available ó.a, 
to Lnccnsi,tent counting procedures 
sapl Led across the province. 



7*1 7 - TOTAL. AAC APPROVED A?PUCATIONS(1) 	- 

YEAR 
TOTAL. API't.ICATLONS 
TOTAL. 	CRIN 	CIVIL 

APPROVED APPLICATIONS 
TOTAL. 	Oils 	CIVIL 

1961-62 

1962-63 

(I) This inforsatton is not sqgrsgatsd it the pratnciei 1.vst. 

1*1 It - REFUSED APPLICATIONS BY GROtH)S FOR REFUSAL(1) 

YEAR TOTAl. 
TOTAL IFUSED 

CR111 CIVIL 
FINANCIAL. 
TOTAL CR111 

INELIGIBILITY 
CIVIL TOTAL 

OTNCR IASONS I 	CR111 CIVIL 

1981-62 

1982-8) 

(1) This infona.tion is not aggregated it the provincial towel. 

TAX 9 - C4P*.CTED DOSSIERS BY PR! VAlE PRACTICE AND SALARIED PROFESSIONALS 

YEAR 
TOTAL (XJUTED 
TOTAL PRIVATE 

DOSSIERS 
SALARIED 

CRIMINAL 
TOTAL PRIVATE SALARIED(1) 

CIVIL 
TOTAL. PRIVATE 

I 
SALARIED 

1981-82 15,840 364 15.076 9,137 64 9,0)) 6,303 .260 6,O2 

1982-83(2) 14,679 147 14,5)2 9,422 57 9,365 5,257 90 5,167 

IncLuded are 397 provinciei/m,,licipsl statute offence cases in 1981-82. The corresponding figure for 1982-83 is 354. 
In 1982-83, the issuance of fee-for-service certificates to the prvste bar was restricted to cases of necessity. 

YAa.E 10 - COMPLETED FEDERAL CRIMINAL DOSSIERS BY MA3OR OFFENCE CATEGORY 

CRIMINAL CODE OFF (NCES NARCOTICS 3JVENILE OTHER 
CONTROL DEL ItUENT FEDERAL. 

THEFT FRAIl) DRUNK, ACT 6 FDA ACT STAIUTES 
YEAR TOTAL 1 SEXUAL SEXUAL OTHER BAE, FALSE IMPAIRED 

TOIAI. HUll. OFFEP4CES ASSAULTS ASSAULTS ROBBERY POSS. PRETENSE DRIVING OTHER 

1981-82 8,614 7,946 14 87 608 233 3,313 870 434 2,387 487 181 - 

1982-63 8,956 8,168 9 116 532 164 3,248 967 576 2,556 526 262 - 

TAaL 11 - CQL(TEO APPEAL DOSSIERS 

CRIMINAL APPEALS CIVIL APPEALS 
CRO4 CLIENT OTHER.PARTY CLIENT 

YEAR TOTAl. TOTAL INITIATED INITIATED TOTAL INITIATED INITIATED 

1961-82 153 126 .. .. 27 

1982-83 1*7 *12 .. .. 35 

r_ 0 



New Brunswick 

Contact(s): Marilyn Bubar 

Source(s) for Approved Data 

Most of the data pertinent to the exercise were supplied by the Plan (i.e. 
approval was given to consult the claim form for caseload distributions not 
displayed in the annual report). 

Expenditure data source - annual report, claim form 
Caseload data source - annual report, internal records, claim form 

Expenditure and caseload data presented in the annual report and claim form 
are consistent. 

Major Definitional Inconsistencies 

The dossier count deviates from the national definition due to interim billing 
practices of private practice lawyers. The total completed dossier count 
refers to number of payments made which may exceed the number of actual 
certificates completed. Note that summary services are not distinguished from 
full legal services for the purpose of reporting caseload statistics. 

Offence data are based on charges completed rather than dossiers completed. 

Missing Data 

Family and other civil expenditures are not distinguishable. 
Summary service counts are not maintained. All requests for assistance 
require the filing of an application and are not categorized by nature of 
service. 
Grounds for refusal information is not aggregated. 
A juvenile criminal case count is not aggregated. 
Age and sex data are not aggregated. 

Future Availability of Data 

Juvenile counts will be available for the year 1983-84. 

There are no further plans to change the information system at this time. The 
Plan has however, expressed a willingness to keep track of that additional 
information which other jurisdictions are able to report on to the extent 
possible. 

- in 



PROYZPc(I 	NEW BRUNSWICK 

uax I - REVDU BY sOWTEE 	$3O'. 

YEAR TOTAL 
CflV'T 
C1)TTR 

LAWYERS YRIIST 
AECT. INTEREST 

CUENT 
CT4TR. 

COSTS 
RECOVERED(1) 

SPECIFIC 
PURPOSE I1ANTS OTHER 

1981-82 1,200 1,173 N 22 1 NA 4 

1982-83 2,785 2,650 NA 44 51 NA - 

(1) Caste ar,r.covered In cIiL ceses only. There are gsn.rslly no colt recovettl. In crimInal Cl$O3. 

TA&E 2 - EXPENDITURE BY QG,)CCT 	$O)'. 

YEAR TOTAL 

LEGAL SERVICE EXPEIITURE 

TOTAL 	FED 	PROV/ 	TOTAL 	1 
TOTAL 	CR04 	CRIN 	4*4 	CTYILCI) 	FANILY 	OT HE R 

SPECIAL P3GRM EXPEO1TUR( OTHER 

TOTAL 
PU8LLC 
(DUE. 

EXT. 
PRD3 TOTAL RESEARCH ADMIN 

1981-82 1,264 933 771 162 .. I NA I 3 30 1 329 

1982-83 2,635 2,161 916 ~86 

 

1,245' .. .. I NA 1 873 1 472 

(I) CIVIl ta.1 aid covsrsqo coeflCed in ucoasr "a.. LuVa.'Jc aa 

TA&E 3 - LEGAL SERVICE EXPDCITURE - PRIVATE A SALARIED PROFESSIONALS 	$000'e 

YEAR TOTAL PRIVATE SALARIED 

1981-82 9)) 9)3 NA 

1982-83 2,161 2,161 NA 

TA..E 4 - PERSW*4EL RESOURCES AS OF NAREN 3151 

LEGAl. AID STAFF 
LAWYERS LAWYERS OTHER 
41*4TH. DIRECT PRIW'M. SUPPORT 

YEAR TOTAL SERVICE SERVICE STAFI STAFF 

1941-82 24 9 - - 15 

1982-83 	25 	9 	- 	- 16 

* 	l*).OA• HOlY 
PRIVATE PRACTICE ACTiVE BAR 
PANEL ICHOERS IENSERS 

379 Tel 

435 (a) 603 

8 - CA1flN) (34ARCYtRISUCS 

TA&E 5- SI)S1ARY SERVICE COUNt (1) 	 TA1 6 - DUTY COUNSEL COUNT 

YEAR 	.8e4ARY SERVICE COUNT  

1981-82 	

::::4 #,896?9
1992-a) 

(1) Ir.ctued In the application and dossier counte. 	(1) CIvil coverage wsa provided for a ely month jriod In 1981-82. 

AppUcition *st be eade for all servicee op*rt 
F ras Q.sty couneel. 

YEAR TOTAL 
CRIPIINAL CIVILCI) 

1981-82 16,527 14,666 11 

1982-8) 19,70) 14,724 



TL 7 - lOIN. AND APPtICVED APPUCATIOVS (1) 

YEAR 
TOTAL APPLICATI06 
lOIN. 	CR91 	Civil, 

APPROVED 
TOTAL CRIN 

APPLICATII)6 
CIVIL 

1961-82 4,064 2,080 1,984 3,559 1,79) 1,764 

1982-81 7,469 2,408 5,061 6,446 2,152 4,294 

(1) Noto that ipplicents are not icratnad for *lLqbillty prior 
to fillng an p1tc.Uon. S,.ary aervtca. era Included. 

T.E B - REFUSED APPLICATIONS BY CROW(3S FOR REFUSAL 

FISCAL 
YEAR 

TOTAL REFUSED 
TOTAL 	CR114 	CIVIL 

FINANCIAL INZLICIBLLITY 
TOTAL 	I CR114 	I 	 CIViL 

OTHER 
TOTAL 

REASONS 
CR114 CIVIL 

1981-82 472 270 202 ... .. ... ... 

1982-83 1,360 451 909 ... ... ... 

TX 9 - C0I'%.(IED OOSSIERS BY PRIVATE PRACTICE AND SALARIED. PROFESSIONALS (1) 

YEAR 
TOTAL C044'LETEO DOSSIERS 
TOTAL 	PRIVATE 	SALARIED 

CRIMINAL 
TOTAL 	PRIVATE 	SALARIED 

CIVIL 
TOIAL PRIVATE 

I 
SALARIED 

1981-82 1,756 1,756 NA 1.319 1,319 NA 437 437 HA 

1982-83 4,586 4,586 NA 1,733 1,733 HA 2,853 2,853 NA 

(1) Note that these FIgures Include some d014)le.coIstUnq because the oosster cjnr is ousea an  

nteC or payments made. It I. poseLbie that more than one paytsent could be rttde an a 
certificate &us to interim-bIlling ptactice. 

TA&t 10- C(4'LET(D FEDERAL CRIMINAL DOSSIERS BY MA)OR OFF(CE CATEGORY (I) 

CRIMINAL CODE (rItNCES NARCOTICS 3UVENILC OTHER 
CONTROL DELINQUENT FEDERAL 

THEFT FRAiJ) DRUNX. ACT & FDA ACT (3) S1AIUTES 

YEAR TOTAL SCTUAL SEXUAL OTHER B6C, FALSE IIQAIRED 

TOTAL O4. QETEHCES ASSAULTS ASSAULTS ROBBERY P055. PRETENSE DfiIViG(2) 011(8 

1981-82 1,446 1,211 35 21 108 48 594 29 81 295 116 .. 119 

1982-8) 1,731 1,441 47 24 160 70 687 32 79 342 104 27 ¶86 

(I) Iheam data are based on charges dealT. wttn. MISC note LflSL oppeele .tre 	 ....... ... 

Other motor vehicle affeneos uro inctudd. 
3uvenilo Delinquent Act aettere are included In the preceding oftence distribution. 

TA&( 11 - CGLETED APPEAL DOSSIERS 

CRIMiNAL APPEALS CIVIL APPEALS 
CR0114 	CLIENT OTHER PARTY1 CLIENT 

YEAR TOTAL lOIN. 	INITIATED 	INITIATED TOTAL INITIATED 	INITIATED 

1981-82 24 24 10 14 - - 	 - 

1982-83 22 1 	22 7 

— 12 



Quebec 

I Contact(s): René Morin 

Source(s) for Approved Data 

All data approved for the exercise were supplied by the Plan (i.e. it was not 
necessary to use information derived from alternate data sources). 

Expenditure data source - internal records 
Caseload data source - annual report, internal records 

Claim form data are not considered accurate for statistical purposes. Total 
dollar figures presented in the claim form coincide with those submitted in 
the survey, however, categorized data differ. Caseload counts required for 
national statistical purposes are not contained in the claim form. 

Major Definitional Inconsistencies 

Direct legal service expenditures include administrative costs for one 
community clinic. 

Caseload counts are b8sed on open rather than completed dossiers. Note that 
municipal of fences are included in the civil caseload figures; however, their 
numbers are estimated to be few. 

Missing Data 

Legal service expenditure data are not readily available in a format 
consistent with the natiohal categorization. 
Summary service counts are not consistently captured. 
Duty counsel counts are not maintained. 

(L&) Appeal data are not readily available. 
(5) Age and sex data are not available for pilot study purposes. 

Future Availability of Data 

The Comission is in the process of examining the relationship between open 
and closed dossiers. Completed dossier counts are now being captured for the 
private bar, however, it is uncertain if this counting procedure will later be 
applied to the legal aid staff caseload count. 

Client profile information will be made available for national statistical 
purposes when national requirements are firmly established. 



TA8U 5 - SUJ44ARY SERVICE Cowr(fl 

YEAR 	S&MU.RY SERVICE ca.n 
1981-82 

1982-83 

YEAR TOTAL CRIMINAL CIVIL 

1981-82 

1982-83 

TAX 6 - OUTY COUNSEL COUNT(1> 

A 	 PRDVftCEs *JC8(C 

TA&( I - R(VE** BY SO.*CE 	$000'. 

YEAR TOTAL 
GOV'T 
CONTA 

LAWV(*S rRUST 
ACCY. INTEREST 

CLIENT 
CI)4TR. 

COSTS 
RECOVERED 

SPtCtfiC 
PURPOSE GRANTS OTHER 

1981-82 45,7)6 45,008 N/A N/A 249 N/A 479 

1982-03 31,879 31,092 N/A WA 304 N/A 48) 

T*&E 2 - EXPENDItURE BY OB3(CT 	$000'n 

YEAR TOTAL 

LECAL SERVICE EXPENDITURE 

TOTAL 	FED, 	PROV/ 	TOTAL 	FAMILY 	OTHER 
TOTAL 	CRIN 	CRIN 	MUN 	CIVIL 	 CIVIL 

SPECIAL PROGRAM EXPEM)ITURE OTHER 

TOTAL 
PUBLIC 
EDUC 

EXT. 
PROJ TOTAL RESEARCH ADMIN 

1981-82 45,700 39,876 .. .. .. .. .. 364 3 H/A 5.858 560 4,898 

1982-83 52,710 46,390 .. .. .. .. .. .. 318 718 N/A 6,003 398 5,405 

TAa.E 3 - LEGAl. SERVICE EXPENDITURE - PRIVATE 6 SALARIED PROESSI0NALS 	$000'e 

YEAR TOTAL I 	PRIVATE SALARIED 

1981-82 39,876 15,091 24,784 

1982-83 46,390 39,208 21,382 

A - PERSWCL R(S1JRCES AS Of MARCH 31ST 

LEGAL AID STAFF 
LAWYERS LAWYERS OTHER 
ADHIN. DIRECT PROF'M. I SUPPORT 

YEAR TOTAl. SERVICE SERVICE STAFF STAFF 

1981-82 831 10 324 303 

1982-85 829 10 320 499 

No'
I NU. 1 

PRIVATE PRACTICE ACTIVE BAR 
PAEL HENSERS(l) )CRS 

3,662(2) 11,219(4) 

7,921) 11,823(5) 

R.fete to th,ruMer or advocates and not.rie. In prtvta prcttc, to Wwom payments were med.. 
I,c1tdaa 2,404 advocates; 1,378 notittee. 

0) Includes 2,628 sdvocatas 1,293 notaries. 
Includes 8,769 advocates; 2,447 notatiae. 
Includes 9,251 sdvocbtee; 2,574 not.rtae. 

8 - CASELOAD DM*ACTDHSTTCS 

(1) A comprehensive pctsl 	 (1) Although • kity counsel service is provided 
count Is not meintelned. 	 by ,t.rr Iswyss's, e count is not lainteLned. 



TZ 7 - TOTAL JG AP?W ATCAT towS( 1) 

TOTAl. pUCATICI6 	I 
YEAS 	TOTAL I CRIN 	I CIVIL 

APPIYTh NLICATIONS I TOTU. 	CRIM I CIVIL 

11-12 	231,150 00,463 170,687 21,,87) 77,051 142,624 

1982-83 	240,472 83,959 174,313 220,240 79,988 148,232 

(i) Pot**tei .ppUcwt* slr a pIlUatnery .cu.ninq procedure prior to the cosplattan of an çpitc.tlon. 
Not* that aaicipa1 statute oft.ncos' are tr.st.d ea civil. 

Tm.Z $ - REFUSED APPLICAtIO#5 BY CRIUGS FOR REFUSAL(1) 

YEAR 
TOTAL REFUSED 
TOTAL I CRIN CIVIL 

FUIAICIAI. 
TOTAL GRIN 

INCLICIBILUT 
CIVIL 

OTHER 
TOTAL 

REASONS 
CR114 CIVIL 

1901-82 31,275 1 	3,612 27,063 22,456 2,932 19524 8,819 480 8
1
339 

1982-03 32,232 3,971 28,261 23,137 3,281 19,856 9,095 P90 8,405 

(1) Note that winicipal stetute oFF.nces are treeted as ctv&l. 

vAa 	- CtE1CD QOSSIERS BY PRIVATE PRACTICE AND SALARIED PROTESSIONALS(l) 

YEAR 
DOSSIERS C04'UTCD 
TOTAL PRIVATE 	SALARIED 

CRIMINAL 
TOTAl. 	I PRIVATE I SALARIED 

CIVIL 
TOTAL I PRIVATE SALARIED 

1981-82 219,875 75,156 144,719 77,051 27,297 49,754 142,824 47,859 94,965 

1962-83 228,240 60,937 147,303 79,908 29,094 30,094 08,2521 31,043 97,209 

(1) R.F.rs to cw &*.iera counts. Note that nailctpal stetute oFFences are treated as civil. 

T.E 10 - CLETED FEDERAL CRIMINAL DOSSIERS BY MAJOR OFFENCE CATECORYC 1) 

CRIMINAL CDOC OFFENCES NARCOTICS 
ONTRO1. 

3UV4ILE 
DCL IYUtNt 

OTHER 
FEDERAL 

THEFT FRALO DRI)1X, ACT & fDA ACT STATUTES 
TEAR TOTAL 

TOTAL 1CM. 
SEXUAL 
OTTENIZS 

SERUM. 
ASSAU.1S 

OTHER 
ASSAULTS ROBaRY 

BIC, 
POSS. 

FALSE 
PRETENSE 

14'AIRED 
DRIVLTG(2) OTHER()) 

1981-82 77,051 63,579 253 149 310 3,094 1,866 19,882 3,832 10,620 23,973 3,468 9,262 742 

1982-83 79,958 66,202 310 165 365 7,386 1,949 21,950 4,266 10.908 22.707 3,721 9,127 9)8 

I 1) Rat.rs to 	n dossier counts. Note that p..t* are includod In the ofFence distribution. 
IncLudes other aotor veflicle oflaness. 
Includes provincial statute oFFence.. 

TX 11 - C04'l.ETED APPEAL DOSSIERSCI) 

I CRIMINAL API'CM.S CIVIL APPEALS 
I CRO*4 	CLIENT OTHER PARTY CLIENT 

YEAR TOTAl. TOTAl. 	INITIATED 	INITIATED TOTAl. JtNITIAIED INITIATED 

1911-62 

1942-63 

(1) Thee, date are nat readily avetleble. 

c- 	ic 



Ontario 

Contact(s): Dermot McCourt 
Nancy Spooner 

Source(s) for Approved Data 

All data approved for the exercise were supplied by the Plan (i.e. it was not 
necessary to consult alternate data sources). 

Expenditure data source - internal records 
Caseload data source - internal records 

Claim form data are not considered accurate for statistical purposes. Total 
dollar figures presented in the claim form coincide with those submitted in 
the survey, however, categorized data differ slightly. Aggregated caseload 
counts are consistent between sources, however, some variation is evident in 
the categorized data. 

Major Definitional Inconsistencies 

Direct legal service expenditures include administrative costs incurred by 
community clinics. 

Note that the scope of services provided by the Plan excludes community 
clinics due to their treatment as external agencies funded by the Plan. This 
is inconsistent with the treatment of similar clinics providing services in 
other jurisdictions. 

For the purpose of displaying Ontario data alone, corresponding information 
pertaining to community clinics will be included in table note format. These 
data sets will be aggregated to the extent possible when displaying data 
across provinces in a comparative manner. Note that clinic caseload data are 
reported on a calendar rather than a fiscal year basis. 

Missing Data 

Age and sex data are not aggregated. 
Completed dossier counts are not available for community clinic activity. 

Future Availability of Data 

The Plan has expressed an interest in collecting age and sex data 
provincially. These data are expected to be available for the reporting year 
1985-86. There are also plans to collect completed dossier counts on 
community clinic activity, however, date of implementation is not known. The 
calendar year reporting period for community clinic caseload activity is not 
expected to change. 



A - 	 p*oynus G41*RIO 

T*,L 1 - RZVDIE by 5C 	$000's 

YEAR TOTM. 
T 

001411 
LAWYERS TiST 
ACCI. INTEREST 

CilENT 
C4TR. 

COSTS 
RECOVERED 

SPEClTC 
PUPPOSE ORANIS(I) OTHER 

1941-82 56,224 35,068 11,600 2,413 1,169 5,470 504 

1982-43 58,231 ,O92 9,148 2,519 1,397 6,795 280 

(1) R.to. to .oniei qrantsd by gov.rresflt for the r,sdlnq or camLty-oliCa &aw cunccu. 

TA&.E 2 - EXPOCITURE BY 003ECT 	$000 1 8 

YEAR TOTAL 

LEGAL. SERVICE EXPEPOI lURE 

TOTAl. 	r) PROV/ 	[iQTAL 	IANILY 	oTR 
TOTAL 	CR114 	CR114. 	4,14 	CIVIL 	 CIVIL 

SPECIAl. PI100RN4 QPEOITURC OTHER 

TOTAL 
plisi_Ic 
EDUC. 

EXT. 
PROJ(1) TOTAL RESEARCH ADHIN 

1981-82 $6,241 41,148 24,335 24,226 110 16.813 12.8.62 3,951 6,090 117 5,973 9,003 557 0,446 

1982-83 58,200 40,412 24,901 24,503 318 15,511 11,556 3,956 7,632 73 7,560 10,156 769 9,407 

(I) IncludSe manics expended on cjnLty law CAIflICS, stuaent ieq.i eta cxeiee, 1WW u4LI '-'-'-. - 
$5,449,935 In 1991-82 and 16,795,142 in 1902-83. Included In the preeedirq figures are sdeinietrat%ve expenses Incurred by both the Plan and the 
c.aity clinic., The Ptw Incurred expenses at $266,504 in 1981-82 and $334,258 in 1982-83 in the minietmetLon of the clinic progres. 

T.E 3 - LEGAl. SERVICE EZPDI)11'URE - PRIVATE 6 SALARIED PROFESSI(14AL.S 	$000'. 

(1) Retera to expenses of a salaried duty counsel program e*üch covers criminal mattcr. Three expenditure, include an mlministrative expense at $9,642 
and $8,063 In 1981-82 and 1982-83 reepectively. Coxiity clinic salary cote are eacluded bacaUao they are paid by clinic bo.mde rather then, by 
the Plan. These açpro*Iasted $1,375,600 In 1981-82 end $1,612,000 In 1982-83. 

TA&E 4 - PERSONHEL RESOURCES AS (IF KARCH )1ST(1) 

	

LEGAL AID STAFf 	 NO. OF 	 NO. 
PRIVATE PRACIICE 	ACTIVE BAR 

LAWYERS 	LAWYERS 	OTHER 	 PANEL )C)€ERS(i> 	tCMBLRS 

NIMIN. 	DIRECT' 	PROF'NL 	SUPPORT 
YEAR 	TOTAL 	SERVICE(2) SERVICE 	STAfF 	STAFT 

1981-82 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	'. 	 .. 	 10,770 

1982-83 1 	336 	63 	15 	27 	251 	 8,736 	 11,106 

Coeesmlty clinic stiff are excluded. the personnel count for clinica totalled 220 in 1981-82 and 229 in 1982-83. The 1981-82 count , ludiS $9 
direct g.relc. lawyerS, 109 paralegals and 32 support .t.ft. The Ti9ures for 1982-83 are 63, 112 and 54 respectively. 
Included era 40 private lawyers who operate judicice offices on a pert-tics bail.. 

) Lesy.?. who are an a penal list in mare than one judicial diatrict are counted more than once. 

YEAR TOTAL PRIVATE SALARIED(1)j 

1961-82 41,148 40,744 404 

1982-83 40,412 39,947 465 

B - CA01D 04CTISTI 

TARE 5 - SIN4ARY SERVICE COUNT(1) 

YZAR 	EJ44ARY SERVICE COUNT 

1981-82 	46,105 

1982-83 	53.334 

(l) ExcluOoa calendar year cacs,ity clinic activity. 
The counts for 1991 and 1982 are 68,781 and 77.075 
respectively. 

TA8LE 6 - DUTY COUNSEL COUNT 

YEAR TOTAL CRIMINAL CIVIL 

1981-82 226,565 180,615 45,950 

1982-83 244,626 196,134 48,491 



rmz 7 - TOTAl. AND APP*OVED APPLIC*TU*45( I) 

YEAR 
TOTAl. N'PI.ICATTONS 
TOTAl. 	CRIN. CIVIL 

APPROVED 
TOTAl. CRIM. 

N'Pt.ICATLQNS I 
CIVIL 

1961-82 111,456 .. .. 81,048 44,825 36,22) 1 
1982.03 124,811 .. .. 90,892 49,806 

(1) sot. that  in aess cuss potential applicants are ecreened prior to filing an application. Apglication proceouru vary mra.e otricee 
Cosity clinic date are azciudad. Durinç the 1981 calender year 17,520 Liles were opened. The corresponding ?iqure  for 1982 1. 21,671. 

T*&E I - RUUS1D APPLICATIONS BY CROUOS FOR RUUSAL(1) 

TOTAL REFUSED 	 FINANCIAL IN(LICIBILLTY OTHER REASONS 
YEAR 	TOTAL 	OlIN 	CIVIL 	TOTAL 	CR114 	CIVIL 	TOTAL 	CR114 	CIVIL 

4,722 11,974 

S!.' '.'flflhlty Cl&fltO OSLU are nOt evatisete. 

TAAI 9 - CLETEO DOSSIERS BY PRIVATE PRACTICE ARC SALARIED PRO*'ESSIONALS(l) 

YEAR 
TOTAL 034'LETEO 
TOTAl. PRIVATE 

DOSSIERS I SALARIED 
CRLMINAL(2) 
TOTAL I PRIVATE 	SALARIED 

CIVIL 	 I 
TOTAL 	PRIVATE 	SALARIED 

1901-82 77,032 71,032 NA 43,(43 43,44) NA 33,589 33,589 NA 

1982-8) 69,394 69)94 NA 40,973 40,973 NA 28,421 29,421 MA 

..., L.suLy C4LflIV ;a ate not avseoi.. Note th$t criminal 	tteta are generally not handled by coa*isilty clinic etaF. 
(2 Ptevtnci*1/aulctps1 statute ofFencee totalled 127 in 1981-82 and 195 in 1982-83. 

TAX 10- CGLETCD FEDERAL CRIMINAL DOSSIERS BY MAJOR OFFENCE CATECORY(1) 

CRIMINAL CDOE OFFENCES NARCOTICS JUVENILE OTHER 
CONTROL DEL INQUEST FEDERAL 

SEZUAL SEXUAL OTHER 
IKLFT 
B&E, 

FRAUD 
FALSE 

DRIS4K, 
I'AIRED YEAR TOTAL ACT & FDA ACT STATUTES 

TOTAL 11)14. OITENCES ASSALLTS ASSALLIS RODOERY P055. PRETENSE ORIVTPG OTHER 
1981-82 43,316 38,220 482 321 4,284 2,083 17,732 2937 2,176 8,205 2,771 2,060 265 
1992-93 40,778 36,339 4 06 340 4,072 1,897 11.230 2,119 2,007 7,588 2,410 1,823 206 

bflV MI I!;5 ulStr&uuLtun, 

TA&& II - CG4PLETED APPEAL DOSSIERS 

CRIMINAL APPEALS CIVIL APPEALS(1) 
CROWN 	CLIENT OTHER PARTY 	CLIENT 

YEAR TOTAL TOTAL INITIATED 	INITIALED TOTAL 	INITIATED 	DIL1ATCD 

1981-82 1,821 1,411 96 1,315 410 .. 

1982-03 1,703 1,372 131 1,235 331 

982-83 3,217 ¶8,716 17,501 i981-82 	34,165 	18,630 	.5) 	7,469 	3,900 	3,561 	26,694 	1 

7,781 3,518 4,26) 28,436 15,198 13,238 

1I 	aflty CilfliC GetI are .sciuded. 



Manitoba 

Contact(s): Nadia Burke 

Source(s) for Approved Data 

All data pertinent to the exercise were supplied by the Plan (i.e. it was not 
necessary to consult alternate data sources). 

Expenditure data source - annual report 
Caseload data source - annual report 

Expenditure and caseload data appearing in claim forms and annual reports are 
consistent. 

Major Definitional Inconsistencies 

Total community clinic expenses are included under legal service expenditures. 
Administrative and legal service clinic expenditures are distinguishable at 
the aggregate level but cannot be separated for criminal and civil matters. 

Completed dossier counts represent private bar activity only. Salaried staff 
caseloads are characterized by an open dossier count. Total caseload counts 
for the province are available for open dossiers only. 

Summary service statistics include services provided over the phone. 

Missing Data 

Family and other civil expenditures are inot distinguishable. 
Salaried staff duty counsel counts cannot be reported for civil and 
criminal matters separately. 
Grounds for refusal information is not available. 
Age and sex data are not aggregated. 

Future Availability of Data 

A completed dossier count for salaried staff cases will be available for the 
reporting period 1984-85. 

There are no further plans to change reporting practices at this time. 



* - 	 PROYINCEt 14N41T08A 

TIa.E 1 - REVEI&( BY SOURCE 	$000'. 

YEAR TOTAL 
COY'T 
DTR 

LMYtRS TRUST 
AZT. IMTEREST 

CUENT 
CTR. 

COSTS 
RECOVERED 

ISPECIFIC 
PURPOSE WANTS OTHER 

198142 5,213 5,054 ..(1) *33 25 ti/A - 

1982-83 6,973 5,812 1,017 114(2) 26 N/A A 

Included In ,vsrnt contilbut tons. 
H. policy or cotlectlrq a user toe was abolished •tfectivs Nay 1, 1982. 

maz 2 - EXPOOITURE BY OB3ECT 	$000'6 

YEAR TOTAl. 

t.ECAI. SERWICE tXPC1fl TURE( 1) 

TOTAL 	FED 	PROY/ 	TOTAL. 	FAMILY 	OTHER 
TOTAl. 	CR114 	CR114 	l44 	CIVIL 

SPECIAl. PROGRAM (XPDZTURE OTHER 

TOTAL 
PUBLIC 
COLIC. 

LXI. 
PRO3 TOTAL RESEARCH 40141$ 

1981.12 5,201 4 502 2,362 2,)23 40 2,140 16 WA 16 682 N/A 682 

1982-83 6,981 6,029 3,307 3,256 51 2,722 .. .. To WA 18 935 54 881 

(1) All lea clinic evpenses are included uider legal service expenditures. these amounted to $1,654,416 in 1981-82 and $1,839,724 in 1982-83. 
Adeinistratlon, library, and legal service expenditureS totalled $476,001, $19,417, and $1,158,992 in 1981-82. The respective 1982-83 
Figures are $579,899, $22,621, and $1,237,204. Criatnat end civil legal service expenditures are not diatinguieflabic for clinic activity. 

TMLE S - LEGAL SERVICES EXPDOITURE - PRIVATE & SALARIED PROFESSIONALS 	$000. 

YEAR TOTAL PRIVATE SALARIED 

1981-82 4,007 2,848 1,159 

1982-83 5,426 4,189 1,2)7 

T.X 4 - PERSONNEL RESOURCES AS OF MARCH 31ST 

LEGAL AID sisr 
LAWYERS LAWYERS OTHER 
AONIN. DIRECT PROF'*. SJ'PrT 

YEAR TOTAL SERVICE SERVICE STAFF STAFF 

1981-82 15 .. 

1982-83 85 3 24 14 44 

W. or PRIVATE PRACTICE PRIVATE BAR 
PANEL. HE)ERS PEI&R5 

670 1.40) 

700 1,392 

B - CASO.0*O CHARACTERISTICS 

TpaE S - S1MtARY SERVICE CUINIC I) 	 TA&E 6 - DUTY COUNSEL COLINTI) 

YEAR 	SLII4ARY SERVICE COUNT 

1981-82 	 43,606 

1982-83 	 55,938 

• (I) Includes services provided 	 (1) Retra to prtvats practice activity only. 
over the phone. 	 Salaried stiFF serviced 11,511 caseS In 

198142 and 13,264 In the Following yeAr. 

YEAR TOTAL ERIHINAL CIVIL 

1981-82 4,679 3.462 1,217 

1982-83 5,962 6,282 1.680_j 



Tsm  7 TOTAL ATO APPROVEI) APPLICATIONS( 1) 

YEAR 
TOTAL APPLICAT ONS 
lOIN, 	CfiLM 	CIVIL 

APftOVCD 
TOTAL. 

APPUCArTS 
CR114 	Civit. 

1981-82 17,502 ,$61 7,621 13.5)0 7,625 5,705 

1982-43 22,325 12,1% 10,129 17,486 9,985 7,501 

(1) Prtoi to the riling of a written application, potential clients 
undergo a pr.iialnsry,  sc..ning procedure. 

1A.E 8 - REFUSED APPLICATIONS BY CROIJM)S FOR REFUSAL. 

TEAR 
TOTAL T8FUSEO 
TOTAl. CR114 CIVIL 

FINANCIAL. 	CHELIGIBILITY 
TOTAL 	CR114 	I 	CIVIL 

OTHER REASONS 
TOTAL 	CR114 	CIVIL 

1981-82 3,972 2,056 1,916 .. .. .. 

1982-83 4,839 2,211 2,626 .. .. .. 

TA.X 9 - CI)PLETEO DOSSIERS BY PRIVATE PRACTICE AO SALARIED PROFESSIONALS 

YEAR 
TOTAL CO*%.ETE 
TOTAL. PRIVATE 	SALARIED 

CRIMINAL. 
TOTAL 	PRIVATE 	SALARIED 

CIVIL 
TOTAL 	PRIVATE 	SALARIED 

1981-82 .. 9,623 .. .. 5,758 .. .. 3,865. 

1982-83 .. 12,206 .. 7,431 .. .. 4,775 

TARE 10 - CtCTCD FEDERAL CRIMINAL DOSSIERS BY MAJOR OFFENCE CATCCORY( 1) 

CRIMINAL CODE ()T(NCES NARCOTICS JUVENILE OTHER 
CONTROL OZLIHOUENT FEDERAL. 

SEXUAL. SEXUAL OTHER 
THEFT 
B&E, 

FRALO 
FALSE 

DRTPX, 
DQAIRED YEAR TOTAL. 

ACT & FDA ACT STATUTES 

TOTAl. HON. OFFENCES ASSAULTS ASSAULTS R088ERY PUSS. PRETENSE OHIVIHO OTHER 

1981-82 5,451 4,950 107 140 484 324 2,320 381 312 882 287 190 24 

1982-83 1 	7,099 	1  6,531 136 163 568 309 1 	3,059 535 491 1,210 331 208 2" 

(1) Refsrs to private bar activity mly. 

1*811 II COIfLETED APPEAL. OOSSIERS(1) 

CRIMINAL APPEALS CIVIL APPEALS 
FISCAL CR0184 	CLIENT OTHER PARTY 	CLIENT 
YEAR TOTAL. TOTAL. 	INITIATED 	INITIATED TOTAL 	INITIATED 	INITIATED 

1981-02 177 130 20 110 47 

1982-83 237 133 19 114 104 

(1) Rarera, to private bar octivity only. 

I- 



TNU  $ 0PEI 0035ER5 BY PRIVATE PRACTICE AND SALARIED PROFESSIONALS 

YEAR 
TOTAL COMPLETE 
TOTAL PAIVAYC SALARIED 

CRIMINAL 
TOTAL. 	PRIVATE 	SALARIED 

CIVIL 	I 
TOTAL 	PRIVATE 	SALARIED 

1981-82 13,530 10,661 2,869 7,827 6,643 1,184 5,703 4,01e 1,685 

1982-83 17;86 14,335 3,151 9,985 8,647 1,330 7,501 5,688 1,813 

TANL 10 - OPEN FEDERAL CRIMINAL DOSSIERS BY MAIOR OFFENCE CATEGORY 

CRIMINAL CODE OFFENCES NARCOTICS )UVENILE OTHER 
CONTROL. DCL DUENT FEDERAL 

YEAR TOTAL SEXUAL SEXUAL OTHER 
THEFT ACT & FDA ACT STATUTES 

- TOTAL (LM. OFFENCES ASSAULTS ASSAULTS ROB&RY POSS. PRETENSE DRIVING OTHER(I) 

1981-82 7,656 7,044 111 laS 697 349 3,145 529 650 1,378 352 225 35 

1982-83 1  9,804 9,131 167 241 1,060 321 4,041 665 987 1.649 383 255 35 

TA&E 11. - TOTAL OPEN APPEAL DOSSIERS 

CRIMINAL APPALS CIVIL APPEALS 
CROA CLIENT OTHER PARTY 	CLIENT 

YEAR TOTAL TOTAL INITIATED INITIATED TOTAL 	INITIATED 	INITIATED 

1981-82 293 Ill 24 147 122 

1982-83 328 181 34 187 143 

F - 22 



Saskatchewan 

Contact(s): Ian Wilson 
Laura Lacoursière 

Source(s) for Approved Data 

All data pertinent to the exercise were supplied by the Plan (i.e. it was not 
necessary to consult alternate data sources). 

Expenditure data source - internal documents 
Caseload data source - internal documents, annual reports 

Data presented in the claim form and annual report differ. The claim form is 
done on a cash basis of accounting and includes value for free services. The 
financial statements are done using accrual-based accounting. Caseload 
statistics presented in the annual report and claim forms conflict due to 
coverage and definitional inconsistencies. Claim form data are not considered 
accurate for statistical purposes. 

Major Definitional Inconsistencies 

Caseload counts reported to the Commission by community clinics represent a 
combination of dossier and charge counts. 

Missing Data 

Federal and provincial criminal legal service expenditures are not 
distinguishable. 
Family and other civil legal service expenditures are not distinguishable. 
Summary service counts are not maintained. 
Duty counsel counts are not maintained. 
Total and refused application counts are not maintained. 
Appeal data are unavailable. 
Age and sex data are not aggregated. 

Future Availability of Data 

The Technical Assistance Directorate of the Centre has recently been given 
approval to assist the Commission toward the improvement of the legal aid 
management information system. This effort could assist the Commission 
considerably in supplying the caseload information recommended for collection 
at the national level. 

r 



A - 	 PPOVUC(I SASATC4cWA1I 

TAILL I - M!VEMZ BY &imc 	SOIXPe 

VEAl! TOTAL 
V'T 

CT)4T 
LAWYERS TRUST 
ACCT. INTEREST 

CLIENT 
CONTR. 

COSTS 
RECOVERED 

stcirtc PURPOSE 
GRANTS 014(8 

1901-82 5,169 5,136 N/A VS 16 N/A 2 

190243 3,913 3,871 N/A 15 11 N/A 10 

TAO.E 2 - EXPE1CITUR( BY 08CCT 	WOO'. 	 - 

YEAR TOTAL 

LEGAL SERVICE E*P(CI1URE 

	

TTOTAL 	FED 	PROV/ 	TOTAL 1 
TOTAL 	CR144 	CR444 	4.&'4 	CIVIL 	FANILY 	OTHER 

SPECIAl. PROCRAi4 EXPENOUURE OTHER 

TOTAL 
PUBLIC 
COUC (1) 

UI. 
P80.3(2) TOTAL RESEARCH ADMINLfl 

1981-82 5,152 2,873 4,646 .. .. 1,227 .. .. 22 NA 22 2,257 NA 2 1 257 
1982-83 3,904 3,429 1,728 .. .. 1,705 .. .. 43 NA 43 2,432 NA 2,432 

.,,.. 	,rvivea a. pert Or flO1F reqular .otkIOea. Inc teI3pettve expenilturo 13 not disttrui.hte from 
legal aervice expendItures. 
IncIude rnnng of the Public Legal Education Aeaoclatton of Seakatchewan &rd the Clinical Law Praqras operated by the-Univeraity of Se.katchexan. 
In 1981-82 the Department of Supply, and Service. provided $147,000 value of office apace. The ,orreapondirq value for 1982-83 was $252,000 Thele 
doliera are included in U,a d*t.. 

T.( 3 - LEGAl. SERVICE EXPENOITURE - PRIVATE 6 SALARIED PROFESSIONALS 	WOO'. 
YEAR 	TOTAL 	PRIVAYE 	SALARIED 

1981-82 	2,873 	179 	2,694 

TABLE  4 	PERSOE1. RESOURCES AS Of I4ARCH jIST 

LEGAl. AID STAFF 0 

NO.17 
LAWYERS 	LAWYERS 011(8 PRIVAtE, PRACtICE ACTiVE BAR 
ADHIN. 	DIRECT PRO('T4. SUPPORT PAREL PC€ERS 1C1€ERS 

YEAR 	TOTAL 	SERVICE 	SERVICE STAFF STAFF 

1981-82 	141 	2 	55 32 52 .. 1,039 

1982-83 	439 	2 	53 3) 51 289 1.099 

B - CA1OAD OIMACTERISTICS 

TNL( 5 - SLM4ART SERVICE COUNT(1) 	 TA8L( 6 - DUTY COUNSEL COUNT(1) 

YEAR 	SU94ARY SERVICE COUNT 

1901-02 

1982-83 

(1) A elnimil sirvice l.a provIded 	 (1) Staff lawyers provide aenvices at this nature 
however, counts are not maintained. 	 however, • count is not maintained. 

f 

1982-83 3,030 

YEAR TOTAL CRIMINAL CIVIL 

1981-82 .. .. N/A 

1982-83 .. .. N/A 



T.E 7 - TOTAL Aim APPROVED' APRLICATIONS 

YEAR 
TOTU. APUCATI0NS 
TOTAL I CRIN CIVIL 

APPI1)YED 
TOTAL 

APVUCATIONS 
CRIII(I) 	CIVIL 

26,167 16,272 9,895 

21,610 18,348 10,262 

(1) A totSi of 821 pIoviflcLal/.aicLp.T cases were approved in 198142. 

TAIX I - RETUSED APPLICATIONS BY CR01105 FOR RETUSAI.(1) 

YEAR 
TOTAL REFUSED 
TOTAL CRIN CIVIL 

FINANCIAL 
TOTAL 

IPCLICI8ILITY 
CRIN 	CIVIL 

OTHER REASONS 
TOTAL 	CRIN 	I CIVIL 

1981-82 

1982-83 

A reFused application count is nct maintained. 

TAI.E 9 - C01UTED DOSSIERS BY PRIVATE PRACTICE AND SALARIED PROFESSIONALS(1) 

YEAR 
TOTAL CR*LETCD 
TOTAl. I PRIVATEI SALARIED 

CRIMINAL(2) 
TOTAL I PRIVATE 	SALARIED 

CIVIL 
TOTAL I PRIVATE 	SALARIED 

1981-82 26,444 378 26,066 16,292 331 15,961 10,152 47 10,103 

1982-83 27,052 523 26,527 17,340 447 17,093 9,512 78 9,434 

(I) Due to incom.Iut,nt reporting precticee, the rajeter or criminal cases completed reflect, a cotned dossier and diarge count. 
Include. 842 provincial statute ofFence ceas, in 1981-82. The respective Figure for 1982-03 is 859. 

TA&E 10 - COPLCTED FEDERAl. CRIMINAL DOSSIERS BY MAJOR OFFENCE CATECORY( 1) 

CRIMINAL CCE€ OFFENCES NARCOTICS JUVENILE OTHER 
CONTROL DEL IUENT FEDERAL I I SEXUAl. I SEXUAL I OTHER I I THEFT 

8, 
I FRALO I FALSE 

IDRIPIX 
1I14'AIIED 

I 
I YEAR TOTAL 

ACT 8 FDA ACT STATUTES 

TOTAL I 	1CM. OFFENCES ASSAULTS I ASSAULTS I ROBBERY I POSS.' PRETENSE IORIVIIC I OTHER 

1981-82 15,450 14,3951 120 t 	88 1,206 I 	316 5,396 1,208 I 	1,874 1 	4,107 458 597 

1982-83 *6,681 15,6601  
169 125 1,161 J 	353 5,602 J 	1,373 1,863 5,014 499 522 - 

i, inn to Lncon.lat.nt reporting practices, the ,v.er of criminal cases completed reflecto a combined cVüsiet and diarge count. 
Not, that appeals are includcd in the oFfence dietribution. 

TAIl II - C184'LETED APPEAL DOSSIERS(1) 

CRIMINAL APPEALS CIVIL APPEALS 
CROWN 	CLIENT OTHER PARTY 	CLIENT 

YEAR TOTAL TOTAL 	INITIATED 	INITIATED TOTAL 	INITIATED 	INiTIATED 

*981-82 

1982-83 

(1) this inforeation in not aggregated. 



Alberta 

Contact(s): David McCuire 

Source(s) for Approved Data 

Available data pertinent to the exercise were collected by Centre staff. 

Expenditure data source - claim form, annual report 
Caseload data source - claim form, annual report 

Claim form data are considered accurate for statistical purposes. 	Data 
presented in the annual report are consistent with those presented on the 
claim form. 

Major Definitional Inconsistencies 

None 

Missing Data 

Summary service coUnts are not maintained. 
Age and sex data are not aggregated. 

Future Availability of Data 

The Society expects to report a summary service count consistent with the 
national definition for the reporting year 1985-86. 

There are no plans to collect provincial aggregates for age and sex 
characteristics at this time. This data could be generated by the information 
system on special request. 



* - 	'!5 	PROVIPUt ALZRTA 

TE 1 REVEIII BY SOJ 	$000. 

YEAR TOTAL 
cOVT 
CTR 

UVYERS TRUST 
ACCI • INTEREST 

CLIENT 
C0$TR. C ) 

COSTS 
RECOVERED 

SPECIFIC 
PURPOSE GRANTS OTIR 

1981-42 6,097 5,413 N/A $38 N/A 146 

1992-83 9,148 8,294 N/A 604 N/A 260 

TmX 2 - EXPEMMTL$!E BY 08,1ECT 	$000'e 

YEAR TOTAL 

LEGAL SERVICt EXPENDITURE 

TOTAL 	FED 	PROV/ 	TOTAL 	FAMILY 	1 	011CR 
TOTAL 	CHIN 	CHIN - 	14JN 	CIVIL 	 CIVIL 

SPECIAL PROGRAM EXPENDITURE I 011CR 

TOTAL 
PU&IC 
(DUC. 

EXT. 
PROJ TOTAL RESEARDI &OMIN(1) 

1981-82 7,260 3,389 4,271 4,271 - 1,118 .. .. .. .. N/A 1,871 N/A 1,871 

1992-83 9,457 7,189 5,760 5,759 1 1,429 •. .. .. .. N/A 2,269 N/A 2,269 

(1) The cost of inforeat ion ph1et. For pub! ic consut ton to tr.c luded. 

TAKE S - LEGAL SERVICE EXPENDITURE - PRIVATE 6 SALARIED PROFESSIONALS 	$000'5 	 - 

YEAR TOTAl. PRIVATE SALARIED 

1981-82 $,389 5,389 N/A 

1982-83 7,189 7,189 N/A 

1Aft1 4 - PERSONNEL RESOURCES AS OF MARCH 31ST 

LEGAL *10 STAFF 

LAWYERS 	LAWYERS 011CR 
A041N. 	DIRECT PROFM. SWPORT 

YEAR 	TOTAL 	SERVICE 	SERVICE STAFF STAFF 

1981-82 84 3 - 80 41 

198243 1 	84 3 - 40 41 

N0. 
PRIVATE PRACTiCE ACTIVE BAR 
PA1CL 1CtERS PE*ERS 

1,500 3,548 

1
1
500 3

1
745 

8 - 	t14*R1CTERISTICS 

naL 5 - SLN4ARY SERVICE CIXDT(l) 	 YA&E 6 - DUTY COIJSEL COUNT 

YEAR 	SIflIARY SERVICE COUNT 

1981-82 

198243 

(1) Thaeeevices are not counted at this tiee. 	 (1) Includes 684 provInciai/IJI!tipS1 ofrence 
caoee in 1981-82, and 800 in the foltowin9 
year. 

(2) The feaiiy court duty counsel program was 
diScontinued ójrulg 1981-82. 

YEAR TOTAL CRININAL(1) CLVTL(2) 

1981-82 15,989 15,851 138 

1982-83 15,485 15,481 4 



YEM 
TOTAl. 
101*1. 

*PPLIcArImIs(1) I . CRIN CIVIL 
APP!OVED 
TOTAL I CR114 

APPI.ICATIG(S I CIVIL 

198142 22,914 16,231 6,685 15,508 11,886 3.622 

1982-83 29,012 19,*5* 8,$79 17,247 13,501 3,766 

(1) Nots that potential cU.nt* undergo prollainary ecreenlnq procedutea prior to filing an application. 
tho.e r.tuud during this process are not Includ,d In those data. 

TAa.E 9 - REFUSED APPLICATIa4S 8Y CR11505 FOR REnJSAL(I) 

YEAR 
TOTAL IVJL&D 
TOTAL CR114 CIVIL 

FINANCIAl. 
TOTAL CR114 

INELIGIBILITY I 	CIVIL 
OTHER IAS()4S 
TOTAL 	I 	CR114 	CLVIL(2) 

1981-82 7,408 4,345 5,063 1,284 840 444 6,124 3,505 2,619 

1982-8) 10,7*5 5,933 4,812 1,429 838 1 	$91 9,316 5,095 4,221 

(1) Exciudis tho.. i.Fu,od Grtng prsllainary scrasning etagee. 

TAAI 9 - C()f'tETED DOSSIERS CV PRIVATE PRACTICE AND SALARIED PRCrESSI(lALS 

YEAR 
TOTAL COSSIERS 
TOTAL PRIVATE 

COItCTEO 
SALARIED 

CRININAI. 
TOTAL PRIVATE SALARIED 

CIVIL 
TOTAL PRIVATE SALARIED 

1981-82 *4,965 14,965 N/A 11,632 11,632 N/A 3,333 3,333 N/A 

1952-83 16,513 16,513 14/A 12,799 12,799 N/A 3,714 3,714 N/A 

TA4L( 10 - C(54'LETED FEDERAL CRIMINAL DOSSIERS BY HAOR OFFENCE CATEGORY 

CRIMINAL CDOE CFFENCES NARCOTICS )UVENILE OTHER 
ONTROL O(LI4JENt FEDERAl. 

THEFT FRAIl) ORLSIX, ACT 6 FDA ACT STATUTES 
YEAR TOTAl. SEXUAL OIlER 8&E, FALSE 1I4'AIRED 

TOTAL 1014. OFTENC TS t ASSAILTS RO88CRY P055. PRETENSE ORIVI10 OTHER 

1981-82 11,205 9,724 184 857 539 5,042 572 371 1,779  917 55) II 

1982-83(1) 12,1*9 10,956 3)) 968 612 5,418 689 495 2,083 774 48 1 

(I) The total cri.Inal dossier count is lower than that shown in ,able 9 duo to the aecluslon of 152 cpinIon. 

Tla.( 11 - C(SQLETED APPEAL DOSSIERS 

CREI4IN.M. APPEALS CIVIL APPEALS 
CfiO*4 CLIENT OTHER PARTY 	CLIENT 

YEAR TOTAL TOTAL INITIATED INITIATED TOTAL INITIATED 	INITIATED 

198142 453 426 67 359 27 

1992-83 509 494 120 374 15 



British Coltathia 

Contact(s): Dan Mass 

Source(s) for Approved Data 

Available data pertinent to the exercise were collected by Centre staff, and 
were supplemented by information provided over the phone. 

Expenditure data source - annual report, internal records 
Caseload data source - annual report 

Claim form data are not considered accurate for statistical purposes. 
Caseload data appearing on the claim form are generally consistent with those 
approved, however expenditure data differ. 

Major Definitional Inconsistencies 

Accounting procedures changed after the 1981-82 fiscal year. Expenditure data 
were derived through the use of accrual rather than cash-based accounting 
procedures in 1982-83. 

Completed case counts refer most closely to number of court proceedings for an 
individual matter rather than to number of completed dossiers. This results 
in an inflated case count; that is a count that would tend to be higher than 
both dossier and charge-based counts. These data are available for private 
lawyers only. 

Missing Data 

Federal and provincial criminal legal service 
distinguishable. 
Personnel resource counts cannot be displayed 
distribution. 
Duty counsel counts are not aggregated. 
A refused application count by reason for refusal is 
A juvenile case count is not available. 
A comprehensive clinic case count is not available. 
Criminal appeal data are not readily available. 
Age and sex data are not aggregated. 

expenditures are not 

as per the Table 4 

not maintained. 

Future Availability of Data 

A new management information system was introduced toward the latter part of 
1982. It is expected that caseload data recommended for collection at the 
national level will be fully available for the 1984-85 reporting period. 



A - ________ 	PROVIPCE* BRITIS (3)LWIA 

- RVVIJE BY $CURt1) 	$000'. 

YEAR TOTAL 
GOV'T 
CONTR 

I.AWYCNS TRUST 
ACCT. INTEREST 

CLIENT 
C(PTR. 

COSTS 
RECOVERED 

SPECIFIC PURPOSE 
GRANTS OTHER 

1981-42 15,4 13,146 1,808 51 NA 453 

1982-83 10,838 15,769 2,760 46 NA 	- 263 

(1) Note that revenues reported for 1982-83 include receivlea; accru*t-baaed accounting procedures 
weT-a oiloyod. This causea some Inconalatency In the date for the tua reporting periode. 

TAa.E 2 - CXPtIOHURE BY OBa(CT(1) S000'13 

YEAR TOTAL 

LEGAL SERVICE EXPE!TURE 

TOTAL 	FED 	PROV/ 	TOTAL 1 FAMILY. 	OTHER 
TOTAL 	CRIM 	CRIN 	UI 	CIVIL 	 CIVIL 

SPECIAL PROGRAM (XPEI()ITURE OTHER 

TOTAL 
PUBLIC 
EDUC. 

EXT. 
PRO) IOTAL RESEARCH ADMIN 

1981-82 15,446 11,899 6,950(e) .. .. 4,949(o) 3,650(e) 1,299(o) 1.702 855 847 1.845 - 1,845 

1982-83 20,333 17,412 10,910(e) .. .. 6,562(e) 4,610(e) 1,952(e) 949 989 -(2) 1.912 - 1,912 

Note that accounting proceduree employed to derive these fiquree differ. In 1982-83, accrual rather than ceoh-baaed epend1turea are reported. 
In 1982-8), the Netive Courtrker and Counselling Asoocietion waedirectly funded by the Niniatry of the Attorney General, rather than by the Plan. 

TMILZ S - LEGAL SERVICES EXPEPOIIURE - PRIVATE 4 SALARIED PROFESSIONALS(1) $000'a 

YEAR TOTAl. PRIVATE SALARIED 

1981-82 11,899 6 1 933 4,966 

1982-83 17,412 11,731 5,741 

TAKE 4 - PERSONNEL RESIJRCE5 AS OF HARCH 3151(1) 

LEGAL AID STAFF 
No' OF PRIVATE PRACTICE ACIIVE BAR 

LAWYERS LAWYERS OTHER PANEL YCM&RS MEMIERS 
A4IN.- DIRECT PROT'NL SUPPORT 

YEAR TOTAL SERVICE SERVICE STAFF STAFF 

1981.82 .. .. .. .. .. 1,500(e) 3,940(o) 

198283 134 .. $5 .. .. 1,500(e) 4 1 163(e) 

(1) Count as of 3enuery 1, 1983. 	Includes head office and branch 
offices; cx.inity Lao office etaff are secluded. 

YEAR TOTAL CRIMINAL CIVIL 

NA 

1982-83 .. .. NP. 

(1) Duty counsel aervicee are provided but Counts 
are not aggregated. 

B - CASOAM D4ARTtRISTICS 

TABLE S - SUI44ARY SERVICE COUNT 	 TABLE 6 - DUTY COUNSEL COUNT(1) 

YEAR 	SU)*ARY SERVICE COUNT 

1981-82 r 	27,031 

1982-83 	 32,643 



TL 7 - lOIN. NC M19M ,ZCAUm(1)(e) 

YEAR 
101*. NPtfC*TISS 
101*. 	CRIM I C19fl. TOTAL 

4PPYAM.APPLICATIOW I CRIN I CIVIL 

06142 66,6)1 21.612 34,006 17,627 21,96) 15.66* 

102-I) 69.719 1 12,732 ),967 37,076 Z*,e72 12,60* 

(1) Not. that Bartt.1 data for the VktorI. Cstty 1., 
offIce are e,cludsd. 

TALL I - R(fUD AP,LICATIapS BY cAUJs FOR REfusAl. 

YCAI 
TOTAl. PErUSED 
TOTAL. CR114 CIVIl. 

fiNANCIAl. 
TOTAL CR114 

INELIGIBILITY 
CIVIL 

OTHER 
TOTAL 

REASGIS 
CR114 	CIVIL 

198142 27,301 6,689 20,342 .. .. .. .. 

1952-83 32.66) 5.260 24.383 .. .. .. 

T.j 9 - CI)Nt(T(D OOSSIER) BY PRIVATE PRACTICE MO SALARIED PRESSI0*AL.S(1) 

YEAR 
TOTAl. CE)1E1C 
TOTAL. PRIVATE SALARIED 

CTTINI4RL(1) 
TOTAL PRIVATE SALARIED 

CIVIL 
TOTAL PRIVATE 	SALARIED 

1951-62 ., 53,589 .. .. 27,431 .. .. 10,156 

1952-8) .. 43,962 .. 70,892 .. .. 13,070 

fLr.s are bsead an proceedIng coalta. 8eeeie a case may Includa more then me proceeding, 
the proceeding cout tondis to be ht,er then a do.ek.r cot.. 

TALC 10 - C0I1.ETED fEDERAL CRIMINAL DOSSIERS BY $AiOR OFFENCE CATCGORY(I) 

CRIWINAL. CODE (7TENCES 'IAREDTICS JUVENILE OTHER 
CON!R. O(LITCTNT TEOCRN. 

fl4(TT fRAI,0 ORT)*. fISCAL aCT 6 t0* ACT(2) STATUTES 
YEAR TOTAL SEXUAL SEXUAl. OTTER 86€, TAl,SL II4'AIRED 

TOTAL TOT, OFFENCES ASSAILTS ASSAILTS R08RY POSS. PRETCNSC ORIVIAG OTHER 

1981-82 23,262 21,317 266 570 1,883 1,030 7,865 1,5)7 2,695 5,731 1,83)  

1912-53 30,6*9 28l20 341 .54* 2,421 1,144 10,598 1,902 5,704 1,466 2.477 .. 52 

TI) CaaIts reor.s.nt only thee. cage, P,endled by the prteta bat. AU rt9jrea are blood an proceeding counts dilch ovsr-.iastzes 
thoas settsru ,ic$i tend to t•AIts more csct proceeding.. lot, that .çgeal data are included in the t,l., 
3uvenIl. 0*iIjent Act of.nc.m are included in the affanc, diatttbut ion. 

CIVIL APPEM.S 
CRA CLIENT OTHER PARTY 

 
CLIENT 

YEAR TOTAL TOTAl. INIT1ATED INITIATED TOTAL INITIATED INITIATED 

51 

1982-87 ,. ,, ,. .. 71 

(1) Coi.v.ts represent only thsa appeals Pandled by the privatS bar, 

TZ It - CIUTED ALAL OOSSIERS(I) 

CRIMINAL  APPEALS 

r 



Yukon 

Contact(s): Gina Turner 

Source(s) for Approved Data 

All data pertinent to the exercise were supplied by the Plan (i.e. it was not 
necessary to consult alternate data sources). 

Expenditure data source - claim form 
Caseload data source - claim form, internal records 

Claim form data are considered accurate for statistical purposes. 	Annual 
reports are not available. 

Major Definitional Inconsistencies 

Duty counsel services provided on court circuits are not included in the duty 
counsel count. 

Criminal dossier counts are based on charges dealt with rather than dossiers 
completed. Also note that the offence distribution data exclude circuit court 
cases. Similarly, appeal cases handled on court circuit are excluded. 

Missing Data 

Summary service counts are not maintained. 
Completed case counts for the year 1982-83 are not available. 
Juvenile Delinquent Act cases are not aggregated. 
Age and sex data are not aggregated. 

Future Availability of Data 

Efforts are now underway to accomodate the counting of dossiers rather than 
charges. Although caseload statistics for 1982-83 will not be available, the 
Plan has indicated that 1983-84 caseload data will be captured. 

There are no other plans to change reporting practices at this time. 



* 	ovnus YUKON  

T.E I - REVEMZ BY S4XJRIX(1) WOO* 

YCAR TOTAL(s) 
cov'v 
Q3MTR(a) 

uwus FROST 
ACCT. IN1EREST 

CLIENT 
COMM 

1 COSTS 
RECOVERED 

SPECIFIC PURPOSE 
GRANTS OTHER 

1981.12 536 536 N/A S N/A - 

1982-8) 390 590 WA 9 N/A - 

%I# pwuiur.0 are rui&y r.,c,o oy 90VOMMOnt. Tutus From acute.s othir then government ire payable 
through gavenow* and are th.rior, includcd in the government contribution c.tsqory. 

TA*L 2 - EXPE NDITURE BY O8.IECT 	$000'. 

YEAR TOTAL 

LEGAL SERVICE £XPUITUR 

TOTAL 	FED 	PRaY, 	TOTAL 	FAMILY 	OTHER 
YOIAL(1) 	CRIN 	CRIN 	1414 	CIVIL 	 CIVIL 

SPECIAl. PROGRAN E*PEV6)ITURE I OTHER 

TOTAL 
PUBLIC 
COtJC. 

EXT. 
PRa3 TORI.. RESEARD4 ADMIH(2) 

1981-82 536 505 429 429 N/A 76 68 8 H/A N/A N/A 31 N/A 31 

1982-83 590 561 434 434 N/A 127 93 34 N/A N/A N/A 29 N/A 29 

(2) Sarvtcss 1  auppli.., .d ccdatton provided by the territoriat government are not accounted For. 

TA&L 3 - LEGAL SERVICE EXPEMIITURE - PRIVATE 6 SALARIED PROFESSIONALS 	$000i 

YEAR TOTAL PRIVAtE SALARIED. 

1981-82 505 SOS N/A 

1982-83 561 561 N/A 

TA*.L 4 - PCRSO44IL RESOURCES AS OF k4RCH 31ST 

LEGAL AID STAFF 
NO 

 
PRIVATE PRACITCE 

TO.OF 
 ACTIVE BAR 

LAWYERS LAWYERS OTTER PANEL IEP&RS TC€ERS 
A8t4tN DIRECT PROF'T& SIPPI)TT 

YEAR TOTAL SERVICE SERVICE STAFF STAFF 

1981-82 1 - - I - 29 29 

1982-83 1 - - I - 35 35 

8 - 	 aTIlESTICS 

TU 3 - SLIs4ARY SERVICE CCL14T(1) 	 TAa.E 6 - DUTY COUNSEL COUNT( 1) 

YEAR 	SUMMY SERVICE COUNT 

1981-82 

1982-83 

(I) Servic.s ml pràvtdod by the OFFice or the Legal 	 (I) An intorasi criminal ó.jty ccune.t aorvico cnced in 1982-83. 
Aid Cler4c hcw.wsr, records are not maintained. 	 Figursa reFer to only the Whitehorso location For a ti month p.rtod. 

YEAR TOTAL CRIMINAL CIVIL 

1981-92 N/A N/A N/A 

1982-83 150(e) 150(o) N/A 



US.E 7 - TOTAL AND APPROVED APPtIcAT1S(1) 

YEAR 
TOTAl. APPLICATI6 
TOTAL 	CRIM 	CIVIL 

APPROVED 
TOTAL 

APP1.ICAT16 
CR111 	CIVIL 

1981-12 51 469 122 548 453 95 

198243 $76 j 	 412 1 	TM 1 	515 1 	375 1 	135 

(1) The msr of total applications dess not represent total number of Potential client. 6* to 
scrs.*iing of applicants prior to filing an application. Also note tPut vary often, application. 
Sr. completed sft.r asryics delivery on circuit court. 

umx s - REFUSED *.uc*ns BY CR0L*S FOR RErusAL(l)(e) 

YEAR 
TOTAl. $ruSED 
TOTAL CITIM CIVIL 

FINANCIAL 
TOTAL CRIM 

D&LICIBILITY 
CIVIL 

OTNCR IEASONS 
TOTAL I 	CR111 CIYIL(2) 

1981-82 43 16 27 16 16 - 27 * 27 

1982.4) 63 37 26 37 37 - 26 - 26 

Theme,  dste we not applicsbls to circuit court ciii.. 
Urgency of i.ttr is g.n.rslly the reason for refusal In civil cii... 

T*.i 9 * CGIPLETED OOSSIERS BY PRIVATE PRACTICE AND SALARIED PROICSSIONALS 

YEAR 
TOTAl. 0)*LETE 
TOTAL PRIVA1t SALARIED 

CRLMINAL(1) 
TOTAL PRIVATE SALARIED 

CIVIL 
TOTAl. PRIVATE SALARIED 

1981-82 717 7*7 N/A 630 630 N/A 87 87 N/A 

198243 .. .. N/A .. .. N/A .. .. WA 

(I) Crtaicsl s.ttars am comtad on a dearge basis • Inc hides SI circuit court cii... 

1A1 10 - CI)4tCIED FEDERAL CRIMINAL DOSSIERS BY MA30R OFFENCE CATECORY(1) 

CRIMINAL CIE OFFENCES NARCOTICS 3JYD4ILC DINER 
CONTIT. OU.ITtENT FEDERAl. 

DUT FRAUD ORLSS(, ACT 6 FDA ACT(2) SIATU1ES 
YEAR TOTAL SEXUAL SEXUAl. OTIER 861, FALSE IIAIRED 

TOTAL IoN. OFFTNCES ASSATLTS *SSAIJ.TS 18)BBERY POSS. PRETENSE DRIVIP€ OTNCR 

1981-82 561 554 6 15 44 5 269 30 	, 45 140 23 .. 4 

1982.41 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
(1)Figurus are charg.-bas.d. Mote that 81 circuit ccutt cusss are excluded. 
(2) 3uvsnil. Delinquent Act offences are included in the offenc. distribution. 

TAa.L 11 - COtE1ED APPEAL OOSSLERS(I) 

CRIMINAL APPEALS CIVIL APPEALS(2) 
CTOIS CLIENT OTIER PARTY CLIENT 

YEAR TOTAl. TOTAL INITIATED INITIATED TOTAl. INITIATED INITIATED 

1981-82 8 8 .. .. 
1982-83 .. .. .. .. 

(I) Appaul court is held in Vancouver. Note that circuit court wipsals cr0 excluded from the count. 
(2) Due to the Ice, incidsacs of civil app..1 cii.., theSe fiqurea cr5 not agreg.ted. 

- 



Northwest Territories 

Contact(s): Doug Miller 

Source(s) for Approved Data 

Available data pertinent to the exercise were collected by Centre staff. 

Expenditure data source - internal records, claim form 
Caseload expenditure source - claim form 

Claim form expenditure data conflict with those approved. The claim form has 
been identified as an accurate source for caseload data. 

Major Definitional Inconsistencies 

Criminal caseloads are reported on a charge basis. The closed dossier concept 
is inconsistent with the file system used. Open files are maintained for each 
client and are updated over time. These files are rarely closed. 

Missing Data 

Source of revenue data categorizations are not available. 
Summary service counts are not maintained. 
Total application counts do not apply. 	Only approved applications are 
completed and counted. 	Similarly, information on the refused applicant 
population is not available. 
Civil caseload counts are not available for 1982-83. 
Age and sex data are not aggregated. 

Future Availability of Data 

The Plan has expressed an interest in developing a management information 
system which would produce statistics compatible with those recommended for 
collection at the national level. Discussions between the Technical 
Assistance Directorate of the Centre and the Plan are now underway. 

r - 



A - _______ 	P*IVINcE, TO1T)(ST TERRITORIES 

TE I - REYflU RT SEI(1)  

YEAR TOTAL 
'T• 

4TR 
LAWYERS TJST 
ACEr. INTEREST 

CL lEJ4T 
COMTR. 

COSTS 
RECOVWD 

SPECIFIC PURPOSE 
GRANTS Ofl(R 

1991412 1,003 1,003 k/A .. .. NA 

1992-93 1037 1,137 WA .. .. NA 

yuvwmmnr we tn.rerore reriactso in the government contrtbutin cstsgory. 

TA1 2 - £XPETITUfiE BY 08.ZCT 	$000'. 

LEGAL SERVICE EXPEtIT%JRC 	 SPECIAL PROGRAM EXPCTCITURE OTCR 
TOTAL 	FED 	PROV/ 	TOTAL7 	FAMILY 	OT)tR 	 PU.IC 	CXI. YEAR 	TOTAL 	TOTAL(1) 	CRIN 	CR114 	414 	CIVIL CIVIL 	IOTA!. 	EDUC. 	PRO,3(i) TOTAL. 	RESE_AROI 	!OMIN(2) 

1991-82 1,05* 377 326 320 6 31 30 21 487 WA 487 190 N/A 190 
1982-8) 1,329 533 474 467 7 39 43 14 606 14/A 606 igo It/A 190 

Eet.rn.l 	e,ci.s faded are the Native Courtaork.r's Progrm and th e  PIliiçwffi.k Ti.inivLk Clinic. L.çal aid cs hendl.d by the litter and included in the csslaed data. 	 sncy •  
OlfIre apace and ftnenci,j administration 	rvic.a are provided by govejv.nt and are riot r.F1.ct.d in this, deta. 

TIL 3 - LEGAL SERVICES CXP(IO1TL - PRIVATE A SALARIED PRItSSICNALs 	WOO'. 

YEAR TOTAL(1) PRIVATE I 	SALARIED 

1981482 377 377 1 N/A 

198243 533 533 s/A 

TAM.Z 4 - PERSG$C1. RESOURCES AS OF KAROl 31ST 

LEGAL AID 33*1111) NO. OF NO. OF 
PRIVATE PRACTICE ACTIVE BAR 

LAWYERS 	LAWYERS 011CR PANEL ICI9CRS ICICCRS(2) 
ADI4IN. DIRECT PAOF'*. SL$'PORT 

YEAR TOTAL. SERVICE SERVICE STAFF STAFF 

1981-92 3 1 - - 2 20 30(s) 

1982-03 3 1 - - 2 20 30(.) 

Staff or ImLltçnik IALteitniakvlk Clinic are not includ,dt service, other than legal sid are prøvid.d through this .incy. 
An eetlaatad 125 non-resIdent le.yers provld.d sarvicee on occaaton 

8 - CA.0*3 CWAVCTMSTIC5 

1AX S - SIJIAAY SERViCE CA4T(1) 	 TA.E 6 - OuTY COISISEL C0t941(1) 

YEAR 	SJ4IARV SERVICE CLT  

1981-82 

1962-93 

(1) Althoi4i s,rvicss of this roturs are ptovld5d 	 (1) Aithoiugh a lawyer is availebi. to represent 
ststistics are not uaifltaln.d. 	 client, in the Yelloinjfi courthoijs,, 

rvIcus are only provided to eliqibi. person.. 
Appllc.tion and caseload data include this 
serdce. 

YEAR TOTAL CRIMINAL. CIVIL 

1981-82 

1982-83 



T*& 7- TOTU, NC P$AOY(D A?LICATLI)IS 

YEAR 
TOTAL AICATI6(1) 
TOTU. 	LM 	CIVIL 

V?W 
TOTN. CRIN 

.ICATI(16 I 
CIVIL 

191142 .. .. 2,311 2,087 224 
] 

1,907 1,618 219] 

(1)AU patsnt&s1 applicants are scrisnid for •)191b1Ltty prior to fUing an ,p1tc.tLon 
Pm a r.1t, virtuaLly all applications are scc.ptod. 

TMM I - JOWUSM A?PLICATI08S BY CRICS FOR RUUSIJ.CI) 

YEAR 
lOIN. WUSED 
TOTAL 	CR114 	CIVIL 

FINNCIM. UCLIGTBILITY 
TOTAL 	CRIN CIVIL TOTAL 

OTHER TEASOKS 
CALM CIVIL 

1911-12 

(1) A rifud application coist is not ulnt.2MC. WA sipiwitory not., isbie 1. 

T*. 	- C%IIXTFD DOSSIERS BY PRIVATE PRACTICE AND SALARIED PROFESSIONALS 

TEAR 
TOTAL Q)LEIt 
lOIN. 	PRIVATE 	SALARIED 

CRIMINAL(1) 
TOTAL PRIVATE SALARIED 

CIVIL 
TOTAL PRIVATE SALARIED 

1911-82 2,250 2,250 N/A 1,929(2) 1,929 N/A 321 321 N/A 

1912-I) .. N/A 1,690 1,690 N/A .. .. N/A 

Crisinal caits an baud an diargus raLlier thwi doesisrs. 
Iriuds. 232 cirjit court css. the re.p.cttve fiur. for 1982-83 is not kno.n. 

T*.L 10 - C(IUTCD FEDERAL CRIMINAL DOSSIERS BY 14A30R OFFENCE CAT(CORY( 1) 

CRIMINAL DX)( OITENCES NAAEDTICS
CONTROL 

JVCNILC 
OCLDR)IJCNI 

OTHER 
FWCRN. 

THEFT FRAIL 0111111, ACT A FDA ACT STATUT(S()) 

YEAR TOTAL 
TOTAL RIM. 

SEXUAL 
(IFENCES 

SEYLIAL 
ASSAILTS 

OTHER 
ASSALLTS ROBBERY 

B9, 
POSS. 

FALSE 
PREIENSE 

1I1'AIRED 
ORIVINC OTHER(2) 

1981-92 1,M9 1,562 25 48 *57 38 570 70 159 536 87 20 

1912-17 1,45* 1,559 1 75 151 7 479 66 120 694 70 22 

A ch.rgs bs. d ca.it is r,port.d. In 1951-82, Zn circistI court ci... are SICAUQSU. Lfl 17090.1 CAMUIC. cwrL  

category; theIr .*sr is not Ias0. 
Inctudsd am t.rritoriai ordinwc, of f.nce cuss; Piowsvr, thur mz.rs Sr. estttsd to be F... 
IncIudsd in otMr Cr*.atn.1 Code offence c.tsgory. 

1A1 11- CIWIED APPEAL DOSSIERS 

CRIJUNAL N'PEM.S CIVIL APPEALS 
CROWI CI.ICNT JOTHER PARTY CLIENT 

YEAR TOTAL TOTAL 	INITIATED INITIATED TOTAL INITIATED INITIATED 

1981-92 a ze  

1982413 79 39  

r 	77  





TAM t ESTIN*TES OF TQTM. PO?ULATION AS J OTOOEP I t  1901 AND 1902 

TOTAL 
POPtUIION 

PROVINCE YEM 

(000) 

ME1WOWIDL.*D 	1981 	 568.3 

	

1982 	 371.5 

PRIZE EDWARD 	1991 	 122.7 
ISLAND 	 f982 	 123.1. 

MOVA SCOTIA 	1981 	 849.3 

	

1982 	 853.2 

NEV BRUNSWICK 	1981 	 696.3 

	

1982 	 701.5 

QUfiEC 	 1981 	 6450.6 

	

1982 	 6490.0 

ONTARIO 	 1981 	 8647.6 

	

1982 	 8730,6 

MANITOBA 	1981 	 1027.8 

	

1982 	 1037.3 

SASKATCHEWAN 	1981 	 972.3 

	

1982 	 983.3 

ALSERTA 	 1991 	 2272,3 

	

1982 	 2336.0 

BRiTISH COLUMBIA 	1981 	 2764,4 

	

1982 	 2803.6 

YUKON 	 1981 	 23.4 

	

1982 	 23.6 

NORTHWEST 	 11 9 91 	 46.3 
TERRITORIES 	. 	1982 	 48,1 

CANADA 	 1981 	 . 	24441.9 

	

1982 	 24724.1 

NOTE: NUM8ES NAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUND1NS. 
SOURCE: POPULATION. CAT. MO . 91-01 DUARTERLY tSTIMATES, STATISTICS CANADA. 

1981 DATA ARE FINAL POSICENSAL ESTIMATES AND 1982 DATA ARE UPDATED 
POSICENSAL SSTIMATES. I . 

F-i 



low Income Population Data: 

Low income cut-offs are based on the 1978 Statistics Canada Family Expenditure 
Survey. 	Family. income 18 considered to fall below, the low income level if 
58.5% or more of income is spent on food, shelter, and clothing. 	The low 
income cut-off has historically maintained an arbitrary 20% difference in the 
ratio of expenditure to income between what low income families and all 
families spend on necessities. Since the 1978 Family Expenditure Survey 
indicated that all families spent 38.5% of their income on rood, shelter, and 
clothing, the corresponding percentage for a low income family was 58 5% or 
more 	The latest low income cut-offs (produced for 1978) are adjusted to the 
current year by using the Consumer Price Index. The table below is an excerpt 
from the Statistics Canada publication, Income Distributions by Size in 
Canada, 1982 (Catalogue No. 13-207) for the low income cut-off applied to the 
1982 income data See the 1981 publication for the low income cut-of f's 
applied to the income year 1981. 

Low Income Cut-Offs of Family Units, 1982 

Size of area of residence 

Urban Areas 

500 9 000 100 9 000- 30,000- Less than Rural 
and over 499,999 99 9 999 30,0001 areas 

dollars 
1978 base 

1 person 8,914 8,466 7,941 7,342 6,592 
2 persons 11,761 11,162 10,414 9 1 663 8 1615 
3 persons 15,732 14 9 909 13,934 12,961 11,537 
4 persons 18 0 129 17,229 16,107 14,982 13 9336 
5 persons 21,126 20 9002 18,654 17,379 15,507 
6 persons 23,073 21,800 20,377 18,953 16,930 
7 or more persons 	25,396 24,047 22,475 20 9 901 18 9 654 

1 Includes cities with a population between 15,000 and 30,000 and small urban 
areas (under 15,000). 

Low Incone Data Table 

Source: Unpublished 	data 	derived 	from the 	Statistics 	Canada Survey, 	of 
Consumer Finances, 1982 and 1983. 

Coverage: All persons aged 16 years and over are included. 

Exclusions: Residents of the Northwest Territories and the Yukon., members of 
households located on Indian 	reserves, 	inmates 	of 	institutions, 
and 	persons 	residing 	in 	other institutions (e.g. 	tuberculosis 
hospitals, orphanages, homes for the aged). 



TAKE 2 - (ST lUTES OF AD(JITS(Ie.) ABOVE AND ULOW TIE ION INCONE C1JT-OFFS11970 IASED) FOR INCONE 
TEARS till Of 1 01112 

NDILTS(14.) 
ELON INtUIt *80W INtONE 

PROVINCE YEAR TOTAL CUT-OFFS CUT-OFFS 
NO. 	lOOT (O. I NO. 
(000) (000) (000) 1 

IENFOUND(AND 1901 178 64 Il 312 II 
1982 392 76 it 317 01 

PRINCE EDWARD 1901 86 14 16 72 84 
151_MID 1982 86 14 lb 72 84 

*0* SCOTIA 1901 195 100 17 495 83 
'1982 614 (08 18 506 02 

(EN IRtJISNICK 1981 487 89 to 398 82 
1982 495 98 20 397 80 

QUEBEC 1981 4831 852 18 3979 82 
1982 4957 891 18 4066 82 

ONTARIO 1981 6479 757 12 5722 88 
1902 6575 842 II 5133 87 

NANITOBA 1981 730 119 16 612 04 
1982 732 131 (8 601 82 

SASA1C100 1901 656 106 lb 550 94 
1982 690 104 II 586 85 

MJERT* 1981 1624 169 10 1455 90 
1992 1740 210 12 1530 Be 

IRIIISI( COLUNBIA 1981 2055 256 12 1800 88 
1982 2136 310 (5 1825 85 

CANADA 1981 17921 2526 14 15395 86 
1982 18416 2703 15 15632 85 

NOTE: 	NURIERS NAY NOT ADO DUE TO ROUKDINB. 	flESE DATA ARE NOT AVAILABLE FOR THE TIEJI AND 
NORTHNEST T(RR!TCRIES. 

SOURCE: WIPUBLISKED DATA 1  SURVEY OF CONStJtR FINANCES - 1982.A*D 1983. 

C.  — •l 
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